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Abstract 

The Mycobacterium tuberculosis complex (MTBC) contains the causative agents of 

tuberculosis (TB) in mammals. The archetypal members of the MTBC, Mycobacterium 

tuberculosis (M. tuberculosis) and Mycobacterium bovis (M. bovis), cause human tuberculosis 

and bovine tuberculosis, respectively. Although M. tuberculosis and M. bovis share over 99.9% 

genome identity, they show distinct host adaptation for humans and animals; hence, while the 

molecular basis of host adaptation is encoded in their genomes, the mechanistic basis of host 

tropism is still unclear. Exploration of the in vitro phenotypic consequences of known genetic 

difference between M. bovis and M. tuberculosis offers one route to explore genotype-

phenotype links that may play a role in host adaptation. Thus, my PhD project mainly studied 

two such DNA regions, TbD1 and RD900.  

The TbD1 (‘Mycobacterium tuberculosis deletion 1 region’) locus encompasses the mmpS6 

and mmpL6 genes and this region is absent in M. tuberculosis ‘modern’ lineages (Lineages 2, 

3, 4). The function of TbD1 has previously been investigated in M. tuberculosis, where 

conflicting data has emerged on the role of TbD1 in sensitivity to oxidative stress, while the 

underlying mechanistic basis of such a phenotype is unclear. The TbD1 project aimed to shed 

further light on the role of the TbD1 locus by exploring its function in M. bovis. M. bovis 

AF2122/97 and BCG Denmark TbD1 knockout (ΔTbD1) strain were generated and conducted 

comparative transcriptomics to define global gene expression profiles of M. bovis wild type 

(WT) and the ΔTbD1 strains under in vitro culture conditions (rolling and standing cultures). 

This analysis revealed differential induction of a hypoxia-driven copper response in WT and 

ΔTbD1 strains. In vitro phenotypic assays demonstrated that the deletion of TbD1 sensitized 

M. bovis to H2O2 and hypoxia-specific copper toxicity.

The Region of Difference 900 (RD900) locus contains two pknH genes (pknH1 and pknH2) 

flanking the tbd2 gene. Gene pknH1 and pknH2 both encodes a eukaryotic-like serine/threonine 

protein kinase and tbd2 encodes a potential ABC transporter. The RD900 is deleted in M. 

tuberculosis H37Rv and thus only one pknH gene is left. Mycobacterium bovis AF2122/97 has 

an intact RD900 locus with two pknH genes however none of the PknH proteins has the proline-

rich region as compared to PknHTB from M. tuberculosis H37Rv. To understand the function 

of RD900 locus in M. bovis and identify different pathways that regulated by PknH1, PknH2 

or PknHTB, I collaborated with Carlos Martin’s group at the University of Zaragoza, Spain, and 

conducted WGS and RNA-seq on their M. bovis AF2122/97 WT and WT::pknHTB strains. 

Analysis found that the knock-in of the pknHTB in M. bovis AF2122/97 altered a range of 
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cellular processes, mainly in intermediate metabolism and respiration, cell wall and cell 

processes, lipid metabolism and these alterations may contribute to the attenuated in vivo 

virulence of the M. bovis AF2122/97 WT::pknHTB mutants observed in their mouse infection 

model. On the other hand, I knocked out the entire RD900 locus on M. bovis AF2122/97 to 

make a ‘clean’ background and complemented ΔRD900 mutants with pknH1, pknH2 or pknHTB 

separately for comparative transcriptomic studies. Although RNA-seq could not assign 

different pathways that each PknH initiates, the results suggested that in M. bovis AF2122/97 

the PknHs phosphorylate a dormancy survival regulator (DosR) under the trigger of standing-

induced hypoxia, and the full initiation of DosR regulon genes in response to hypoxia needs 

the RD900 locus. 

To summarize, this PhD project provides new information on the functions of the TbD1 and 

RD900 loci in stress responses in M. bovis and implied their important roles in host adaptation. 
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1.1 Human tuberculosis and Mycobacterium tuberculosis complex (MTBC) 

Human Tuberculosis (TB) is an airborne infectious disease that infects humans through the 

inhalation of airborne droplets expelled (e.g. by coughing) from TB patients with active disease 

(Turner and Bothamley, 2015). TB has an intimate long-term association with humans and 

paleontological findings have shown that TB has affected humans for at least 8000 years, with 

TB-like descriptions mentioned in ancient Greek and Indian literature (Hershkovitz et al., 2015; 

Herzog, 1998). The causative organism of human TB disease was first discovered and 

announced by Robert Koch on the 24th of March 1882, and subsequently the tubercle bacillus 

was named Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Sakula, 1982). Today, TB remains one of the leading 

causes of human death due to a single infectious disease in the world; TB killed an estimated 

1.5 million people in 2020 alone, with an increase in TB deaths for the first time in over a 

decade due to the disruption to TB control programmes caused by the COVID-19 pandemic 

(WHO, 2021).  

TB is mainly a pulmonary disease (pulmonary TB); however, it can cause disease at other sites 

throughout the whole body. TB in humans is mainly caused by M. tuberculosis, and TB is said 

to have two main states in humans: latent TB is an asymptomatic and non-transmissible state 

of TB which is caused by the inability of the immune system to eradicate mycobacteria from 

host tissue completely and hence bacilli persist within the lungs; active TB is on the other hand 

symptomatic and a transmissible state of TB. Only an estimated 5 – 10% of latent TB cases 

will develop active disease within two years (Behr, Edelstein and Ramakrishnan, 2018).  

However it is predicted that a quarter of the global human population is latently infected with 

M. tuberculosis and that this infection can be activated when the host is immune-compromised; 

thus this large reservoir of infection is a constant source for future active TB cases (Houben 

and Dodd, 2016).  

Sputum smear microscopy, culture-based methods or tuberculin skin test (TST) and interferon-

γ release assay (IGRA) can be used for TB diagnosis. For sputum-based tests, smear 

microscopy is used as a frontline test to detect acid-fast bacilli from expectorated sputum; while 

cheap and not requiring major laboratory infrastructure, smear microscopy is insensitive. 

Culture of the bacteria from sputum is time-consuming due to the slow growth of mycobacteria 

from sputum; thus the WHO recommends the Xpert MTB/RIF (Cephid) for the primary 

diagnosis of TB with determination of rifampicin resistance, a test which is based on real-time 

nucleic acid amplification of bacterial DNA from sputum (Helb et al., 2010). However, the 

sputum-based tests can give rise to false-negatives especially in HIV-infected humans thus 
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non-sputum based tests are also used, such as the commonly used interferon gamma release 

assay (IGRA) are also used. The IGRA is a blood test with the benefits that IGRA can 

differentiate between TB infection and BCG vaccination, which is a major improvement as 

compared to the TST (Horsburgh and Rubin, 2011). General clinical symptoms of TB including 

fever, fatigue, lack of appetite and weight loss, and persistent cough and haemoptysis 

(Highsmith, Starke and Mandalakas, 2018). However, some patients with active, culture-

positive disease are asymptomatic and thus are described as subclinical TB (Figure 1.1) (Barry 

et al., 2009).  

TB is curable and preventable; however the treatment of TB is a prolonged course, lasting 

usually 6 months and with multiple antibiotics, with standard drug therapy requiring four first-

line antitubercular drugs which are isoniazid, rifampicin, pyrazinamide and ethambutol, a so-

called cocktail therapy (WHO, 2021). Resistance to all drugs can happen due to the prolonged 

TB treatment and lack of patient compliance. Multiple-drug resistance (MDR) is defined as 

M. tuberculosis that is resistant to the two most potent antitubercular drugs, isoniazid and 

rifampicin, while extensive-drug resistance (XDR), is defined as M. tuberculosis that is 

resistant to isoniazid, rifampicin as well as any fluoroquinolone and at least one of three 

injectable second-line antitubercular drugs (i.e. amikacin, kanamycin, or capreomycin). MDR 

and XDR together with HIV co-infection and co-morbidities with other diseases such as type 

2 diabetes, are major problems that hamper TB treatment and therefore the control of this 

epidemic. There is therefore a need for identification of new anti-TB drugs, new TB vaccines 

and development of new strategies for TB elimination. The Figure 1.1 shows the dynamic 

continuum from TB infection to active TB disease. 
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Figure 1. 1 The spectrum of Human TB. 

The dynamic process from TB infection to active TB disease are as shown. The diagnostic, symptoms 

and treatment are different for latent TB infection, subclinical TB disease and active TB disease (Pai et 

al., 2016). 

 

The causative agents of TB in mammals are grouped in the Mycobacterium tuberculosis 

complex (MTBC). This group of closely related pathogens share high genome sequence 

identity due to the lack of horizontal gene transfer and strict clonality (Achtman, 2008). Even 

though low DNA sequence diversity exists among MTBC strains, the strains have adapted to 

different host species and notably, adaption here refers to the ability of the bacteria to not only 

infect a host but to complete a full life cycle of the bacteria, so including infection and causing 

diseases in the primary (or maintenance) host, and transmission between hosts (Malone and 

Gordon, 2017). Also, MTBC strains show different geographical distribution with some 

lineages (e.g. Lineage 2 and Lineage 4) globally dispersed while some lineages appear 

restricted to specific areas (Coscolla and Gagneux, 2014). As Figure 1.2 shown, the MTBC 

includes the human adapted M. tuberculosis lineages, as well as separate wild and domestic 

animal-adapted lineages that includes the strains M. microti, M. pinnipedii, M. orygis, M. 

mungii, M. caprae, M. bovis and so on, which were named after the host from which they were 

initially isolated (but do not stand for their host range). Most human TB disease cases are 

caused by M. tuberculosis sensu stricto (Lineage 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9) and M. africanum strains 

(Lineage 5, 6); a minority of cases (1-3%) are due to zoonotic TB infection such as by M. bovis 

or M. caprae (Brites and Gagneux, 2015; Olea-popelka et al., 2017; Ngabonziza et al., 2020; 
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Coscolla et al., 2021). The current view is that the MTBC emerged to be a successful 

professional pathogen from an environmental organism via the adaptation to an intracellular 

environment through a step by step evolution and thus acquired the ability to infect and 

multiply within mammalian macrophages and spread among hosts (Gagneux, 2018). One study 

proposed that the advent of controlled fire use in human prehistory could be a casual factor in 

facilitating ancestral MTBC to evolve from soil reservoir evolved to specialized human 

pathogen as in their model, the advent of controlled fire use significantly increased the 

probability of TB emergence through different aspects, i.e. smoke-induced lung damage 

impaired the respiratory protective immunity against mycobacteria, the gathering of people 

with poorly ventilated spaces increased between-host transmission (Chisholm et al., 2016). 

Originally, humans were thought to have obtained TB during the domestication of animals 

during the Neolithic period (Manchester, 1984); however this was disputed by the genome 

sequencing of M. bovis and the finding that it had a smaller genome size as compared with M. 

tuberculosis (Cole et al., 1998; Garnier et al., 2003). Also several studies based on whole-

genome sequencing have supported the hypothesis that humans may have transmitted TB to 

animals and that human-adapted strains occupy a more ancestral phylogenetic position (Brosch 

et al., 2002; Mostowy et al., 2002). The human-adapted MTBC strains are thought to have 

Africa as their origin region (Comas et al., 2013). For animal adapted strains, two branches 

were classified, with one branch comprising M. bovis, M. caprae, M. orygis, M. pinnipedii and 

M. microti, and another branch including M. mungi, M. suricattae, the ‘chimpanzee bacillus’ 

and the ‘dassie bacillus’, which all share a common ancestor with Lineage 6 strains (Alexander 

et al., 2010; Dippenaar et al., 2015).  
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Figure 1. 2 Phylogenetic tree of the Mycobacterium tuberculosis complex (MTBC). 

The schematic showing the phylogenetic relationships between MTBC strains using reference (Coscolla 

et al., 2021) which includes nine human-adapted lineages and lineages adapted to different wild and 

domestic animals. The boxes indicated some key deletion of genomic regions in certain lineages. 

 

1.2 Bovine tuberculosis and Mycobacterium bovis 

In 1896, Theobald Smith found that the causative agent of animal tuberculosis was different to 

the causative agent of human tuberculosis, leading him to describe Mycobacterium bovis 

(M. bovis) (Smith, 1898). Bovine tuberculosis (bTB) is mainly caused by M. bovis, but M. 

orygis and M. caprae are sometimes also found as causative agents. The principal domestic 

maintenance host of M. bovis is cattle, however hosts of M. bovis also include other mammals, 

such as badgers, goats, and feral water buffalo (Gormley and Corner, 2018).  Bovine TB can 

be split into subacute, which presents a severe affliction after a few months’ infection, or 

chronic which takes several years to develop clinical signs. The usual clinical signs include 

weakness, loss of appetite and weight, fluctuating fever, dyspnoea and intermittent hacking 

cough, signs of low-grade pneumonia, diarrhoea, and large prominent lymph nodes (Bovine 

tuberculosis: OIE - World Organisation for Animal Health, 2011)  

The usual control of bTB is based on the test and slaughter strategy. However, there are several 

barriers to eradication of bTB. One of the factors is the existence of M. bovis wildlife reservoirs. 

For example, badgers are known as important reservoir hosts in in UK, Ireland and some other 
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countries where they contribute to the transmission of M. bovis, impeding the control and 

eradication of bovine TB in these countries (Gormley and Corner, 2013). The lack of highly 

sensitive and specific diagnostic test assays also slows the progress of eradication. The 

tuberculin skin test (TST) used frequently for screening the bTB shows a poor sensitivity when 

identifying infected individual animals among herds (Dawson, 2004). Other factors also 

include the gradual increase in animal movement and herd size (Gormley and Corner, 2013).   

Human M. bovis infection cases are occasionally reported, mainly caused by consuming 

unpasteurized milk and dairy products or occupational exposure by close interaction with the 

infected cattle or other animal reservoirs (Vayr et al., 2018; Müller et al., 2013). However, 

M. bovis has a limited transmissibility between immune competent humans compared to 

M. tuberculosis (Magnus, 1966; Francis, 1950). On the other hand, in 1896, Theobald Smith 

revealed that M. tuberculosis has attenuated virulence in cattle and other animals compared to 

M. bovis (cited in Smith, 1898). In recent years, several studies have re-addressed and 

confirmed the virulence differences between M. tuberculosis and M. bovis in cattle and other 

animals. Whelan and colleagues used 106 CFU of M. tuberculosis H37Rv or M. bovis 

AF2122/97 to infect cattle and followed infection over 16 weeks. At post-mortem examination 

they showed that M. bovis AF2122/97 infected cattle all showed clear pathology while the 

M. tuberculosis H37Rv infected cattle showed no pathology with low bacillary loads in tissues 

(Whelan et al., 2010). As M. tuberculosis H37Rv was isolated in the 1930s, there may have 

been some attenuation in vitro over this time. Hence, Villareal-Ramos performed cattle 

infections with M. tuberculosis H37Rv and M. bovis AF2122/97, but also included a newly 

isolated M. tuberculosis BTB1558 which was obtained from Ethiopian cattle, and results 

showed both M. tuberculosis strains infected cattle had reduced gross pathology and 

histopathology compared with M. bovis AF2122/97 infected cattle, again confirming the 

attenuated virulence of M. tuberculosis strains in cattle (Villarreal-Ramos et al., 2018). 

M. bovis strains also show higher virulence than M. tuberculosis in some other infection models 

such as mice, rabbits or goats (Nedeltchev et al., 2009; Dunn and North, 1995; Medina et al., 

2006; Bezos et al., 2015). It should also be noted that there are rarely reported cases of reverse 

zoonotic transmission of M. tuberculosis to animals (Ameni et al., 2013), but it appears that 

the M. tuberculosis cannot sustain in these animal hosts (i.e. infect, cause disease and transmit 

to new hosts).  

Initial work on the phylogenetics of M. bovis, using analysis of spoligotype patterns and 

microarray-based identification of genomic deletions, defined four major genotype groups with 
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each having a specific spoligotype pattern. The clonal complexes within European 1 (Eu1), 

which is mainly found to cause bovine TB in Europe and the Americans, especially UK and 

Ireland, are all deleted for a specific chromosomal region (RDEu1) and have lost spacer 11 in 

their spoligotype patterns (Smith et al., 2006, 2011). The Eu2 clonal complex mostly affects 

Brazil and Iberian Peninsula with spoligotype pattern showing a deletion for spacer 21 (Aranaz 

et al., 1996, 2004; Duarte et al., 2010, 2008; Rodríguez et al., 2010). Clonal complex African 

1 (Af1) mainly causes bovine TB West-Central Africa and all strains have lost the RDAf1 

genomic deletion and spacer 30 in spoligotype patterns (Müller et al., 2009). Clonal complex 

African 2 (Af2) strains were isolated from East Africa showing specific spoligotype with the 

loss of spacers 3-7 and are RDAf2 deleted (Berg et al., 2011). In general, Af1 and Af2 are 

geographically localized to Africa and Eu1 and Eu2 are more widely distributed, and the mostly 

likely origin of all M. bovis has been proposed to be the East Africa (Loiseau et al., 2020). 

Subsequent analysis of multiple M. bovis genome sequences has shown other lineages of M. 

bovis beyond these initial four groupings, with eight lineages currently identified (Zwyer et al., 

2021).  

The attenuated M. bovis strain Bacillus Calmette-Guérin (BCG), the first and sole licenced TB 

vaccine for use in humans, was introduced to the world and administered to a neonate in Paris 

in 1921 to prevent TB. Current vaccination is mainly of infants and young children with the 

vaccine giving good protection against meningeal and miliary (disseminated) TB. Although 

BCG has been used worldwide, it is not effective to control active TB disease in adults in highly 

endemic areas, and there is currently no vaccine effectively preventing TB disease in adults 

(Infections et al., 1980; Ponnighaus et al., 1992; Fine, 1995). BCG was originally derived from 

a fully virulent M. bovis isolate by repeated passages on potato slices soaked in glycerol-ox 

bile by Albert Calmette and Camille Guérin, with the aim of attenuating the virulent strain to 

produce a live vaccine. Starting from 1908 until 1920 with years of in vitro passages, the 

bacterium underwent many in vitro mutations that led to its attenuation. Following the 

demonstration of the safety and efficacy of BCG in the 1920s, BCG then was sent to different 

countries and BCG seed lots were continuously passaged under various laboratory conditions 

in these countries, such that BCG daughter strains, named after their country of derivation, 

have different genetic backgrounds between each other, such as variations in single nucleotide 

polymorphisms (SNPs), insertions and deletions, thus presenting varying protective efficacies 

(Behr, 2001; Brosch et al., 2000, 2007; Pelayo et al., 2009). The BCG in vitro mutations include 

the loss of a nine-gene 9.5 kb genomic region of difference 1 (RD1), which contains genes 
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encoding proteins Rv3871, PE35, PPE68, ESAT-6, CFP-10, Rv3876, Rv3877, Rv3878, and 

Rv3879c (Mahairas et al., 1996). All BCG strains have lost this RD1 region, which is now 

known to contribute to the virulence attenuation. So called ‘early’ BCG strains, those derived 

before 1927, have fewer chromosomal deletions compared with ‘late’ BCG strains, those 

derived subsequent to 1927. For example, the RD2 locus is intact in the early BCG strains, but 

deleted in late strains. Early BCG strains include BCG Japan, Russia, Moreau, Birkhaug and 

Sweden. Among those strains, BCG Russia was the first documented distribution that obtained 

in 1924. The latter BCG strains are BCG Glaxo, Prague, Tice, Danish, Frappier, Pasteur, 

Connaught and Phipps. 

RD1 includes genes encoding the paradigm type VII secretion (T7S) ESX-1, or 6kDa Early 

Secretory Antigenic Target (ESAT-6) secretion system, which is one of the key virulence 

determinants in M. tuberculosis strains (Gröschel et al., 2016; Pym et al., 2002). Research has 

shown that the ESX-1 secretion system has a concerted action with DIM/PDIM, which are 

major lipid virulence factors, and are involved in phagosomal membrane damage and rupture, 

thus giving M. tuberculosis the access to the cytosol of the host macrophages (Augenstreich et 

al., 2017). Recombinant BCG that is complemented with a complete ESX-1 system of 

M. tuberculosis presented an enhanced protection of mice and guinea pigs against TB 

dissemination (Kupz et al., 2016; Pym et al., 2003).  

BCG strains are resistant to pyrazinamide as M. bovis strains have the mutation on pncA gene, 

and they are also resistant to cycloserine due to a mutation in cycA (Huard et al., 2006; Chen 

et al., 2012). A representation of the genealogy of BCG is shown in Figure 1.3 (Abdallah et al., 

2015). Although the genetic variations discussed above exist between different BCG strains, 

the clinical effects of these deletions remains unclear (Lange et al., 2021). Angelidou and 

colleagues compared five different licenced BCG strains in terms of viability, mycobacterial 

membrane integrity, RNA content and vaccine-induced cytokine and chemokine secretion in 

newborn cord and adult peripheral blood and found genetic variations could contribute to 

different BCG clinical effects; however more studies are needed to strengthen these 

correlations (Angelidou et al., 2020). It has been reported that differences in antitubercular 

drugs susceptibility exist in different BCG strains. The late BCG strains which were obtained 

from the Pasteur Institute post 1927 have slightly higher MIC (0.1-0.2 ug/ml) for isoniazid 

(INH) than early strains (MIC = 0.05 ug/ml) (Kolibab, Derrick and Morris, 2011). This 

increased MIC was believed to be due to the point mutation on mma3 of all later strains, which 

also abolished methoxymycolate synthesis, a key cell wall lipid that likely leads to a change in 
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cell wall permeability (Abdallah et al., 2015; Behr et al., 2000). As INH is a key drug for 

treatment of disseminated BCG infections, the increased MIC could be a risk for patients. A 

meeting held by the World Health Organization’s Global Advisory Committee on Vaccine 

Safety (GACVS) in 2005 assessed the implications of the low-level INH resistance in some 

BCG strains and concluded that a change in standard policy for the use or production of BCG 

vaccines was not justified (Knezevic and Corbel, 2006). However, it was suggested that the 

drug resistance pattern of BCG should be defined to allow a guided therapy of disseminated 

BCG infection in hosts with impaired immunity (Arend and van Soolingen, 2011).  

M. bovis is unable to use glycerol as a sole carbon source and cannot generate energy from 

carbohydrates because its pyruvate kinase is inactivated. The inactivation of the kinase is via 

the replacement of an aspartic acid residue at position 220 in PykA by a glutamic acid residue, 

caused by a single nucleotide polymorphism in pykA (Keating et al., 2005). However, all BCG 

strains are able to use glycerol as a carbon source and carbohydrates to get energy due to a 

reverse mutation in this SNP, which was selected for by growth of the M.  bovis strain by 

Calmette and Guerin on glycerol (Keating et al., 2005). The impact of this SNP was confirmed 

by transcriptomic analysis in BCG which showed that high expression of glpD2, and NDH-1 

and the ATP synthase operons genes that related to energy production in this strain (Abdallah 

et al., 2015).   
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Figure 1. 3 Genealogy of Bacillus Calmete-Guérin (BCG) vaccine strains (Abdallah et al., 2015).  

The genealogy shows the original virulent M. bovis strain and subsequent attenuated BCG strains with 

indicating the presence and absence of specific genetic regions. 

 

1.3 Intracellular M. tuberculosis trafficking in host macrophages 

The success of M. tuberculosis and M. bovis as infectious agents is due in great part to their 

ability to persist in their hosts. After the inhalation of M. tuberculosis-contaminated aerosol 

droplets, M. tuberculosis rapidly goes into the host terminal lung airways where it is taken up 

by alveolar macrophages (Armstrong and Hart, 1971; Warner and Mizrahi, 2007). Alveolar 

macrophages that are infected by mycobacteria are believed to be the ‘minimal unit of 

infection’, although different phagocytic cells such as neutrophils, monocyte-derived 

macrophages, and dendritic cells are also recruited to the infected lung and ingest bacteria 

(Barber-Mayer and Barber, 2015). Many receptors of phagocytic cells play a role in binding 

and uptake of mycobacteria by the recognition of mycobacterial glycolipids, lipoproteins and 

host-derived factors, receptors that include: C-type lectin receptors (CTLRs), such as 

macrophage mannose receptor (MMR), DC-specific intracellular adhesion molecule 3-
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grabbing nonintegrin (DC-SIGN), and Dectin-1; scavenger receptors (SRs) such as MARCO, 

SR-A1, CD36, SR-B1; complement receptors (CRs) such as CR3, collectins such as surfactant 

proteins A and D, mannose-binding lectin; Fc receptors such as FcγR; 

glycophosphatidylinositol (GPI)-anchored membrane receptors such as CD14; and toll-like 

receptors (TLRs) (Philips and Ernst, 2012).  

It is known that with the internalization of intracellular pathogens by macrophages, the 

bacterial invaders are trapped in a vacuole, named a phagosome, which undergoes an 

immediate maturational process into a phagolysosome that forces bacteria to face antibacterial 

defences that include lysosomal hydrolases and antimicrobial peptides, acid, toxic reactive 

oxygen and nitrogen species, a burst of zinc ions and also sequestration of essential nutrients 

such as iron from bacteria (Aderem and Underhill, 1999; Nathan and Shiloh, 2000; Botella et 

al., 2011). M. tuberculosis, as one of the most successful intracellular pathogens, is able reside 

long-term in macrophage phagosomes. M. tuberculosis evolved to take control of phagosomal 

processing and inhibit phagosomal maturation into phagolysosomes and concurrently 

acidification processes (Russell, 2001). The phagosome maturation process is controlled by 

Rab GTPases, which contribute to the identity of the endosomal organelle and facilitate 

membrane-fusion and integration into the cellular recycling pathways (Gruenberg and Van Der 

Goot, 2006; Gutierrez, 2013; Prashar et al., 2017). M. tuberculosis effectors PtpA and NdkA 

disturb the conversion of Rab5 to the active GTP-bound Rab7 and the production of 

phosphatidylinositol 3-phosphate (PI3P) on the phagosomal membrane, thus arresting 

phagosome maturation such that the phagosome retains typical features of an immature 

endosome, which lacks the late endosomal and lysosomal marker Rab7 and CD63. Immature 

phagosomes also miss the mature and active forms of lysosomal hydrolases, such as cathepsin 

D, all of which allows M. tuberculosis to keeps replicating inside these immature phagosomes 

(Ullrich, Beatty and Russell, 1999; Via et al., 1997; Clemens and Horwitz, 1995; Bach et al., 

2008; Philips, 2008; Sun et al., 2010). The acidification process of phagosomes occurs with the 

pH of the phagosome rapidly decreasing from 6.0 to 5.0 by recruitment of vacuolar-H+-ATPase 

(V-ATPase), a multisubunit protein pump complex that uses energy from ATP hydrolysis to 

transport protons actively across membranes (Sturgill-Koszycki et al., 1994; Mukherjee, Ghosh 

and Maxfield, 1997; Hackam et al., 1997). This acidification process is known to inhibit the 

growth of bacteria and optimize antimicrobial hydrolases activity, on the other hand, it is 

important for vesicular trafficking and directing the fusion of phagosome (Sun-Wada et al., 

2009; Vieira, Botelho and Grinstein, 2002). The acidification mentioned above can be blocked 
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by M. tuberculosis via the inhibition of H+V-ATPase complex assembly and the fusion with 

phagosomal membrane by PtpA, which interacts with subunits H of H+V-ATPase complex for 

the inhibition (Wong et al., 2011). This initial blockage of acidification not only allows the 

bacteria to survive, but also is known to be helpful for ESX-1 dependent phagosomal rupture 

and for the pathogen to gain access to the cytosol (Simeone et al., 2015). Several studies have 

identified that the ESX-1 system along with intact DIM/PDIM production are required for M. 

tuberculosis to cause phagosomal membrane damage and rupture, allowing M. tuberculosis to 

escape to the cytosol and inducing the death of host cells (Augenstreich et al., 2017). While M. 

tuberculosis is in the cytosol, the tuberculosis necrotizing toxin (TNT) can hydrolyse host co-

enzyme nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD+) and induce necrosis (Sun et al., 2015). 

Bacteria that remain in the phagosome are also exposed to the effects of inflammatory 

cytokines, such as IFN-γ, that serve to activate the macrophage and continue the phagosomal 

maturation, leading to the production of several microbicidal molecules, such as nitric oxide 

(NO) (Schaible et al., 1998; Flynn and Chan, 2001a). The M. tuberculosis that survives after 

this exposure enter to a nonreplicating state, remaining dormant until host immunity decreases 

and leads to bacteria reactivation, thus continue the pathological process and the onset of 

disease (Wayne and Sohaskey, 2001).  

 

1.4 Macrophages and nutritional immunity 

Apart from the strategies mentioned above in host phagosomes to combat M. tuberculosis, host 

cells adapted ‘nutritional immunity’. This term is used to refer to host mediated regulation 

mechanisms for transition metals to direct the toxicity of these metals against invading bacteria, 

e.g. phagosomes of macrophages increase Cu+ and Zn2+ and decrease Fe2+ concentrations after 

activation by interferon‐gamma (Wagner et al., 2005; Hood and Skaar, 2012; Weinberg, 1975). 

Here I will focus on some of these key metals.  

 

1.4.1 Iron 

Iron is a transition metal that cycles between Fe2+ and Fe3+, that enables it to carry out single 

electron transfer reactions and as such iron is a valuable cofactor in many biological processes 

containing redox reactions, such as respiration and DNA synthesis (Outten and Theil, 2009; 

Crichton and Pierre, 2001). Apart from Borrelia spp., iron is the known essential metal for all 

other bacterial pathogens (Posey and Gherardini, 2000). Iron is abundant across the human 
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body; however 70-75% of the iron is bound within a porphyrin ring as ferriprotoporphyrin IX 

(heme), which is known to be involved in enzymatic reactions, oxygen transport and cellular 

respiration (Crichton and Pierre, 2001). Around 95% of heme is bound by proteins and is not 

available as free heme, as the free heme has the potential to cause toxicity at high 

concentrations (Anzaldi and Skaar, 2010). The remaining iron is sequestered by the transferrin 

and lactoferrin transporters or stored in ferritin (Morgenthau et al., 2013; Ratledge and Dover, 

2000). Thus a low level of free iron is available which inhibits the growth of bacterial pathogens. 

Iron metabolism is under the control of the master regulator hepcidin, which is an 

antimicrobial-like peptide hormone.  Hepcidin controls dietary iron absorption and the 

distribution of iron among cell types in the body, and the synthesis of hepcidin is regulated by 

iron and innate immunity (Drakesmith and Prentice, 2012). Intracellular iron can be toxic as it 

catalyses the conversion of hydrogen peroxide to hydroxyl radicals by Fenton-like reactions 

and thus damages genomic DNA (Mello Filho, Hoffmann and Meneghini, 1984). 

M. tuberculosis requires iron for essential metabolic pathways, and it has been suggested that 

iron acquisition is essential for virulence of M. tuberculosis (Javaheri-Kermani et al., 2014; 

Isanaka et al., 2012; Olakanmi, Schlesinger and Britigan, 2007; Schaible et al., 2002). In order 

to overcome the deprivation of iron, M. tuberculosis has two classes of hydroxyphenyl-

oxazolone siderophores to chelate iron: one is the hydrophobic and cell-bound mycobactin 

(MBT) and the other is the more water-soluble carboxymycobactin (cMBT). M. tuberculosis 

has been found to also have the capacity to utilize heme as an alternative iron source (Snow, 

1970; Luo, Fadeev and Groves, 2005; Jones and Niederweis, 2011; Tullius et al., 2011b). The 

biosynthesis of mycobactin siderophores requires the mbt gene cluster (Chavadi et al., 2011). 

MmpL4 and MmpL5, which are transporter resistance-nodulation-cell division (RND) proteins, 

work together with MmpS4 and MmpS5 as a siderophore export system to transport the 

MBT/cMBT across the inner membrane into the periplasmic space, then the siderophores can 

be exported across the outer membrane by a yet discovered outer membrane protein (Wells et 

al., 2013). Once secreted, siderophores bind iron and can be re-shuttled back to the periplasmic 

area, where IrtAB imports the ferric-siderophores into the cytoplasm where iron is released 

from siderophores (Ryndak et al., 2010). The MmpL4/5 and MmpS4/5 also have been shown 

to be involved in the biosynthesis of siderophores along with MbtG (Wells et al., 2013; 

Rodriguez and Smith, 2006). Several studies have shown that one of the five type VII secretion 

systems, ESX-3, is involved in iron acquisition in iron metabolism, but the mechanistic role is 

as yet unidentified (Siegrist et al., 2009; Sloan Siegrist et al., 2014; Serafini et al., 2013, 2009). 

Little is known on how M. tuberculosis utilizes host heme. Rv0203 was believed to be a 
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hemophore that transferred heme to MmpL3 and MmpL11, which in turn have been reported 

to transport heme into the cytoplasm (Owens et al., 2013; Tullius et al., 2011a; Owens et al., 

2012). In the cytoplasm, the heme-degrading protein, MhuD can break down heme and release 

iron (Nambu et al., 2013). Rodriguez and colleagues found 153 genes were regulated by 

exposure of M. tuberculosis to iron, and one third of them were dependent on IdeR regulation, 

which is a metal-dependent regulator of the DtxR (diphtheria toxin repressor) family 

(Rodriguez et al., 2002). In the presence of iron, IdeR recognizes and binds to a specific 

promoter region of the regulated genes, a so called ‘iron box’, thus controlling their 

transcription, such as by repressing the expression of siderophore synthesis genes and inducing 

the expression of  bfrA and bfrB genes which encode iron storage proteins (Dussurget, 

Rodriguez and Smith, 1996; Gold et al., 2001). Thus, IdeR is essential for M. tuberculosis iron 

homeostasis and growth, and also contributes to the virulence in a mouse experimental 

infection model (Pandey and Rodriguez, 2014). 

 

1.4.2 Copper 

Copper is redox-active and like iron, it can switch between two oxidative states, Cu+ and Cu2+. 

Much research recognizes that the redistribution and mobilization of copper in mammalian 

tissues and individual cells is a key part of the innate immune response to bacterial infection 

(Achard et al., 2012; Samanovic et al., 2012; Hodgkinson and Petris, 2012). During infection 

with M. tuberculosis, the host macrophage Cu-uptake transporter 1 (CTR1) transfers Cu+ into 

the cytoplasm of macrophages where chaperone ATOX1 binds with Cu+ and further delivers 

Cu+ to the ATP7A efflux pump, which causes an increase of intraphagosomal Cu+ 

(Wolschendorf et al., 2011b; White et al., 2009b). It has been shown that the level of 

intraphagosomal Cu increases from 25 to 500 uM after phagocytosis of M. tuberculosis, but no 

such increase occurs after phagocytosis of less virulent species of mycobacteria such as M. 

avium and M. smegmatis (Wagner et al., 2005). Notably, hypoxia, a hallmark of the TB 

granuloma, can induce the expression of the gene encoding CTR1 in human lung tissue and 

macrophages, and some proinflammatory agents, such as IFN-γ or LPS, can also induce a dose-

dependent increase of the expression of genes encode CTR1 and ATP7A, thus promoting 

copper uptake. How would this increased copper concentration promote macrophage-mediated 

bacterial killing? Copper is an essential micronutrient, and it can be toxic at high concentration 

as it catalyses the formation of extremely potent oxidants, hydroxyl radicals, from hydrogen 
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peroxide via the Fenton reaction and thus inhibits metabolic processes and cause damage to 

DNA, lipids and proteins (Kumar et al., 2011). Ward and colleagues described the 

transcriptional profile of M. tuberculosis after a 3 h exposure to 500 uM Cu; 11 out of 30 

copper-induced genes overlapped with genes identified in a previous study of cultures exposed 

to H2O2, showing a correlation between the oxidative and copper stress responses 

(Schnappinger et al., 2003; Ward, Hoye and Talaat, 2008). Cu can also interact with sulphur 

atoms of Fe-S cluster containing proteins, and replace metal cofactors in enzymes and thereby 

inactivate them at a high kinetic rate (Pope, De Feo and Unger, 2013).  

The outer membrane is thought to be the first barrier against copper ions and endogenous outer 

membrane channel proteins of M. tuberculosis are used by copper ions to get access to interior 

cellular compartments (Speer et al., 2013; Hoffmann et al., 2008). While in the interior cellular 

compartments, M. tuberculosis is known to elaborate three independent pathways in response 

to excess copper. One is McdB which exports copper to the extracellular environment to 

decrease intracellular copper levels and is required for full copper resistance and virulence in 

mice and guinea pigs, but the exact mechanism of how it functions remain unknown 

(Wolschendorf et al., 2011a; Rowland and Niederweis, 2012; Siroy et al., 2008). The other two 

pathways are regulated by Cu+-responsive transcriptional repressors CsoR and RicR. RicR 

regulates genes controlled by six different promoters, genes that include ricR, socAB locus, 

mymT, mmcO, lpqS-cysK2-Rv0849-Rv0850, and Rv2963. CsoR regulates a single four-gene 

operon, csoR-Rv0968-ctpV-Rv0970 (Darwin, 2015). The CsoR and RicR repressors both 

dissociate from DNA sequences when bound with copper ions and allow the expression of 

downstream genes to maintain intracellular copper homeostasis. These genes include: ctpV, 

that encodes a P1B-type ATPase that pumps copper cations to the cellular periplasm (Ward et 

al., 2010); mymT that encodes a metallothionein that can bind up to 7 copper ions with high 

avidity and hence increases copper tolerance (Rowland and Niederweis, 2012); mmcO encodes 

a periplasmic multicopper oxidase and oxidizes Cu+ to the less toxic Cu2+ (Rowland and 

Niederweis, 2013). 

 

1.4.3 Zinc, manganese, nickel, cobalt 

Apart from the well-studied iron and copper, other transition metals such as zinc, manganese, 

nickel and cobalt are also important for mycobacteria. Similar to copper, host phagosomes 

accumulate zinc during infection with M. tuberculosis (Botella et al., 2012). Zinc can replace 
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cations in essential enzymes and thus inactivate their function, and Zn2+ also competes with 

Mn2+ which causes Mn2+ depletion (Stafford et al., 2013). Studies indicate that manganese 

plays a critical role for invading microbes in allowing them to offset host mediated oxidative 

stress (Lisher and Giedroc, 2013).   

 

1.5 The Mycobacterium tuberculosis deletion one region (TbD1) 

The M. tuberculosis deletion one region (TbD1) is a 2153 bp DNA region that was found by 

using bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) libraries, hybridization and PCR screens in a 

comparative genomic analysis study (Brosch et al., 2002). The TbD1 locus encompasses the 

mmpS6 and mmpL6 genes (see Figure 1.4); loss of TbD1 deletes mmpS6 and leaves 

approximately one third of the mmpL6 gene. The presence or absence of the TbD1 locus splits 

the MTBC into so called ‘ancestral’ and ‘modern’ clades of M. tuberculosis (Brosch et al., 

2002). TbD1 is absent in M. tuberculosis ‘modern’ lineages (Lineages 2, 3, 4). The ‘ancestral’ 

M. tuberculosis (Lineage 1 and 7), M. africanum lineages (Lineage 5 and 6), newly proposed 

M. tuberculosis lineages (Lineage 8 and 9), and animal adapted strains, such as M. bovis all 

harbour an intact TbD1 locus with full-length mmpL6 and mmpS6 genes (see Figure 1.2). The 

mmpS6 gene encodes a putative membrane protein MmpS6 while mmpL6 encodes a 

transmembrane transporter protein MmpL6. MmpL are ‘mycobacterial membrane protein large’ 

proteins that belong to the resistance-nodulation-cell division (RND) efflux pump family and 

perform functions as diverse as transport of lipids, uptake of nutrients, iron acquisition, or 

extrusion of toxic compounds (Wells et al., 2013; Delmar et al., 2015; Melly and Purdy, 2019). 

For example, MmpL7 was found to be involved in isoniazid efflux, while MmpL3 is related to 

mycolic acid transportation (Figure 1.5). RND transporters are secondary transporters, which 

are also named as H+ drug antiporters as they are coupled with proton (H+) influx and utilize a 

proton gradient for substrate transportation (Paulsen, Brown and Skurray, 1996). The genome 

of M. tuberculosis H37Rv encodes 13 MmpL proteins (Cole et al., 1998) which have been 

classified into hydrophobe/amphiphile efflux (HAE) RND subfamilies based on multiple 

sequence alignments (MSA) of all MmpL proteins with well-known RND proteins from other 

bacteria. Hence, MmpL1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10 and 12 share similarity and were clustered with 

proteins from the HAE2 family, while MmpL3, 7 and 11 were clustered with the HAE3 family 

(Sandhu and Akhter, 2015). In Escherichia coli the HAE-1 RND transporter AcrB is only 

active in conjunction with membrane fusion proteins (MFPs) and outer membrane factors 

(OMFs) that form an elongated tripartite complex; hence AcrAB-TolC traverses both the inner 
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and the outer bacterial membrane where AcrB is the RND protein, AcrA the MFP, and TolC 

the OMF (Kobylka et al., 2020). In Mycobacteria, the MmpS proteins are speculated to 

function in a similar way to MFPs, but their precise role is as yet not understood in detail 

(Deshayes et al., 2010; Wells et al., 2013). A study that used insertional inactivation of 11 

MmpL proteins in M. tuberculosis H37Rv revealed that only MmpL3 is apparently essential 

for viability of the bacteria (Domenech, Reed and Iii, 2005). 

 

 

Figure 1. 4 Schematic representation of TbD1 locus organization. 

The organization of TbD1 locus and neighbouring genes in ancestral and modern M. tuberculosis strains 

as shown above (Bottai et al., 2020).  

 

Five RND transporters with known structures are AcrB, CusA, MexB, ZneA and MtrD that 

show twelve-helix transmembrane domains with a periplasmic N-terminal porter (PN) 

subdomain located between TM1 and TM2, and a periplasmic C-terminal porter (PC) 

subdomain inserted between TM7 and TM8 (Murakami et al., 2002; Sennhauser et al., 2009; 

Long et al., 2010; Su et al., 2012; Nakashima et al., 2013; Pak et al., 2013). In M. tuberculosis 

H37Rv, MmpL1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 have eleven to twelve TMs and one to two 

large periplasmic loops that make up the porter domain (while mmpL13 is split to two reading 

frames mmpL13a and mmpL13b, each encodes different hypothetical proteins with 4 and 6 

TMs respectively).  In all human-adapted ‘modern’ M. tuberculosis lineages, including major 

epidemic strains such as those of Lineage 2 (Beijing) and Lineage 4 (Euro-American Haarlem) 

(Hershberg et al., 2008; Wirth et al., 2008), TbD1 is deleted with the mmpL6 remnant encoding 

a protein with only five TMs that lacks the periplasmic porter domain. This suggests that 

MmpL6 is not functional in TbD1-deficient mycobacterial strains. However, M. tuberculosis 

strains from lineages with an intact TbD1 locus, as well as animal-adapted lineages including 
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M. bovis, encode MmpL6 harbouring twelve TMs, and two porter subdomains, PN and PC 

(Sandhu and Akhter, 2015). 

It has been suggested that the loss of TbD1 gave a selective advantage to “modern” 

M. tuberculosis strains (Reiling et al., 2013; Bottai et al., 2020). This is supported by the fact 

that ‘modern’ strains trigger an attenuated inflammatory host response and have an enhanced 

ability to grow in human macrophages, as well as an association with increased bacillary loads 

in the lungs of infected mice compared to ‘ancestral’ strains (Portevin et al., 2011; Reiling et 

al., 2013; Bottai et al., 2020). Also, distinct geographic distributions for ‘ancestral’ and 

‘modern’ strains have been found by several studies, e.g., ‘ancestral’ strains in Lineages 1 are 

found mainly in countries bordering the Indian Ocean, while ‘modern’ strains have a wider 

global distribution (Merker et al., 2015). 

 

Figure 1. 5 The location of MmpS/L proteins in mycobacterial cell envelope and known substrates. 

Mycobacterial membrane protein large (MmpL) proteins mainly export substrates across the plasma 

membrane. TMM, trehalose mono-mycolate; TDM, trehalose di-mycolate; AGP, 

arabinogalactan/peptidoglycan complex; MBT, mycobactin; cMBT, carboxymycobactin; PDIM, 

phthiocerol dimycocerosate; SL1, sulpholipid-1; DAT, diacyl trehaloses; PAT, pentacyl trehaloses; LC-

TAG, long-chain triacylglycerol; MWE, mycolate wax ester; and LOS, lipooligosaccharides. Modified 

from (Melly and Purdy, 2019; Ma et al., 2020). 
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There have been two main studies that explored the function of the TbD1 locus. Arumugam 

and colleagues showed that oxidative stress can trigger the expression of mmpS6 and mmpL6 

genes, and the presence of the intact TbD1 locus afforded a higher tolerance to oxidative stress 

for M. tuberculosis (Arumugam et al., 2019). They reported that TbD1-intact ‘ancestral’ strain 

from M. tuberculosis Lineage 1 had increased resistance compared to a TbD1-deficient 

‘modern’ strain from M. tuberculosis Lineage 3 to plumbagin (PLB) and triclosan (TCN), both 

of which can generate oxidative stress. The re-expression of the intact TbD1 locus in a Lineage 

3 M. tuberculosis N24 strain enhanced tolerance to PLB and TCN. Furthermore, they 

established a novel luminescent mycobacteria-based promoter probe system targeting the 

promoter of the TbD1 locus and high-throughput unbiased chemical screening identified that 

oxidative stress inducing entities induced the expression of mmpS6 and mmpL6. However, 

Bottai and colleagues presented evidence that loss of TbD1 confers protection against oxidative 

stress, hence in direct contrast with the report by Argumugam and colleagues. Bottai et al (2020) 

also reported that the deletion of TbD1 offers other advantages, such as a better survival under 

hypoxia, and higher virulence in guinea pig and C3HeB/FeJ mouse infection models, which of 

both can mirror in part the development of hypoxic granulomas in human disease progression 

(Kramnik et al., 2000; Harper et al., 2012; Carow et al., 2019; Clark, Hall and Williams, 2015; 

Turner, Basaraba and Orme, 2003). As described above, the MmpL6 encodes a transporter 

protein that likely functions with its cognate MmpS6; however, the substrate of MmpS/L6 were 

not identified in either study. As several MmpL proteins can transport lipids (Melly and Purdy, 

2019; Bailo, Bhatt and Aínsa, 2015), Bottai and colleagues used lipidomics assays, including 

thin-layer chromatography (TLC) with different solvent conditions and MALDIToF mass 

spectrometry (MS) in the negative ion mode, on a set of wild type and TbD1 mutants to identify 

TbD1-associated lipid factors but no clear difference between the strains were observed from 

their lipidomics analysis.  

To summarize, the basic mechanisms of how TbD1 alters phenotypes in response to oxidative 

stress and hypoxia environment, or how it is involved in virulence, needs to be further 

addressed, and M. bovis strains offer an ideal subject to study MmpS/L6 within its genomic 

context. What role does MmpS/L6 play in TbD1-intact animal adapted M. bovis strains? Are 

they also involved in ROS protection in M. bovis strains as previous M. tuberculosis studies 

reported or possibly involved in other stress response pathways? And how do the phenotypes 

link back to the intrinsic transportation mechanisms of MmpS/L6? These are some central 

questions that I want to address in Chapter 2, 3 and 4 of my thesis.  
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1.6 The Region of Difference 900 (RD900) 

The RD900 region was first found in M. africanum GM041182, where it was reported to be a 

region present in M. africanum but deleted from some other MTBC (Bentley et al., 2012). 

RD900 contains the tbd2 gene, encoding a potential ABC transporter, flanked by two 

duplicated pknH genes with high nucleotide identity. Each pknH gene encodes a eukaryote-

like serine/threonine kinase, and one of the pknH genes, pknH1, has a proline rich sequence as 

shown in Figure 1.7 (Bentley et al., 2012). M. africanum GM041182 belongs to MTBC lineage 

6, M. africanum West-African 2, which is primarily human-adapted and causes half of human 

TB cases in West African countries. Although it has a close phylogenetic relationship with the 

animal-adapted MTBC, no animal reservoir has yet been discovered (Smith et al., 2009). The 

RD900 locus organization in MTBC as shown in Figure 1.6. 

 

Figure 1. 6 Schematic representation of RD900 locus organization in MTBC.  

Different domains of pknH genes are shown in different colours, the kinase domain in purple, the sensor 

domain of pknH1 in orange, the sensor domain of pknH2 in white and the proline rich region in blue 

with an “X” representing the deletion of the proline rich region (Mata et al., 2020). 

 

Bentley and colleagues showed that the intact RD900 in M. africanum GM041182 represents 

the ancestral state of this region and that RD900 was independently deleted in two MTBC 

lineages; the ‘modern’ M. tuberculosis lineage and a sub-branch of the animal associated 

lineage, leading to M. bovis (Bentley et al., 2012). However, by re-sequencing the reference 

genome of M. bovis AF2122/97 and experiments on 21 M. bovis strains, Malone and colleagues 

showed that the RD900 region is in fact present in many M. bovis strains (Malone et al., 2016). 
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M. bovis has a similar RD900 region to that of M. africanum GM041182, but neither of the 

pknH genes in M. bovis have the proline rich sequence. In M. tuberculosis H37Rv the 

corresponding region only contains one pknH gene, with the proline-rich sequence in the 

middle of the pknH gene (see Figure 1.7). It is suggested that the deletion of RD900 in 

M. tuberculosis is caused by the internal recombination of two copies of pknH gene in the 

ancestor of M. tuberculosis (Bentley et al., 2012).  

 

 

Figure 1. 7 Schematic representation of RD900 locus organization in M. bovis AF2122/97, M. 

africanum GM041182 and M. tuberculosis H37Rv. 

The pknHs with different domains are shown in different colours, with orange or red shows the sensor 

domain of pknHs, purple shows the kinase domain of pknHs and blue indicates the proline rich region 

on pknHs. 

To understand the specifics of the pknH genes present in the RD900 region, it is important to 

discuss protein phosphorylation. Protein phosphorylation on Ser, Thr, and Tyr residues was 

first found in eukaryotes (Verdier, 1952; Levene and Schormüller, 1933; Levene and Alsberg, 

1906; Sutherland and Wosilait, 1955) and is a common post-translational modification in cells 

to regulate many biological processes. Protein phosphorylation was believed to have emerged 

late in evolution and that it existed exclusively in eukaryotes to meet the specific needs of 

organisms composed of multiple and differentiated cells (Grangeasse, Nessler and Mijakovic, 

2012). It was not until the 1970s that the activity of protein kinase, the enzyme that catalyses 

phosphorylation, was uncovered in some prokaryotes, such as Escherichia coli and Salmonella 
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typhimurium (Wang and Koshland, 1978; Garnak and Reeves, 1979). It is now believed that 

reversible and rapid protein phosphorylation is ubiquitous in all three kingdoms of life.  

M. tuberculosis as an important pathogen facing different environmental stresses in the in vivo 

environment, such low pH, low nutrients, oxygen depletion and so on as stated above in 

sections 1.3 and 1.4. To survive, M. tuberculosis has to detect and respond to the changes of 

the environment. There are eleven eukaryotic-like serine/threonine protein kinases (STPKs) in 

M. tuberculosis that are responsible for sensing environmental cues and convert them to 

corresponding cellular response via catalysing reversible protein phosphorylation to adapt 

growth and virulence attributes. The suggested activation mechanisms for STPKs have been 

described (Pereira, Goss and Dworkin, 2011): each monomer of the kinase includes three parts, 

the extracellular sensor domain linked to the intracellular kinase domain via a single 

transmembrane helix. When the environment changes and ligand molecules are present, two or 

more extracellular sensor domains from kinase monomers bind to one single ligand molecule 

and the binding can cause the intracellular kinase domains to approach each other to form a 

back-to-back dimer; thus the kinase domain obtains a phosphate from a phospho-donor ATP 

molecule causing the activation of the kinase by phosphorylation. The activated kinases can 

pass the phosphate group and signal via two different ways: one is to bind with downstream 

protein targets and phosphorylate the substrates, so called ‘auto-phosphorylation’; another way 

is to bind with another kinase to create front-to-front dimers to activate other kinases and to 

pass the signal through their substrates, so called ‘trans/cross-phosphorylation’.    

Given that protein kinases are involved in a large number of biological signalling pathways, 

tight regulation of their catalytic activity is essential (Ardito et al., 2017). The activation 

mechanisms of many eukaryotic protein kinases have been well defined. Phosphorylation of 

eukaryotic protein kinases occurs in the activation loop, a conserved motif which lies between 

the DFG and APE tripeptides, transforming kinases from the inactive unphosphorylated form 

into the active phosphorylated form (Pereira, Goss and Dworkin, 2011). As homologues of 

eukaryotic protein kinases, STPKs of M. tuberculosis are activated by phosphorylation of the 

Thr residues in the activation loop which relieves a steric blockade of the active site and 

promotes assembly of a substrate-binding platform (Huse and Kuriyan, 2002). Studies found 

that this activation process can be initiated by auto-phosphorylation or trans/cross- 

phosphorylation as mentioned above. Autophosphorylation starts with binding between the 

ligand and extracellular domain of STPKs, promoting dimerization of the kinase domains of 

STPKs and intermolecular autophosphorylation (Greenstein et al., 2007; Mir et al., 2011). 
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Cross-phosphorylation is caused by the cross talk between different kinases of the STPKs 

except PknG and PknL (Baer et al., 2014). 

Baer and colleagues defined a comprehensive hierarchical map for STPKs interaction networks 

for M. tuberculosis using biochemical approaches. They assigned eleven STPKs, except PknG 

and PknL, into a three-layer architecture, with master regulators, signal transducers and 

terminal substrates, thus allowing the cascade of horizontal phosphor-signals to be described. 

The master regulators, which are on the top of the hierarchy, can be activated only through 

autophosphorylation and can phosphorylate other STPKs. The signal transduction kinases are 

phosphorylated by the master regulatory STPKs and phosphorylate other kinases. The substrate 

STPKs are phosphorylated by upstream STPKs, but do not phosphorylate other kinases (Baer 

et al., 2014).  

 

Figure 1. 8 The interaction network of PknH. 

This network schematic shows the master regulator PknH, which only undergo auto-phosphorylation 

and cross-phosphorylate downstream STPKs to initiate signalling cascade. Figure modified from 

reference (Baer et al., 2014). 

 

Interestingly, M. tuberculosis H37Rv has a proline-rich region (PRR) in the middle of the PknH 

protein, but neither PknH1 nor PknH2 have the proline-rich region in M. bovis AF2122/97. For 

M. africanum GM041182, only one of the two PknHs has this proline-rich region (Figure 1.6). 

Notably, the proline-rich regions are known to have high polyproline type II (PP II) helical 

propensity; this special extended structure mediates rapidly reversible intermolecular 

interactions e.g., signal transduction, antigen recognition, cell-cell communication and 

cytoskeletal organization via the PPII helical motif and their recognition domains (Srinivasan 

and Dunker, 2012). Generally, PRRs can be classified into three categories: non-repetitive 
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PRRs that possess a wide range of functions including SH3 binding; short repetitive PRRs with 

structural and protein binding functions; and longer tandemly repeated PRRs, such as in 

salivary proteins, which are also involved in binding (Williamson, 1994). 

The SRC Homology 3 Domain (SH3 Domain) is a small protein domain containing around 50-

60 amino acid residues, it has a characteristic fold which consists of five or six beta-strands 

arranged as two tightly packed anti-parallel beta sheets (Vihinen and Smith, 1998). It often 

occurs in signalling and cytoskeletal proteins and regulates a variety of cell fate decisions by 

virtue of their interaction with proline-rich interacting motifs PXXP not only in several 

eukaryotic but also in prokaryotic proteins (Geyer, Fackler and Peterlin, 2001; Chandra et al., 

2004). The region bound by the SH3 domain is in all cases proline-rich and contains PXXP as 

a core-conserved binding motif (Kang et al., 2000). The function of the SH3 domain is not well 

understood but they may mediate diverse processes such as regulation of enzymes by 

intramolecular interaction, increasing local concentration of proteins, altering their subcellular 

location and mediating the assembly of large multiprotein complexes (Mayer and Eck, 1995). 

Interestingly, a prominent high incidence of SH3-interacting motifs in mycobacterial proteins 

such as Rv1917c suggest a possible interaction of these proteins with SH3 domain-containing 

proteins of various immune cells (Bansal et al., 2010). 

PknH is one of the STPKs of M. tuberculosis and has been shown to be a master regulator that 

sits at the top of a signalling network (Figure 1.8) where it regulates a wide range of signalling 

pathways through cross phosphorylation or direct phosphorylation (Baer et al., 2014). However, 

little is known with respect to the upstream signalling transduction of PknH. PknH can 

recognize the Forkhead-associated domain in EmbR and phosphorylate it in vitro (Molle et al., 

2003). EmbR regulates the expression of embCAB genes which encode arabinosyl transferases 

that are involved in arabinogalactan and lipoarabinomannan biosynthesis which are essential 

mycobacterial cell wall components (Belanger et al., 1996; Colangeli et al., 2005; Telenti et al., 

1997; Zhang et al., 2003). The products of embAB gene are major targets of anti-tubercular 

drug ethambutol and it was shown that introducing point mutations into the embB gene or 

overexpression of emb products increased ethambutol resistance (Belanger et al., 1996; 

Sreevatsan et al., 1997; Telenti et al., 1997). Some studies have shown that the serine/threonine 

phosphatase PstP and EmbR2 play roles in activation of PknH (Molle et al., 2008). EmbR2 

physically interacts with PknH without being phosphorylated and it inhibits the kinase activity 

of PknH in a dose-dependent manner. However, it was shown that the deletion of pknH from 

M. tuberculosis H37Rv did not alter the MIC for ethambutol, although the genes of the emb 
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and ini operons were indeed downregulated in ΔpknH strains after treatment with a sublethal 

concentration of ethambutol, i.e. 0.2 ug/ml for 24 h (Papavinasasundaram et al., 2005b). 

Several environmental changes such as low pH and heat shock downregulate the expression of 

the M. tuberculosis pknH gene (Sharma et al., 2004). The deletion of pknH increased 

M. tuberculosis H37Rv tolerance to acidified nitrite stress (Papavinasasundaram et al., 2005b). 

The initial hypoxic response regulator DosR can be activated by PknH (Chao et al., 2010a), 

but the inactivation of PknH by transposon mutation did not affect the growth of M. 

tuberculosis in hypoxia (Ortega et al., 2014). PknH is also associated with virulence in some 

animal infection models. A pknH deleted M. tuberculosis mutant was found to be more virulent 

in BALB/c mice and showed higher loads of bacteria in mouse organs, especially during the 

chronic stage of infection and an increased organ mass associated with severe pathogenic state 

(Papavinasasundaram et al., 2005b). Known substrates of PknH are PpsE, EmbR, Rv0681 (a 

putative transcriptional regulator), DacB1 (a cell division-related protein). However, the 

regulators and regulatory mechanisms need to be further identified to build a systematic 

signalling network for PknH.  

To summarize, PknH is involved in M. tuberculosis virulence mechanisms, ethambutol 

resistance and stress response, such as the response to low pH and acidified nitrite stress 

(Sharma et al., 2004; Papavinasasundaram et al., 2005a; Alderwick et al., 2006). These 

observations indicated that PknH is an essential switch which translates extracellular 

environmental signals to adaptive gene expression and balances the intracellular growth of 

M. tuberculosis; hence, the pknH orthologues identified in M. bovis may also be important for 

various functions. Although the exact function of proline-rich region encoded in the pknH gene 

remains unknown, it can be hypothesised that the lack of this region, along with presence of 

duplicate pknH genes and tbd2 gene in M. bovis AF2122/97, could affect the catalytic function 

of PknH kinase, causing different phosphorylation signalling pathways in M. bovis AF2122/97 

compared with M. tuberculosis H37Rv. The aim of the Chapter 5 was therefore to explore the 

question of whether the PknH1 and PknH2 genes of M. bovis AF2122/97 have distinct 

functions in signalling as compared to the PknH in M. tuberculosis H37Rv, and I explored this 

using mutant construction and transcriptomics.  
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1.7 Conclusion and aims 

As mentioned above, the MTBC members are highly genetically similar, but each has specific 

hosts. As archetypal members of the MTBC, M. tuberculosis H37Rv and M. bovis AF2122/97 

share more than 99.95% genome sequence identity, but show distinct host preferences (Garnier 

et al., 2003) and different virulence phenotypes in diverse animals, as discussed in section 1.2. 

The underlying mechanisms for this difference in host tropisms are yet unknown, and thus it is 

necessary and intriguing to identify the basis behind this phenomenon via exploring the genetic 

regions that differ between M. tuberculosis H37Rv and M. bovis AF2122/97.  

In my PhD project, I delved into two DNA regions, TbD1 and RD900, which are intact in 

M. bovis AF2122/97 but deleted from M. tuberculosis H37Rv. I sought to unravel the in vitro 

functions of these loci as a route to offer insight into their role, if any, in host preference. The 

structure of my thesis is broken into the specific steps to address these aims, with Chapters 2, 

3 and 4 dealing with the TbD1 locus while Chapter 5 explores RD900. I use the construction 

of deletion mutants for the TbD1 and RD900 loci as starting points, with construction of 

complemented variants also described, and use comparative transcriptomic analysis via RNA-

seq of these mutants vs wild type to generate hypothesis as to the function of the loci. I use in 

vitro phenotypic assays to address specific hypotheses as to the function of the TbD1 locus. In 

all, my thesis contributes new insight into the function of two key loci that act as genetic 

markers for evolution in the MTBC.  
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Chapter 2 Generation and 

verification of M. bovis TbD1 mutants 
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2.1 Introduction 

It is important to conduct gene manipulations efficiently and accurately on mycobacteria to 

investigate the molecular function of a gene, or a gene region, in a mycobacterial biological 

process or pathogenicity. However, this is hindered by the slow growth and high rate of 

illegitimate recombination pathways of M. tuberculosis and M. bovis, which is a notorious 

problem for gene replacement in mycobacteria. Different gene manipulation technologies were 

developed to solve the issues described above. Bardarov and colleagues developed a targeted 

gene disruption method based on phage transduction to overcome the low efficiency of 

electroporation (Bardarov et al., 2002). Previous members of the Gordon lab used this phage-

based method and successfully knocked out targeted genes; however it was time-consuming 

and thus our lab started to use a faster system named the Che9c RecET recombinogenic 

engineering (recombineering) system. For E. coli, phage λ Red system is used to facilitate the 

recombination of linear DNA substrates after electroporation into the bacterial genome, and 

this system has been shown to increase the efficiency and accuracy of E. coli gene manipulation. 

Van Kessel and Hatfull generated a similar recombineering system based on enzymes from the 

mycobacterial phage Che9c; this Che9c RecET recombineering method has been widely 

employed to construct gene knockouts and other gene modifications in mycobacteria (van 

Kessel and Hatfull, 2007). Briefly, the following section describes how the Van Kessel and 

Hatfull system works. Mycobacterial phage Che9c encodes gp60 and gp61, which are two 

homologs of E. coli Rac prophage recombination proteins RecE and RecT. Che9c gp60 and 

gp61 encode 5’-3’ dsDNA- dependent exonuclease and ssDNA-binding activities, respectively, 

and thus facilitate the allelic exchange process between linear substrates and the homologous 

region on the mycobacterial genome. Transformation of the plasmid (pNitET-SacB-kan) 

containing the Che9c gp60 and gp61 into mycobacteria allows mycobacteria then to become 

recombinogenic. Isovaleronitrile (IVN) is then added to activate the nitrile-inducer promoter 

on the pNit plasmid and induce expression of the two recombination proteins and hence 

catalyse the allelic exchange process. During the allelic exchange process, the hyg-cat cassette 

from the allelic exchange substrate (AES) replaces the corresponding region in the target gene 

and hence achieves the aim of gene knockout. 

The linear AES is constructed from ~500 bp regions upstream and downstream of the targeted 

gene, with these regions used to flank a drug cassette (loxP-hyg-cat-loxP). LoxP sites allow 

Cre recombinase to remove the drug marker hygr gene when needed from knockout mutants. 

Knockout mutants can be selected on 7H11 agar plates containing hygromycin at the 
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appropriate concentration, and colonies can then be scaled up and verified by PCR to see if the 

gene knockout of interest has been achieved due to allelic exchange and the presence of hyg-

cat cassette. The left and right flanking regions need to be amplified and Sanger sequenced to 

rule out possible rearrangements that recombineering might cause on neighbouring genes. The 

pNitET-SacB-kan plasmids are lost spontaneously or can otherwise be selected against by 

plating on sucrose with subsequent PCR targeting Che9c gp60 and gp61 sequences used for 

verification of the loss of the plasmids. The process is illustrated in Figure 2.1.  

 

Figure 2. 1 Recombineering process and pNit plasmid.  

During the recombineering process, one strand of dsDNA AES is entirely degraded by exonuclease 

(Che9c gp60). The recombinase (Che9c gp61) then facilitates annealing to the lagging strand of the 

replication fork in place of an Okazaki fragment to achieve allelic exchange (van Kessel and Hatfull, 

2007).   

 

As mentioned above, relatively large flanking regions (~500 bp) are preferred for gene 

replacement of some slow-growing mycobacteria, such as M. tuberculosis and M. bovis, thus 

the AES cannot be simply generated by a single-step PCR. To facilitate the cloning steps we 

used the MultiSite Gateway Technology (Life Technologies). This system uses site-specific 

recombinational cloning based on the bacterial phage lambda site-specific (attB & attP) 

recombination system. Here, via enzyme catalysis at the att sites, the DNA fragments flanking 

attB sites are switched by the DNA sequences flanking attP sites on donor vectors. This system 

allows the AES, that is the upstream flanking DNA region, drug cassette (loxP-hyg-cat-loxP) 

and downstream flanking DNA region, to be combined together into a single destination 
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plasmid in a flexible way. Once constructed, the AES can then be simply amplified by PCR or 

released through enzyme digestion, with subsequent transformation of the linear AES into the 

recombinogenic mycobacteria harbouring pNitET-SacB-kan.  

After the successful gene knockout, the complementation of knockout mutants is necessary to 

ensure that any mutant phenotypes are just due to inactivation of the TbD1 locus, and to rule 

out any rearrangements caused by the recombineering. Complementation thus ensures that the 

mutant phenotypes can be restored by re-insertion of the mutated locus back into the genome. 

To achieve complementation, integrative plasmids were used such as pDE43-MCZ that have 

integrase coding sequences and attP sites, both of which were adapted from mycobacterial 

lysogenic phage L5. Thus, transformation of this integrative plasmid to complement the 

knockouts is very stable, since the gene integrates into highly conserved attB sites on the 

mycobacterial genome that is adapted from the strategy used by the lysogenic phage. The 

integrative plasmids pDE43-MCZ can be modified also via MultiSite Gateway Three-

Fragment Vector Construction Kit (Life Technologies). 

As stated in Chapter One, previous research has studied the function of TbD1 using 

M. tuberculosis strains as the genetic background. Thus, the goal in my PhD was to use M. 

bovis for the mutant construction as a route to determine whether the locus plays any role in 

the distinct host adaptations of the MTBC complex. Thus, in this chapter, I will describe how 

TbD1 knockout and complemented mutants were made in two different M. bovis strain genetic 

backgrounds (M. bovis BCG Denmark and M. bovis AF2122/97) and the verification of these 

mutants. 

 

2.2 Aims 

• To establish a flexible and nimble Gateway cloning system to generate AES for TbD1 

knockout or to create integrative plasmids for TbD1 complementation. 

• To provide initial materials for further exploring the function of TbD1 in animal 

adapted M. bovis strains through generating TbD1 knockout and TbD1 complemented 

mutants on two different M. bovis strains (M. bovis BCG Denmark and M. bovis 

AF2122/97). 
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2.3 Materials and Methods 

2.3.1 Bacterial culture and medium preparation 

E. coli Strains 

One Shot™ TOP10 Chemically Competent E. coli (Invitrogen) and One Shot™ TOP10 

Electrocomp™ E. coli (Invitrogen) were used for plasmid propagation in MultiSite Gateway 

cloning (Life Technologies) procedures.  

Mycobacterial Strains 

M. bovis AF2122/97 and BCG Denmark were used to generate TbD1 knockout and 

complemented mutants (Table 2.1). BCG Denmark work was done in a Biosafety Containment 

Level 2 (CL2) Lab and M. bovis AF2122/97 work was conducted in a Biosafety Containment 

Level 3 (CL3) lab. 

Table 2. 1 Mycobacterial strains used in this chapter 

Strain Genotype Source or 

reference 
M. bovis AF2122/97 wildtype Gordon lab stocks 

M. bovis AF2122/97::pNit kanr; WT::pNit Gordon lab stocks 

M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔTbD1 hygr; ΔTbD1 This work 

M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔTbD1::TbD1 hygr; Zeor; ΔTbD1::TbD1 This work 

M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔTbD1::hsp60-TbD1 hygr; Zeor;  

ΔTbD1::hsp60-TbD1 

This work 

BCG Denmark wildtype Gordon lab stocks 

BCG Denmark::pNit kanr; WT::pNit This work 

BCG Denmark ΔTbD1 hygr; ΔTbD1 This work 

BCG Denmark ΔTbD1::TbD1 hygr; Zeor; ΔTbD1::TbD1 This work 

BCG Denmark ΔTbD1::hsp60-TbD1 hygr; Zeor;  

ΔTbD1::hsp60-TbD1 

This work 

 

Lysogeny Broth (LB) media 

E. coli strains were grown in LB broth, or LB agar plates supplemented with selecting 

antibiotics. 4 g LB broth powder (Sigma) was added in 200 ml distilled water and autoclaved 

to make 200 ml LB broth. 4 g LB broth powder (Sigma) and 3 g agar powder (Sigma-Aldrich) 

were added to 200 ml distilled water, autoclaved, and then poured to make LB plates. 
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Ampicillin (ThermoFisher; 50 μg/ml), zeocin (ThermoFisher; 25 μg/ml), and hygromycin 

(Invitrogen; 50 μg/ml) were added when required.  

20% v/v Tween 80 

10 ml Tween 80 (Sigma-Aldrich) was added into 40 ml of distilled water, the solution was 

stirred at 50°C to dissolve the Tween 80, cooled down to RT. The prepared 20% v/v Tween 80 

solution was stored at 4°C for ≤ 2 months. 

Middlebrook 7H9 medium 

BCG Denmark was grown in liquid Middlebrook 7H9 medium (Becton Dickinson) 

supplemented with 0.05% Tween 80, 0.2% glycerol, 0.5% BSA, 0.2% glucose, and 0.085% 

NaCl. M. bovis AF2122/97 was grown in the 7H9 medium as described above, adding 40 mM 

sodium pyruvate (Sigma-Aldrich). The 7H9 media were filter sterilized through Stericup Quick 

Release-GP sterile vacuum filtration system (Merck) with 0.2 μM membrane filter. When 

needed, kanamycin (ThermoFisher), hygromycin (Invitrogen) or zeocin (ThermoFisher) were 

added to a final concentration of 50 μg/ml, 50 μg/ml, or 25 μg/ml, respectively.  

7H11 agar plates  

BCG Denmark was plated on 7H11 agar plates (Becton Dickinson) supplemented with 0.2% 

glycerol, 0.5% BSA, 0.2% glucose, and 0.085% NaCl. M. bovis AF2122/97 was grown in the 

solid 7H11 medium as described above, adding extra 40 mM sodium pyruvate (Sigma-Aldrich). 

When needed, kanamycin (ThermoFisher), hygromycin (Invitrogen) or zeocin (ThermoFisher) 

were added to a final concentration of 25 μg/ml, 50 μg/ml, or 25 μg/ml, respectively.  

2.3.2 Plasmids  

Plasmid used in this chapter are shown in Table 2.2  

Table 2. 2 Plasmids used in chapter 2. 

Plasmids Phenotype, genotype, or sequence Source or reference 

pDO12A Donor plasmid, for BP reactions. Amp 

(Carb)r; Cmpr 

Gift from Prof. Christopher 

Sassetti, UMass Medical 

School, USA 

pDO23A Donor plasmid, for BP reactions. Amp 

(Carb)r; Cmpr 

Gift from Prof. Christopher 

Sassetti’s group, UMass 

Medical School, USA 
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pDE43-MCZ Destination vector, integrating at attL5. 

Zeor; Cmpr 

Gift from Ehrt & Schnappinger 

lab, Cornell, USA 

pEN41A-T0-2 Entry vector, empty. Amp (Carb)r Gift from Ehrt & Schnappinger 

lab, Cornell, USA 

pKP628 Amp (Carb)r; Contains loxP-hyg-cat-loxP 

cassette for use in LR reactions. 

Gift from Prof. Christopher 

Sassetti’s group, UMass 

Medical School, USA 

pDE43-kan Destination vector, integrating at attL5. kanr; 

Cmpr 

Gift from Prof. Christopher 

Sassetti’s group, UMass 

Medical School, USA 

pNitET-SacB-kan Expresses the Che9c gp60 and gp61 genes 

from the Nitrile-inducer promoter. kanr 

Gift from Prof. Christopher 

Sassetti’s group, UMass 

Medical School, USA 

pEN12A-Phsp60 Entry vector, hsp60 promoter. Amp (Carb)r Gift from Ehrt & Schnappinger 

lab, Cornell, USA 

pEN41A-up Entry vector, containing the upstream of 

TbD1 region. Amp (Carb)r 

This work 

pEN23A-down Entry vector, containing the downstream of 

TbD1 region. Amp (Carb)r 

This work 

pDE43-kan-TbD1 Destination vector with upstream and 

downstream of TbD1 and Hyg cassette for 

allelic-exchange substrates, integrating at 

attL5. kanr; Cmpr 

This work 

pEN12A-np Entry vector, native promoter of TbD1 

locus. Amp (Carb)r 

This work 

pEN23A-TbD1 Entry vector, containing the entire TbD1 

locus & RBS. Amp (Carb)r 

This work 

pDE43-np-TbD1 Destination vector with TbD1 locus and 

native promoter for complementation of 

TbD1 knockouts, integrating at attL5. Zeor; 

Cmpr 

This work 

pDE43-hsp60-

TbD1 

Destination vector with TbD1 locus and 

hsp60 promoter for complementation of 

TbD1 knockouts, integrating at attL5. Zeor; 

Cmpr 

This work 
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2.3.3 PCR and Primers 

Primers used in this chapter are shown in Table 2.3. Primers were designed using a NCBI 

webtool Primer-Blast (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/tools/primer-blast/) and Clone Manager 

software (Sci-Ed Software) and supplied by Sigma-Aldrich.  

Table 2. 3 Primers used in this chapter 

Primers Sequence 

TbD1-upstream-F GGGGACAACTTTGTATAGAAAAGTTGCGTCTAGATCTGTCGGGAG

GTGGGCCAA 

TbD1-upstream-R GGGGACTGCTTTTTTGTACAAACTTGCGCACCATCCAGCCGCGTTT

G 

TbD1-downstream-F GGGGACAGCTTTCTTGTACAAAGTGGACGATCCGTCTTTGACACG

ATCGA 

TbD1-downstream-R GGGGACAACTTTGTATAATAAAGTTGCTTAATTAATGTCCTTGAAG

GTGGC 

HygN-out ACCAGTGCTCGCCGAACAGCTTGA 

CatC-out TTCTTCGCCCCCGTTTTCACCATG 

C-TbD1-F GGGGACAGCTTTCTTGTACAAAGTGGCTCGGTTATCGAAAGGCTA

ACGGG 

C-TbD1-R GGGGACAACTTTGTATAATAAAGTTGTTAACGGTGGGTAGCCACC

TGAG 

C-np-F GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTGAAAGCCGAATTGGT

GCTGGCC 

C-np-R GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTACCGTTAGCCTTTCGA

TAACCGGCGA 

primer 5 GAAAGCCGAATTGGTGCTGGCC 

primer 6 CAGCACGGACAGGCCAAAAGAA 

TbD1-F CGCGGGATTCAGCGTCTATCGGTT 

TbD1-R TCAGCGCCCAGCAGCTCGGGATAT 

Hyg-F TCAAGCTGTTCGGCGAGCACTGGT 

Hyg-R CATGGTGAAAACGGGGGCGAAGAA 

Che9-F TACTACACCGACCCCGAGAC 

Che9-R GTAGGGCGGTTCTTTCTCCT 

M13-F TTGTAAAACGACGGCCAG 

M13-R CAGGAAACAGCTATGAC 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/tools/primer-blast/
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PCR conditions 

A 50 μl PCR mix with Phusion DNA polymerase (Thermo Fisher) was prepared as shown in 

Table 2.4; 25 μl PCR mix with GoTaq G2 flexi DNA polymerase (Promega) were prepared as 

shown in Table 2.5. All components were added to a sterile, nuclease-free 1.5 ml Eppendorf 

tube on ice and aliquoted as needed.  

To conduct high-fidelity PCR using Phusion DNA polymerase, the PCR program was set on 

SimpliAmp Thermal Cycler (Applied Biosystems) as shown in Figure 2.2, while for standard 

PCR verification with GoTaq G2 flexi DNA polymerase, the PCR amplification cycle was set 

as Figure 2.3 shown 

Table 2. 4 PCR mix with Phusion DNA polymerase 

Component Final Volume (ul) 

Nuclease-Free Water 35 

5X Phusion HF Buffer 10 

10 mM dNTPs 1 

DMSO 1.5 

Phusion DNA Polymerase 0.5 

Forward primer 0.5 

Reverse primer 0.5 

template DNA 1 

 

Table 2. 5 PCR mix with GoTaq G2 flexi DNA polymerase 

Component Final Volume (ul) 

Nuclease-Free Water 15.98 

5X Green GoTaq Flexi Buffer 5 

10 mM dNTPs 0.5 

MgCl2 Solution, 25 mM 2 

GoTaq G2 flexi DNA polymerase 0.12 

Forward primer 0.2 

Reverse primer 0.2 

template DNA 1 
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Figure 2. 2 PCR program on thermal cycler for using Phusion DNA polymerase. 

The denaturing temperature was set as 98°C for 2 min on initial cycle and 30 seconds for the remaining 

cycles. The annealing temperature was set as 72°C for 30 seconds. The extension temperature was set 

as 72°C for 2 min, with a final extension of 7 min on the last cycle. 29 cycles were used for the 

amplification. The temperature to hold PCR products was set to 4°C. 

 

 

Figure 2. 3 PCR program on thermal cycler for using GoTaq G2 flexi DNA polymerase. 

The denaturing temperature was set as 95°C for 5 min on initial cycle and 30 seconds on rest. The 

annealing temperature was set as 60°C for 30 seconds. The extension temperature was set as 72°C for 

1.5 min; and 5 min on last cycle. 30 cycles were used to amplify the product (Stage 2). The temperature 

to hold PCR products was set to 4°C. 
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2.3.4 Agarose Gel Electrophoresis 

0.5X TBE buffer was prepared using 8.5 g 10X TBE buffer powder (PanReac AppliChem) 

mixed with 1000 ml distilled water. 0.85 g Agarose gel powder (Sigma) was mixed with 85 ml 

of 0.5X TBE buffer to generate a 1% gel. 6 μl of SYBR safe (Invitrogen) was added to allow 

DNA to be visible under UV light. The gel electrophoresis was run at 110V (Bio-Rad) for 50 

min. Agarose gel was checked and photographed by using a benchtop UV transiluminator 

(MultiDoc-It Digital Imaging System) along with Doc-Its software (UVP).  

1 μl of 2-Log DNA Ladder (0.1-10.0 kb) (New England Biolabs) or GeneRuler Express DNA 

Ladder (Thermo Scientific) was mixed with 4 μl nuclease-free water and 1 μl 6X TriTrack 

DNA Loading Dye (Thermo Scientific) for the indication of the sizes of PCR products. 

 

2.3.5 Transformations of Escherichia coli 

2.3.5.1 Transformation of One Shot TOP 10 ElectrocompTM E. coli 

A vial of One Shot TOP 10 ElectrocompTM E. coli cells was taken out from – 80°C freezer and 

thawed on ice. 1 μl of BP reaction or 2 μl of LR reaction or 10 pg to 100 ng DNA (1-2 ul) into 

a vial of E. coli cells and mixed gently. The cells then were transferred to an ice chilled 0.2 cm 

electrode gap electroporation cuvette (BIO-RAD) and a pulse (2.5 kV, 1,000 Ω, 25 μF) was 

given to cells on the GenePulser XcellTM pulse-controller (BIO-RAD). The cells then were 

transferred to 250 μl prewarmed S.O.C. medium in a 15 ml screw-tube and shake at 120 rpm 

at 37°C for an hour. 20 μl and 100 μl of cells were then spread on LB plates containing selective 

antibiotics as needed and incubated at 37°C. The remaining transformation mix can be stored 

at 4°C for future use. Colonies were checked after overnight incubation and colony PCR was 

done to verify the transformants. Correct colony transformants were scaled up in 5 ml LB at 

37°C overnight with selective antibiotics and glycerol stocks were made by adding 1 ml E. coli 

into 0.5 ml of 50% glycerol. The E. coli glycerol stocks were then stored in – 80°C. 

 

2.3.5.2 Transformation of One Shot TOP10 Chemically Competent E. coli 

A vial of One Shot TOP 10 Chemically Competent E. coli cells was taken out from – 80°C 

freezer and thawed on ice. 1 μl of BP reaction or 2 μl of LR reaction or 10 pg to 100 ng DNA 

(1-2 μl) into a vial of E. coli cells and mixed by tapping gently and incubated on ice for 30 
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minutes. The vial of cells was moved to a thermal heater to incubate at 42°C for 30 seconds, 

then removed to ice. 250 μl prewarmed S.O.C. medium was added to cells and the vial was 

shaken at 120 rpm at 37°C for an hour, which allowed expression of the antibiotic resistance 

gene. 20 μl and 100 μl of cells were then spread on LB plates containing selective antibiotics 

as needed and incubated at 37°C. The remaining transformation mix can be stored at 4°C for 

future use. Colonies were checked after overnight incubation and colony PCR was done to 

verify the transformants. Correct colony transformants were scaled up in 5 ml LB at 37°C 

overnight with selective antibiotics and glycerol stocks were made by adding 1 ml E. coli into 

0.5 ml of 50% glycerol. The E. coli glycerol stocks were then stored in – 80°C. 

 

2.3.6 Generation of mutants by recombineering 

2.3.6.1 Generation of upstream and downstream PCR fragments for BP cloning 

BP Clonase II and LR Clonase II Plus (Life Technologies) kits were used to conduct MultiSite 

Gateway cloning.  

Approximately 500 bp of upstream and downstream flanking regions of TbD1 were amplified 

separately by PCR using Phusion high-fidelity polymerase (Sigma) with special primers 

containing different attB sites as shown in Figure 2.4 shown. PCR products were checked by 

agarose gel electrophoresis for the correct lengths and then purified by QIAquick PCR 

purification kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions and sent for Sanger 

sequencing by Source Bioscience (https://www.sourcebioscience.com/).  

 

 

https://www.sourcebioscience.com/
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Figure 2. 4 PCR of specific upstream and downstream sequences with attB sites. 

The ~500 bp upstream and downstream regions of TbD1 were amplified by PCR with special attB sites, 

which allow the insertion of those fragments into each donor vectors during the BP cloning. 

 

2.3.6.2 BP cloning 

During BP cloning, the upstream PCR fragment was inserted into the pDO41A plasmid, and 

the downstream PCR fragment was inserted into pDO23A through recognition between the 

different att sites catalysed by the BP enzyme to create the entry plasmids pEN41A-up and 

pEN23A-down (see Figure 2.5). Set up of the reactions was as follows: 50 fmoles of the 

upstream PCR product were mixed with 50 fmoles (150 ng) of pDO41A and water added to a 

total volume of 8 μl; 50 fmoles of the downstream PCR product were mixed with 50 fmoles 

(150 ng) of pDO23A in a total volume of 8 μl. 2 μl of the BP Clonase® II Enzyme Mix (Life 

Technologies) was added to each mixture. Reactions were briefly mixed and incubated at 25°C 

for 4 h. 1 μl of Proteinase K was added and incubated for 10 mins at 37°C. 1 μl BP reaction 

product was then transformed into a vial of chemically competent TOP10 E.coli (Thermo 

Fisher), and single colonies were selected on LB plates with containing ampicillin. The 

QIAprep Spin Miniprep Kit (Qiagen) was used to extract and purify plasmid DNA as per the 

manufacturer’s instructions. All the resulting plasmid DNAs were sent for verification by 

Sanger sequencing (Source Bioscience) using M13-F and M13-R primers and sequencing 

results were compared to the M. bovis AF2122/97 reference DNA sequence using nucleotide 

BLAST (Johnson et al., 2008). 
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2.3.6.3 LR cloning 

LR cloning was used to create the destination plasmids using the entry plasmid pKP628 

containing hyg-cat cassette ligated with pEN41A-up, pEN23A-down into pDE43-kan (see 

Figure 2.5). 25 fmoles of pEN41A, pEN23A and pKP628 plasmids were mixed with 50 fmoles 

(150 ng) pDE43-kan, and distilled water added to 16 ul then 4 μl LR Clonase® II Plus Enzyme 

Mix was added; reactions were incubated overnight at 25 °C. 2 μl Proteinase K was added and 

incubated for 10 mins at 37°C. 2 μl of LR reaction product then were transformed into a vial 

of chemically competent TOP10 E.coli (Thermo Fisher), and single colonies were selected on 

LB plates containing hygromycin. Plasmid DNA was extracted using the QIAprep Spin 

Miniprep Kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions and the destination 

plasmids were checked through PCR and Sanger sequencing. 

 

 

Figure 2. 5 Gateway BP cloning and LR cloning for construction of the destination plasmids 

containing AES. 

During the BP cloning, the upstream and downstream PCR fragments were inserted into pDO41A and 

pDO23A separately to make pEN41A-up and pEN23A-down. Followed by LR cloning, the pEN41A-

up, pEN23A-down, pKP628 were ligated in the pDE43-kan to construct the destination plasmid 

(pDE43-kan-TbD1), which has the AES for TbD1 knockout.  
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2.3.6.4 PCR generation of AES  

The AES was amplified by PCR using the verified destination plasmid (pDE43-kan-TbD1) as 

a template. AES has the hyg-cat cassette flanked by ~500 bp upstream and downstream regions 

of TbD1 (see Figure 2.6).  

 

 

Figure 2. 6 Generate AES by PCR for TbD1 knockout. 

The AES contains upstream and downstream of TbD1 flanking the hyg-cat cassette and can be obtained 

by PCR using the destination plasmid constructed by Gateway as a template. 

 

2.3.6.5 Generation of recombinogenic BCG Denmark  

pNitET-SacB-kan plasmids containing the sequences that encode the Che9c gp60 (phage 

exonuclease) and gp61 (phage recombinase) were transformed into BCG Denmark by 

electroporation to create recombinogenic BCG Denmark strains. Briefly, BCG Denmark 

culture was scaled up from a vial of frozen stock in 5 ml 7H9 and grew for a week and the 

culture was further scaled up in 30 ml to an OD600 of 0.6-0.8. Glycine is used to weaken the 

cell wall prior to electroporation. A 2M glycine solution was made by dissolving 6 g glycine 

(Sigma-Aldrich) in 40 ml distilled water and filter sterilized through 0.22 μM membrane filter 

(Merck). 3 ml 2 M glycine was added 16-24 h before harvesting the cells. The following day, 

the cells then were harvested by centrifugation at 3000 xg for 10 min and washed twice with 

30 ml and 20 ml of 10% glycerol for each time. 3 ml 10% glycerol was used to finally suspend 

the pellets. 1 μg of pNit plasmid DNA was added in 200 μl BCG Denmark suspension in a 0.2 

cm electrode gap electroporation cuvette (BIO-RAD). One single pulse of 2.5 kV, 25 μF was 

subjected with the GenePulser XcellTM pulse-controller (BIO-RAD) resistance set at 1000 Ω. 

After the electroporation, the cells were then transferred into 10 ml 7H9 and incubated for 16 

h at 37°C. To select for transformants, the cultures were plated onto 7H11 plates with 
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kanamycin as the selective agent. Kanamycin resistant transformants were scaled up and 

verified by PCR targeting the Che9c gp60-gp61 sequence using Che9-F and Che9-R primers. 

The recombinogenic M. bovis AF2122/97 strain had previously been made by Dr. Alicia Smyth 

during her PhD in the Gordon lab and stored at -80°C. 

 

2.3.6.6 Preparation of recombinogenic mycobacterial cells 

A vial (~1ml) of frozen stock of BCG Denmark::pNit or M. bovis AF2122/97::pNit were 

thawed and scaled up in 10 ml 7H9 containing 25 ug/ml kanmycin. When the cultures reached 

to OD600 = 0.8-1.0, the cultures were further upscaled to 30 ml in a rolling bottle with rolling 

at 2-3rpm on cell-production roller apparatus (Bellco) at 37°C. 

The pNit plasmids are induced through the addition of isovaleronitrile (IVN). A stock solution 

of IVN was made by diluting 5 μl pure IVN (Sigma-Aldrich) in 50 ml DMSO (Sigma). 

When the cultures reached to OD600 = ~0.8, 30 μl of IVN stock solution was added in the 

culture to activate the nitrile-inducer promoter on the pNit plasmid to induce the expression of 

gp60 an gp61 in recombinogenic BCG Denmark and M. bovis AF2122/97 strains, facilitating 

the allelic exchange process. Cultures were incubated for another 8 h with rolling, then 

transferred to 50 ml screw cap tubes (Sarstedt) for centrifugation at 3,500 xg for 10 min at 

20 °C. Pellets were then washed firstly by 1 ml of 10% glycerol, gently resuspending the cells 

by pipetting back and forth with a 1 ml pipet tip, and then the volume of the culture was brought 

to 30 ml with 10% glycerol and mixed thoroughly. The centrifugation and washing steps were 

repeated and then centrifugation was used to pellet the cells; pellets were suspended in 3 ml of 

10% glycerol. The recombinogenic cells were now ready for the AES electroporation. 

 

2.3.6.7 Electroporation of AES into recombinogenic mycobacteria 

0.5–1.0 μg of the AES was added to 400 μl recombinogenic BCG Denmark::pNit or M. bovis 

AF2122/97::pNit in a 0.2 cm electrode gap electroporation cuvette (BIO-RAD) and mixed by 

gently pipetting back and forth a few times. For each AES substrate, 7 separate electroporations 

were performed, including one without any AES substrates as a control. The electroporation 

was carried out using the settings: 2.5 kV, 1,000 Ω, 25 μF. The suspensions in the 

electroporation cuvettes then were transferred to a 50 ml screw cap tube (Sarstedt) containing 
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5 ml 7H9 immediately to recover cells and incubated by shaking at 60 rpm for 1-2 days at 37°C, 

which allowed the expression of hygromycin resistance genes. After the incubation, the cells 

were collected by centrifugation at 3,500 xg for 10 min. Pellets were resuspended in 200– 400 

μL of 7H9 and cells were plated on 7H11 agar plates containing 50 ug/ml hygromycin to select 

for transformants. The non-AES control was also plated as mentioned above to allow for 

assessment of spontaneous hygromycin resistant colonies. Plates were then placed into plastic 

bags and incubated at 37°C for 3-4 weeks. Hygromycin resistant colonies were picked and 

grown in 5 ml 7H9 containing 50 ug/ml hygromycin and verified by PCR. The expected 

mutants should have the TbD1 region replaced by the hyg-cat cassette as illustrated in Figure 

2.7.  

 

 

Figure 2. 7 Diagram showing the TbD1 and flanking genes.  

The TbD1 region was replaced by a hyg-cat cassette (green bar) to generate M. bovis ΔTbD1 strains. 

 

2.3.7 Preparation of integrative plasmids for TbD1 complementation 

2.3.7.1 Generation of PCR fragments for BP cloning 

To capture the native promoter, the region 538 bp upstream of the mmpS6 gene was amplified 

by PCR by C-np-F & C-np-R primers containing attB1 and attB2 sites (see Figure 2.8). The 

whole TbD1 locus, including mmpS6 and mmpL6 genes and their ribosome binding sites (RBS), 

3368 bp in length, was amplified by PCR by C-TbD1-F & C-TbD1-R primers containing attB2r 

and attB3 sites. PCR products were checked by agarose gel electrophoresis for the correct 

lengths and then purified by QIAquick PCR purification kit (Qiagen) using the manufacturer’s 

instructions and sent for Sanger sequencing by Source Bioscience. 
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Figure 2. 8 Generation of PCR products for BP cloning. 

Primers were designed to amplify the 538 bp of native promoter and the 3368 bp of whole TbD1 locus 

containing RBS with special attB sites, which allow the insertion of the PCR fragments into the donor 

vectors during BP cloning.  

 

2.3.7.2 BP cloning of complementation construct  

During BP cloning, the PCR fragment containing the native promoter was inserted into the 

pDO12A plasmid and the PCR fragment containing the TbD1 locus was inserted into the 

pDO23A plasmid through recognition between the different att sites on the plasmid with 

recombination at these sites catalysed by the BP enzyme to create the entry plasmids pEN12A-

np and pEN23A-TbD1 (Figure 2.9). Reactions were set up as follows: 50 fmoles of the native 

promoter PCR product were mixed with 50 fmoles (150 ng) of pDO41A, and distilled water 

added to a total volume of 8 ul; 50 fmoles of the TbD1 locus PCR product were mixed with 50 

fmoles (150 ng) pDO23A, and distilled water added to a total volume of 8 ul. 2 μl of the BP 

Clonase® II Enzyme Mix (Life Technologies) was added to each mixture. The reactions were 

briefly mixed and incubated at 25°C for 4 h. 1 μl Proteinase K was added and incubated for 10 

mins at 37°C. 1 μl of the BP reaction product was then transformed into a vial of chemically 

competent TOP10 E.coli (Thermo Fisher), and single transformant colonies were selected on 

LB plates with ampicillin. QIAprep Spin Miniprep Kit (Qiagen) was used to extract and purify 

plasmid DNA according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The resulting plasmid DNAs were 

verified by Sanger sequencing (Source Bioscience) using M13-F and M13-R primers and 

sequencing results were compared to the M. bovis AF2122/97 reference DNA sequence using 

nucleotide BLAST (Johnson et al., 2008). 
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2.3.7.3 LR cloning 

LR cloning was used to create the destination plasmids using the entry plasmid pEN41A, 

pEN12A, pEN23A ligated into pDE43-MCZ (see Figure 2.9). For construction of 

complementing plasmids with the native promoter driving expression of the TbD1 locus 

(pDE43-np-TbD1), 25 fmoles of pEN41A, pEN12A-np and pEN23A-TbD1 plasmids were 

mixed with 50 fmoles (150 ng) pDE43-MCZ, and distilled water added to a total volume of 16 

ul. For construction of the complementing plasmids with the hsp60 promoter driving 

expression of the TbD1 locus (pDE43-hsp60-TbD1), 25 fmoles of pEN41A, pEN12A-Phsp60 

and pEN23A-TbD1 plasmids were mixed with 150 ng pDE43-MCZ, and distilled water added 

to a total volume of 16 ul. 4 μl LR Clonase® II Plus Enzyme Mix was added to each and 

incubated overnight at 25 °C. 2 μl Proteinase K was added and incubated for 10 mins at 37°C. 

2 μl LR reaction product then were transformed into a vial of chemically competent TOP10 

E.coli (Thermo Fisher), and single transformant colonies were selected on LB plates with 

zeocin as the selective agent. Plasmid DNA was extracted using the QIAprep Spin Miniprep 

Kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions and the destination plasmids were 

checked through PCR and Sanger sequencing. 

 

 

Figure 2. 9 Gateway BP cloning and LR cloning for construction of integrative plasmids for TbD1 

complementation. 

During the BP cloning, the PCR fragments containing native promoter and the PCR fragments 

containing TbD1 locus were inserted into pDO12A and pDO23A separately to make pEN12A-np and 

pEN23A-TbD1. Followed by LR cloning, the pEN41A, pEN12A, pEN23A were ligated in the pDE43-

MCZ to construct the integrative plasmid for TbD1 complementation. As the Gateway allows a flexible 

combination, two integrative plasmids with different promoters (pDE43-np-TbD1 & pDE43-hsp60-

TbD1) can be constructed.  
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2.3.7.4 Transformation of integrative plasmids into ΔTbD1 BCG Denmark and ΔTbD1 

M. bovis AF2122/97 

The DNA of constructed integrative plasmids pDE43-np-TbD1 and pDE43-hsp60-TbD1 were 

extracted and purified from E. coli strains and were electroporated into ΔTbD1 BCG Denmark 

and ΔTbD1 M. bovis AF2122/97 using the same process as described in 2.3.6.7. 

 

2.3.8 Verification of TbD1 mutants 

2.3.8.1 Crude DNA extraction for PCR 

Hygromycin resistant recombinants generated after AES electroporations were selected from 

7H11 plates and cultured in 7H9 media. 1 ml of mycobacterial culture was transferred to a 2 

ml screw cap micro tube (Sarstedt) and heat killed at 80°C for 30 mins on a heat block. For 

M. bovis AF2122/97, the dead cells could then be then removed from the CL3 lab. In the CL2 

lab, the heat killed cells were pelleted by centrifugation at 14000 rpm for 2 mins and the 

supernatant was removed. The pelted cells were resuspended in 50 μl TE buffer (Fisher 

Bioreagents) and transferred to 0.2 ml PCR tubes; they were then placed in a Thermal cycler 

and run through the “DNA release program” on the thermal cycler. Cycling conditions were as 

follows: 

Preheat lid ON; 65°C 20mins; 96°C 2 mins; 65°C 4 mins; 96°C 1 min; 65°C 1 min; 96°C 30 

sec; 8°C hold. 

 

2.3.8.2 DNA extraction for whole genome sequencing (WGS) 

BCG Denmark strains were lysed using a bead beater (MagNA Lyser, Roche) for three 40s 

runs at 6 m/s and crude DNA was extracted by sodium acetate/ethanol precipitation and then 

purified with Ampure XP magnetic purification beads according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions (Beckman Coulter, UK) and then resuspended in Tris-EDTA buffer (TE; Fisher 

Scientific, UK). A Nanodrop spectrophotometer was used to check the quality and quantity of 

DNA samples, followed by Qubit dsDNA BR Assay (Invitrogen) to further quantify the DNA. 

The library preparation for WGS was done using the Nextera DNA Flex kits according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions (Illumina, USA) and products were quantified using a Qubit 

dsDNA HS Assay kit (Invitrogen) Assay Kit, with the Bioanalyser 2100 (Agilent) used for 
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checking the sizes of the fragments. A standardised pool was adjusted to a recommended 

concentration (2 nM) before denaturing and sequencing. Sequencing was carried out on a 

NextSeq500 machine (Illumina, USA) at the Genomics Core, UCD Conway Institute, 

generating 150 bp paired end reads. 

The quality of all the raw reads were checked by FastQC (Babraham Bioinformatics - FastQC 

A Quality Control tool for High Throughput Sequence Data, 2019) and then Trimmomatic 

(Bolger, Lohse and Usadel, 2014) was used to filter out poor quality reads and adapters. Bwa-

mem (Li, 2013) was used to align reads with the BCG Denmark reference genome. Samtools 

(Li et al., 2009), Bcftools (Li, 2011), and freebyes (Garrison and Marth, 2012) were used for 

variant calling. 
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2.4 Results 

2.4.1 Knockout of TbD1 in BCG Denmark and M. bovis AF2122/97  

2.4.1.1 Generation of AES for knockout: BP Cloning 

The first step in the generation of the allelic exchange substrate was to amplify the regions that 

flanked the TbD1 locus and clone these regions into the entry vectors via the BP reaction. The 

~500 bp upstream and ~500 bp downstream of TbD1 were amplified by PCR and Sanger 

sequenced for verification. The pEN41A-up plasmid containing the upstream sequence and 

pEN23A-down plasmid containing the downstream sequence were successfully transformed 

into TOP10 E.coli and transformant colonies were selected on LB agar plates with ampicillin.  

Three colonies were selected for each transformation, and then verified by PCR and agarose 

gel electrophoresis. Upstream colonies No. 1 and 3 were found to have the correct length of 

the insert, while downstream colonies No. 1, 2 and 3 all had the correct length. Sanger-

sequencing verified colonies were used for LR cloning. 

 

Figure 2. 10 LB plates after the transformation of pEN41A-up and pEN23A-down into TOP10 E. 

coli. 

LB containing ampicillin were used to select E. coli with entry plasmids pEN41A-up or pEN23A-down 

20 μl and 100 μl of BP cloning products were plated on LB plates and all plates showed visible E. coli 

colonies.  
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Figure 2. 11 Agarose gel electrophoresis with E. coli transformants containing pEN41A-up or 

pEN23A-down. 

Colony PCR targeting the upstream sequence or downstream region of TbD1 was conducted to verify 

the constructions of entry plasmids pEN41A-up or pEN23A-down after transformation into E. coli 

strains. ~500 bp bands showed on the gel for E. coli strains transformed with pEN41A-up colony No.1 

& 3 on the left and E. coli strains transformed with pEN23A-down colony No.1-3 on the right. 

 

2.4.1.2 Generation of AES for knockout: LR Cloning step and PCR amplification 

The second step in the generation of the allelic exchange substrate was to combine the entry 

vectors containing the flanking regions with the entry plasmid that contained the hyg-cat 

selectable marker. To achieve this, the entry plasmid pKP628, containing the hyg-cat cassette, 

was ligated in an LR reaction with pEN41A-up and pEN23A-down to generate the plasmid 

pDE43-kan-TbD1 that contains the hyg-cat cassette flanked by the TbD1 flanking regions (see 

Figure 2.5). The destination plasmid was successfully transformed into TOP10 E. coli and 

visible colonies were showed up on LB agar plates with hygromycin (Figure 2.12). PCR was 

conducted to verify the correct transformants. A touchdown PCR with a temperature gradient 

was further conducted to optimize the annealing temperature for generation of the AES (Figure 

2.13), and based on these results 72°C was selected as the optimal annealing temperature. 
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Figure 2. 12 LB plates after the transformation of LR cloning products into TOP10 E. coli. 

LB containing hygromycin as the selectable marker was used to select for E. coli transformants 

containing the correct destination plasmid (pDE43-kan-TbD1). 2 transformant colonies were identified 

on LB plates that had been plated with 100 μl LR cloning products (after overnight incubation).  

 

 

Figure 2. 13 A touchdown PCR to amplify the AES for TbD1 knockout. 

A touchdown PCR with a temperature gradient to obtain a best annealing temperature for amplifying 

the AES for TbD1 knockout. The expected size of AES is ~3.5 kb. From left to right, the annealing 

temperature went down from 72°C to 65°C. NTC: no template control. 
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2.4.1.3 Transformation of pNitET-SacB-kan plasmid into BCG Denmark 

In order to generate a recombinogenic BCG strain, the pNitET-SacB-kan plasmid needed to be 

transformed by electroporation into BCG Denmark. The transformation method is described 

above (Section 2.3.6.5). Transformant colonies were visible on 7H11 plates plated with BCG 

Denmark::pNit, but no such colonies showed on the no-DNA negative control plate (Figure 

2.14). 4 colonies were picked, scaled up and checked by PCR targeting Che9c gp60-gp61 to 

verify the transformants. As the resulting gel electrophoresis image shows (Figure 2.15), pNit 

plasmids were successfully transformed into BCG Denmark strains. 

 

 

Figure 2. 14 7H11 plates selecting BCG Denmark transformed with pNitET-SacB-kan plasmids. 

Cultures were plated on 7H11 plates with kanamycin to select BCG Denmark::pNit. One 7H11 plate 

plated with no-DNA transformed BCG Denmark was used as a negative control (right).  
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Figure 2. 15 Agarose gel electrophoresis with BCG Denmark::pNit strains to verify the 

transformation. 

4 colonies were selected and scaled up in 7H9 containing kanamycin. PCR with Che9-F and Che9-R 

primers that targeted the Che9c gp60-gp61 sequence was done to verify the successful transformation 

of the mutant strains and expected size of bands is ~200 bp. BCG Denmark wildtype was used as a 

negative control.  

 

2.4.1.4 Verification of ΔTbD1 BCG Denmark  

After transformation of the AES into recombinogenic BCG, colonies were selected by plating 

the transformation on 7H11 media containing hygromycin. After 3-4 weeks incubation at 37°C, 

colonies were visible on 7H11 plates containing hygromycin, and 8 colonies were picked and 

scaled up in 7H9 liquid media with hygromycin. Cultures were then checked by TbD1-F and 

TbD1-R primers targeting the internal TbD1 region to verify the knockout of TbD1 and Hyg-

F and Hyg-R primers were used to check the presence of hyg-cat cassette (Figure 2.16). Colony 

No.3 was then further confirmed, and the left and right flanking regions were amplified by 

primer 5 & HygN-out and CatC-out & primer 6, and Sanger sequenced to rule out any off-

target mutations (Figure 2.17). 
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Figure 2. 16 Position of primers used in verification of the M. bovis allelic replacement strain. 

Different primers were designed to amplify the internal region of TbD1 region (primer TbD1-F & 

TbD1-R), the hyg-cat cassette (primer Hyg-F & Hyg-R), and the junctional regions (primer 5 & HygN-

out; primer 6 & CatC-out). 

 

 

 

Figure 2. 17 Verification of BCG Denmark mutants colony No.1-8. 

Colony No.1-8 were selected and scaled up. PCR to verify the loss of TbD1 region using primer TbD1-

F & TbD1-R, which will not generate a ~2 kb band and to verify the presence of hyg-cat cassette using 

primer Hyg-F & Hyg-R, which will generate ~1.4 kb bands.  
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Figure 2. 18 Verification of ΔTbD1 BCG Denmark colony No. 3. 

Colony No.3 was then further verified for the knockout of TbD1 and presence of hyg-cat cassette. 

Around 1 kb of left and right junctional regions were amplified as Figure 2.16 shown with primers 

(primer 5 & HygN-out; primer 6 & CatC-out). The purified PCR fragments were sent for sanger 

sequencing to rule out possible rearrangements in neighbour genes. The BCG Denmark wildtype and 

non-template control were also shown on the image. 

 

2.4.1.5 Verification of ΔTbD1 M. bovis AF2122/97  

As for the BCG mutant construction, transformation of the AES into recombinogenic M. bovis 

AF2122/97 was achieved by electroporation, with transformant colonies then selected by 

plating onto 7H11 media containing hygromycin. After 3-4 weeks incubation at 37°C, colonies 

were visible on 7H11 plates containing hygromycin and 6 colonies were picked and scaled up. 

Cultures were then checked for the knockout of TbD1 region and presence of hyg-cat cassette 

(Figure 2.19) as described for BCG in 2.4.1.4. Colonies No.3 & 4 were then further verified, 

and the left and right flanking regions were amplified by primer 5 & HygN-out and CatC-out 

& primer 6, and Sanger sequenced to rule out the off-target mutations (Figure 2.20). 
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Figure 2. 19 Verification of M. bovis AF2122/97 mutants colony No.1-6. 

Colony No.1-6 were selected and scaled up. PCR to verify the loss of TbD1 region (left) and the 

presence of hyg-cat cassette (right). N: no template control. 

 

 

 

Figure 2. 20 Verification of ΔTbD1 M. bovis AF2122/97 colony No.3 & 4. 

The left and right junctional regions of colony 3 and 4 were amplified for sanger sequencing to rule out 

possible rearrangements in neighbour genes. 
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2.4.2 Complementation of BCG Denmark and M. bovis AF2122/97 TbD1 mutants 

As the complementation of mycobacterial mutants can sometimes be problematic, with 

complementation failing to restore a phenotype, constructs were made that used both the native 

promoter of the mmpSL6 locus as well as the hsp60 promoter. This approach was used to 

determine if constitutive, high-level expression (via hsp60) would be needed for full 

complementation, or whether the native promoter would be sufficient.  

 

2.4.2.1 Generation of PCR fragments for BP cloning  

The PCR fragments containing 538 bp TbD1 native promoter or 3368 bp TbD1 locus were 

generated by PCR and visualized on gel electrophoresis (Figure 2.21).  

 

 

Figure 2. 21 Amplification of PCR fragments containing TbD1 native promoter or TbD1 locus. 

The 538 bp PCR fragment containing the TbD1 native promoter with attB1 and attB2 sites was 

amplified by primer C-np-F and primer C-np-R, and the 3368 bp PCR fragment containing TbD1 locus 

with attB2r and attB3 sites was amplified by primer C-TbD1-F and primer C-TbD1-R as shown in 

Figure 2.8. The two PCR products were visualized on gel electrophoresis and the correct sizes were 

indicated by the molecular weight ladder. NTC: no template control. 
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2.4.2.2 BP cloning 

The PCR fragments generated in 2.4.2.1 were successfully inserted into pDO12A and pDO23A 

to make entry plasmids via BP cloning and BP products were transformed into One Shot Top 

10 E. coli strains. For E. coli strains with pEN12A-np containing native promoter, 8 colonies 

were selected and verified (Figure 2.22). For E. coli strains with pEN23A-TbD1 containing 

TbD1 locus, 3 colonies were checked, and gel electrophoresis showed that colony No. 2 had 

the correct length (Figure 2.23). 

 

 

Figure 2. 22 Verification of E. coli strains transformed with pEN12A-np plasmids containing 

native promoter. 

Eight colonies were picked from the LB plate with ampicillin as the selection that was used to plate out 

the BP products for constructing pEN12A-np. PCR targeting the native promoter region was done, and 

all 8 colonies had ~500 bp bands that were visualised by gel electrophoresis. 
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Figure 2. 23 Verification of E. coli colonies transformed with pEN23A-TbD1 plasmids containing 

TbD1 locus. 

Three colonies were picked from the LB plate with ampicillin that was used to select the BP products 

for construction of pEN23A-TbD1. A PCR targeting the TbD1 locus was performed, and colony No. 2 

had the correct ~3 kb band that was visualised gel electrophoresis. 

 

2.4.2.3 LR cloning 

Two integrative complementation plasmids were constructed through LR cloning, one with 

native promoter (pDE43-np-TbD1) and one with the hsp60 promoter (pDE43-hsp60-TbD1), 

and successfully transformed into E. coli strains. PCRs targeting the TbD1 locus were 

conducted to verify the E. coli transformants. E. coli transformed with pDE43-np-TbD1 colony 

1, 2, 4, 5 and 6 had the correct length as seen after gel electrophoresis (Figure 2.24). E. coli 

transformed with pDE43-hsp60-TbD1 and colonies 1-4 that were selected all had the correct 

length (Figure 2.25). 
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Figure 2. 24 Verification of E. coli strains transformed with pDE43-np-TbD1. 

Colonies 1-6 were selected from LB plates with zeocin which had been used for plating the LR products 

for construction of the integrative complementation plasmid with the native promoter (pDE43-np-

TbD1). PCR targeting the TbD1 locus was done, and colonies No.1,2,3,5,6 had the correct ~3 kb bands 

as seen with gel electrophoresis. 

 

 

Figure 2. 25 Verification of E. coli strains transformed with pDE43-hsp60-TbD1. 

Colonies 1-4 were selected from LB plates with zeocin that were used to plate out the LR products for 

constructing the integrative plasmid pDE43-hsp60-TbD1 for the complementation of TbD1 with the 

hsp60 promoter. A PCR targeting the TbD1 locus was performed, and all colonies had the expected ~3 

kb band visualised by gel electrophoresis. 
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2.4.2.4 Verification of BCG Denmark ΔTbD1::TbD1 and ΔTbD1::hsp60-TbD1 

complemented strains 

After the electroporation of pDE43-np-TbD1 and pDE43-hsp60-TbD1 into BCG Denmark 

ΔTbD1, cultures were plated on 7H11 plates containing zeocin and incubated at 37°C for 3-4 

weeks. Zeocin-resistant colonies were selected and scaled up to be checked by PCR targeting 

the TbD1 locus to verify the complementation. Bands of ~3 kb were visualised after gel 

electrophoresis (Figure 2.26), which indicated the successful complementation of both pDE43-

np-TbD1 and pDE43-hsp60-TbD1 plasmids into BCG Denmark ΔTbD1. 

 

 

Figure 2. 26 Verification of BCG Denmark ΔTbD1::TbD1 and ΔTbD1::hsp60-TbD1. 

PCR targeting the TbD1 locus with primer C-TbD1-F and primer C-TbD1-R was conducted on BCG 

Denmark ΔTbD1::TbD1 and ΔTbD1::hsp60-TbD1 mutants. ~3 kb bands were visualized on the gel 

image. NTC: no template control. 

 

2.4.2.5 Verification of M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔTbD1::TbD1 and ΔTbD1::hsp60-TbD1 

complemented strains 

Similarly, as described for verification of BCG Denmark ΔTbD1::TbD1 and ΔTbD1::hsp60-

TbD1 complemented strains, M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔTbD1::TbD1 and ΔTbD1::hsp60-TbD1 

complemented strains were verified by amplifying the TbD1 locus. Visualisation of the 

expected ~3 kb bands were seen after gel electrophoresis (Figure 2.27) showing successful 

complementation. 
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Figure 2. 27 Verification of M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔTbD1::TbD1 and ΔTbD1::hsp60-TbD1 strains. 

PCR targeting the TbD1 locus with primer C-TbD1-F and primer C-TbD1-R was conducted on M. bovis 

AF2122/97 ΔTbD1::TbD1 and ΔTbD1::hsp60-TbD1 mutants. ~3 kb bands were visualized on the gel 

image for all colonies. 

 

2.4.2.6 WGS and variant calling of BCG Denmark strains 

As the library preparation failed on BCG Demark ΔTbD1 for WGS, variant calling on WGS 

data from BCG Denmark WT and ΔTbD1::TbD1 strains were done and identified some SNPs 

that exist on BCG Denmark ΔTbD1::TbD1 strain as Table 2.6 shown below.  

Table 2. 6 Variant calling results for BCG Denmark ΔTbD1::TbD1. 

Position 

 

Consequence 

 

Gene name 

 

Variant 

 

aa change 

 

253186 missense pckA 253186A>G 390Y>390C 

535541 missense sigK 535541T>C 1I>1M 

562399 missense pcaA 562399T>G 154T>154P 

582612 missense regX3 582612C>T 219R>219C| 

739075 missense mmaA3 739075T>C 98D>98G 

777516 missense mmpL5 777516C>T 906V>906I 

814263 missense rplE 814263A>G 134N>134S 

1296134 missense typA 1296134G>C 98V>98L 

2956229 missense sigB 2956229C>T 46A>46V 

3079661 missense infB 3079661C>T 716E>716K 

4059278 missense hpt 4059278T>C 122N>122D 
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2.5 Discussion 

The precise knockout of genes on M. bovis strains is essential to identify the function of the 

gene on the growth and pathogenicity of M. bovis. Che9c recombineering was first introduced 

to the lab to make an M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔMb0453c mutant by Dr. Alicia Smyth during her 

PhD study, but the knockout mutant could not verified in detail as she only obtained the mutant 

at the end of her thesis. In my thesis, the mycobacterial recombineering protocol (Benjak, Sala 

and Hartkoorn, 2015) has been further developed and TbD1 was successfully knocked out in 

two different M. bovis strains and the mutants were verified by PCR and Sanger sequencing. 

Mutant construction using BCG Denmark was conducted first with Che9c recombineering in 

the CL2 lab so that I could learn to set up the recombineering process. The process then moved 

to the CL3 lab where M. bovis AF2122/97 was then manipulated with Che9c recombineering 

using the same protocol as hat used for BCG Denmark.  

Complementation of mutants is necessary as well as a strategy to check if the phenotypes or 

gene expression profiles of related genes could be compensated after putting the mutated genes 

back into knockout mutants for trans complementation. Thus, I utilized the integrative 

plasmids as tools and allow the TbD1 locus to be reinserted into the mycobacterial genome and 

expressed under its native promoter or hsp60 promoter. For constructing the plasmids 

containing AES for TbD1 knockout and constructing the integrative plasmids for TbD1 

complementation, I used the Gateway cloning system to facilitate these processes.  

The Gateway cloning system offered a convenient and flexible way to combine multiple DNA 

fragments in a defined order and orientation into the holding plasmid vectors. It allowed the 

combination of the sequences of upstream and downstream of TbD1 with the hyg-cat cassette, 

which was difficult to create via a standard PCR. It also allowed the combination of different 

promoters to drive expression of the TbD1 locus in a nimble way. Although the Gateway 

system is commercialized with manufacturer’s recommendations, several issues arose while 

conducting the experiments, especially when doing the LR cloning. Much less transformants 

than expected were harvested on the culture plates after plating out the LR reaction. Thus, after 

troubleshooting, some changes were made to the protocol. These included increasing the 

amount of pDE43-kan from 60 ng to 150 ng; doubling the volume of the LR reaction; and 

transforming twice the amount of LR reaction products, 4 μl instead of 2 μl, into E. coli. For 

BP cloning, the incubation time was increased to 4h. It also critical to realise when designing 

the primers for amplifying PCR fragments for BP cloning, that the correct attB sequences are 
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added according to the order and orientation of the genes and DNA fragments especially when 

generating an expression clone. 

When amplifying the AES using PCR, mis-priming products were obtained due to the GC-rich 

properties of the mycobacterial genome sequence. GC-rich DNA templates are known to be 

more stable than normal DNA templates, as secondary structures formed from GC-rich region 

are very stable and accumulated. Also, GC rich primers have a tendency to form self- and cross- 

dimers and lead to truncated PCR products. Multiple changes had to be applied to the PCR 

settings to solve these problems which occurred during AES amplification. Critically, a touch-

down PCR with different annealing temperatures from 65 ℃ to 72 ℃ was conducted to find 

the optimum annealing temperature, while the denaturation temperature and time were 

increased and 3% DMSO was added to help decrease the stability of hair-pin loops structures 

in the templates and primers.  

Although Che9c recombineering was ultimately successful in the knockout process of TbD1, 

illegitimate recombination was also observed for both BCG Denmark and M. bovis AF2122/97. 

After the transformation of the AES into BCG Denmark or M. bovis AF2122/97, the mutants 

were selected on 7H11 plates containing hygromycin. I found that many of the hygromycin-

resistant transformant colonies had the hyg-cat cassette but also kept the TbD1 region; this is 

most likely possibly due to single crossovers or illegitimate recombination of the AES into the 

mycobacterial genome, thus complicating the process of picking true TbD1 knockouts.  

The Gateway system and Che9c recombineering methods had advantages and shortened some 

steps of the gene manipulation and knock-out process in M. bovis strains. However constructing  

gene mutants and genetically manipulating M. bovis strains is still very time-consuming 

compared with other pathogens in general due to their slow-growth and low transformation 

efficiencies. It took around two weeks for the M. bovis cultures to grow from stock seeds to 

reach a late-log phase to get ready for the transformation, and another 3-4 weeks for M. bovis 

colonies to be visible on 7H11 plates after plating the transformations, followed by another 2 

weeks to scale up the colonies for PCR verification and related experiments. However by 

persevering during my first year and second year of PhD study, the BCG Denmark and M. bovis 

AF2122/97 TbD1 knockout mutant and complemented strans were successfully constructed 

and verified, allowing the exploration of the global gene expression that loss of TbD1 causes  

and the resulting changes in the bacterial phenotypes, thus setting the basis to explore the 

function of TbD1 in M. bovis strains. 
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3.1 Introduction 

With the rapid development of next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies over the past 

decade, RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) has become to a ubiquitous and in many ways routine 

tool to study the global gene expression profiles of organisms in a quantitative manner (Hör, 

Gorski and Vogel, 2018; Croucher and Thomson, 2010; Creecy and Conway, 2015).  

To analyse differential gene expression, which is the primary application of RNA-seq, the 

standard process includes several essential steps. The wet lab-based steps include RNA 

extraction followed by ribosomal RNA (rRNA) depletion, which is achieved by selective 

degradation of rRNA by RNase H, or for eukaryotes mRNA oligo-dT-enrichment which selects 

for transcripts containing a poly(A) tail (Croucher and Thomson, 2010). Bacteria do not 

typically polyadenylate mRNAs, while rRNA is highly abundant and contributes to 80-95% of 

total cellular RNA contents; thus the removal of rRNA facilitates obtaining sufficient 

sequencing coverage of RNA and the detection of differential expression (Westermann, Gorski 

and Vogel, 2012). cDNA synthesis and preparation of an adaptor-ligated sequencing library 

are important steps as well. For library preparation, a single-end (SE) library or a paired-end 

(PE) library can be selected as needed, as well as the sequencing or read length. In a SE library, 

each cDNA fragment is sequenced from only one side (3ʹ or 5ʹ), while in PE library, each 

cDNA fragment is sequenced from both sides (one 3ʹ and one 5ʹ) and hence achieves double 

the reads per original RNA transcript. As a PE library does not increase the sensitivity of 

sequencing yet it has a higher cost as compared with a SE library, the SE library approach is 

commonly picked when comparing differential gene expression between experimental groups. 

However, it is worth noting that paired-sequencing methods are helpful when doing RNA-seq 

on poorly annotated genomes and the PE reads can help with disambiguation of read mappings, 

de novo transcript discovery, detection of fused transcripts and, for eukaryotes, alternative-

exon quantification (Katz et al., 2010; Alamancos, Agirre and Eyras, 2014). Strand-specific 

library preparation methods can differentiate sense and antisense transcripts and estimate 

transcript abundance more accurately, thus they are recommended for RNA-seq of 

mycobacteria due to its high gene density and the presence of overlapping genes on opposite 

strands (Levin et al., 2010). Once the library has been generated, it is loaded onto high-

throughput sequencing platforms, such as Illumina HiSeq, where the ‘depth’ of sequencing is 

determined, that is the amount of sequencing coverage across the transcriptome. It is known 

that a sequencing depth of 5-10 million non-rRNA fragments enables capturing most of the 

transcriptional activity in diverse bacterial species grown under different culture conditions 
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(Haas et al., 2012). The computational steps for the analysis of the resulting sequence data is 

complex, but briefly the steps involve: taking the output reads from the sequencing instruments 

as initial material to assess the sequencing quality; reads are then aligned to the reference 

genome, allowing the quantification transcripts that map back to the genome and genic and 

intergenic regions. In the final stage, normalization is conducted between sample groups and 

filters are applied with certain thresholds, fold-changes and significance tests applied to 

determine whether changes in transcript abundance represent significant changes in the 

expression levels of individual genes and/or transcripts between sample groups. Apart from the 

steps mentioned above that are important factors for RNA-seq, to have biological meaningful 

and high-quality data it is also essential to have a good design of the RNA-seq experiments. 

Biological replicates need to be included to ensure that the biological variances between 

samples are confidently captured (Lamarre et al., 2018).  

Previous research on TbD1 used M. tuberculosis strains as the study background to explore the 

phenotype changes that occurred (Bottai et al., 2020; Arumugam et al., 2019). In M. 

tuberculosis, manipulation of the TbD1 locus identified links between TbD1 and oxidative 

stress, hypoxia, and virulence in guinea pig and C3HeB/FeJ mouse animal models; however 

the alterations on gene expression at a global level were not studied as a means to explain those 

phenotype changes. We hypothesised therefore that M. bovis AF2122/97 TbD1 knockout 

mutants would thus provide an important extra means to study the impacts of TbD1 locus on 

global gene expression. Hence, by using RNA-seq and comparative transcriptome analysis with 

M. bovis AF2122/97 wildtype and M. bovis AF2122/97 TbD1 knockout, pathways that are 

linked to TbD1 could be identified and therefore give hints of the function of TbD1. 

After identification of differentially expressed genes (DEG), the results need to be verified as 

to whether this differential expression is specific to the M. bovis strain being studied or whether 

it can be applied to all strains of M. bovis. To address this, we chose to verify DEG genes in 

M. bovis BCG Denmark as a distinct to the M. bovis AF2122/97 strain. Hence, subsequent to 

the DEG identification between M. bovis TbD1 wild type and mutant, these DEG can be further 

checked and verified by reverse-transcription quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR) on M. bovis BCG 

Denmark ΔTbD1 strains. RT-qPCR is another common method for gene expression analysis 

with high accuracy and sensitivity. RT-qPCR has some limits when compared with RNA-seq, 

such as that it can only detect known sequences and does not offer high throughput data on 

global and large-scale gene expression level. But RT-qPCR is useful when used to detect 

known genes and/or a moderate number of genes of interest (up to 10, for example), and thus 
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offers a great tool for use in my PhD to validate the expression levels of DEG that were obtained 

from M. bovis AF2122/97 RNA-seq analysis.  

Apart from identifying gene expression alterations that are caused by inactivation of TbD1 as 

a means to identify its function, studying the structure of TbD1 at the protein level (MmpS6 

and MmpL6) is another important way to understand the potential functions of the encoded 

genes. The structural information for intact MmpL proteins is limited and only the X-ray crystal 

structure of MmpL3 has been determined in Mycobacterium smegmatis (Zhang et al., 2019). 

An alternative route to explore potential protein structure relies on developments in artificial 

intelligence predictions of protein structure, such as AlphaFold, which uses a neural network-

based model and has been trained against evolutionary, physical and geometric constraints of 

protein structure (Jumper et al., 2021). It terms of predictive power, AlphaFold outperformed 

all other competing platforms at the 14th Critical Assessment of protein Structure Prediction 

(CASP14) meeting, and had been shown to have highly accurate predictions as compared to 

the experimentally determined structures in the blind tests. Although the AlphaFold Protein 

Structure Database is only available for the human proteome and 20 other key organisms, 

including M. tuberculosis H37Rv, it also provides a Colab notebook 

(https://colab.research.google.com/github/deepmind/alphafold/blob/main/notebooks/AlphaFo

ld.ipynb) that allows prediction of the structure of a protein using a simplified version of 

AlphaFold v2.0. Thus, using AlphaFold v2.0 to predict the protein structures of MmpS6 and 

MmpL6 and via comparison with other well studied RND transporter proteins, their functions 

can be further investigated since the biological function of a protein is determined by its three-

dimensional structure. On the other hand, SNP calling of strains across the MTBC was also 

pursued using SNiPgenie (https://github.com/dmnfarrell/snipgenie), which is a tool for SNP 

site detection from NGS data that was set up by Dr. Damien Farrell in Gordon Lab. Hence, I 

could use this tool to identify lineage-specific SNPs in mmpS6 and mmpL6 genes and to 

confirm the known animal adapted strain-specific SNP at position 551 as a means to see if 

other useful gene markers that might distinguish different animal-adapted lineages exist in the 

TbD1 locus. 
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3.2 Aims 

• To conduct RNA-seq analysis to study the different global gene expression profiles of 

M. bovis AF2122/97 wildtype and ΔTbD1 strains under two growth conditions 

(standing vs rolling) and explore the effects caused by growth condition and TbD1 

knockout on transcriptomic level. 

• To use RT-qPCR on BCG Denmark wildtype and TbD1 mutants to compare with RNA-

seq data obtained from M. bovis AF2122/97 strains. 

• To predict 3D protein structures of MmpS6 and MmpL6 using AlphaFold to further 

inspect the function based on structural information. 

• To identify lineage-specific SNP on mmpS6 and mmpL6 genes across MTBC isolates 

using SNiPgenie and obtain lineage-specific SNP, which can be used as gene marker.  
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3.3 Materials and Methods 

 

3.3.1 Bacteria strains  

M. bovis BCG Denmark Wild Type (WT) and TbD1 mutant work was done in a Biosafety 

Containment Level 2 (CL2) Lab. M. bovis AF2122/97 WT and TbD1 mutants work was 

conducted in a Biosafety Containment Level 3 (CL3) lab. 

 

3.3.2 Growth medium  

20% v/v Tween 80 

10 mL Tween 80 (Sigma-Aldrich) was added into 40 ml of distilled water, the solution was 

stirred at 50°C to dissolve the Tween 80 and cooled down to room temperature (RT). The 

prepared 20% v/v Tween 80 solution was stored at 4°C for ≤2 months. 

Middlebrook 7H9 medium 

BCG Denmark strains were grown in liquid Middlebrook 7H9 medium (Becton Dickinson) 

supplemented with 0.05% Tween 80, 0.2% glycerol, 0.5% BSA, 0.2% glucose, and 0.085% 

NaCl, with 50 ug/ml hygromycin added to ΔTbD1 strains or 25 ug/ml zeocin to ΔTbD1::TbD1 

strains. M. bovis AF2122/97 strains were grown in the 7H9 medium as described above, adding 

extra 40 mM sodium pyruvate (Sigma-Aldrich), also adding extra 50 ug/ml hygromycin added 

to ΔTbD1 strains or 25 ug/ml zeocin to ΔTbD1::TbD1 strains. The 7H9 media were filter 

sterilized through Stericup Quick Release-GP sterile vacuum filtration system (Merck) with a 

0.2 μM membrane filter.  

Liquid Sauton’s medium  

Liquid Sauton’s medium was prepared with 4 g L-asparagine, 2 g citric acid, 0.5 g KH2PO4, 

0.5 g MgSO4, 0.05 g ferric ammonium citrate, 0.1 ml of 0.01% ZnSO4, 60 ml glycerol, 2.5 ml 

of 20% Tween 80 in 900 ml deionized water and adjust pH to 7.0 with 1 M NaOH, adding 40 

mM sodium pyruvate for M. bovis AF2122/97 then autoclaving. 
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3.3.3 Culture conditions 

Standing cultures were grown in 30 ml of 7H9 in 50 ml screw cap tubes (Sarstedt) with the 

caps tightly screwed, without shaking and incubated at 37°C. Rolling cultures were grown in 

30 ml of 7H9 in 850 cm2 roller bottles (CELLMASTER), rolling at 2-3 rpm on a cell-

production roller apparatus (Bellco) at 37°C. 

 

3.3.4 Primers 

Primers were designed using a NCBI webtool Primer-Blast 

(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/tools/primer-blast/), set PCR product size as 70-200 bp and 

primer melting temperatures (Tm) as Min: 59 °C, Opt: 62°C and Max: 65 °C. Primers were 

supplied by Sigma-Aldrich. 10 μl of 100 μM primer stock solution was added into 190 μl 

nuclease-free water to make primer working solution for qPCR to reach a final concentration 

of 300 nM. The primers used in this chapter are shown in Table 3.1. 

 

Table 3. 1 Primers used in this chapter 

Primers Sequence 

TbD1-qPCR-F GCGCAATCCGGCCGACATGCTC 

TbD1-qPCR-R GGCTGCTCGGTCCCTCTGATAC 

mmpL6-qPCR-F TCCTGATCGCCGGAATAGCC 

mmpL6-qPCR-R ACCGAGAAGATGCTGCCACA 

mmpS6-qPCR-F GTCGCGGGATTCAGCGTCTA 

mmpS6-qPCR-R CCTGTTTGGGGTTGAACGGC 

moaA1-qPCR-F CGACAACGGAGCCATTCTGC 

moaA1-qPCR-R CAGCGGCTCCCTTAGGTTGA 

ctpV-qPCR-F ACCTTTGCGGGATGGACACT 

ctpV-qPCR-R GACCAGGATCCCCAGTTCGG 

cysK2-qPCR-F GACCTCAGACCCTGACCGTG 

cysK2-qPCR-R TCCCAGAGTGCCACTGGTTG 

16srRNA-qPCR-F CAATGGCCGGTACAAAG 

16srRNA-qPCR-R CCGATCCGAACTGAGA 

thyA-qPCR-F GGAACCCGCAGCCTGTT 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/tools/primer-blast/
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thyA-qPCR-R AAACCGGCCGACAAATCAT 

ftsZ-qPCR-F CGCCGTCAACCGAATGAT 

ftsZ-qPCR-R CGGTGTTGATCGCGATGA 

fbpB-qPCR-F AACGACCCTACGCAGCAGAT 

fbpB-qPCR-R CCCATAGCCGGGTGTTGTT 

polA-qPCR-F GCTGCGTGCGGAAACAC 

polA-qPCR-R GTCCGTATCGTCGTCATCGA 

sigA-qPCR-F CCGACATTCGACATAGCAGA 

sigA-qPCR-R TACACCCCTTCGGTCGTTAC 

lysA-qPCR-F TCCGCCCGAGCGAATT 

lysA-qPCR-R GGTCAACTCTGAGACCGATTTGT 

gyrB-qPCR-F GACGCGAAAGTCGTTGTGAA 

gyrB-qPCR-R GCCTTACGTGCCGCGATA 

 

3.3.5 Extraction of total RNA from mycobacteria 

Cultures were scaled up in triplicates and grown in 30 ml 7H9 medium to OD600 = ~0.4-0.6 

and centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 10 minutes to collect the pellets. 1 ml of QIAzol lysis reagent 

(QIAGEN) was added to resuspend the pellets and the suspension was transferred into 2 ml 

screw cap micro tubes (Sarstedt) with 250 μl of 0.1 mm glass beads. The tubes were then beat 

for 30 seconds at maximum setting, twice, on a MagNA Lyser (Roche). Then the samples were 

stored at –80°C or used immediately. For isolation of RNA, 200 μl 1-bromo-3-chloropropane 

(Sigma) (which is a replacement for chloroform with less toxicity), was added to each tube and 

mixed by shaking vigorously for 15 seconds and incubated at room temperature for 2-3 minutes. 

Samples were then centrifuged at 12000 xg for 15 minutes at 4°C on a benchtop centrifuge and 

the top phase, which contains the nucleic acids in solution, was transferred to a new 2 ml screw 

cap micro tube (Sarstedt) and 1.5X volume of pure ethanol (Honeywell) was added and mixed. 

The samples then were loaded to RNeasy Mini Kit (QIAGEN) columns and spun at 12000 xg 

for 15 seconds at 4 °C. 500 μl RPE buffer was used to wash the column twice for 15 seconds 

and 2 minutes at 12000 xg at 4 °C. An extra centrifugation at full speed at 4°C for 2 minutes 

was done to fully dry the columns. 30-50 μl nuclease-free water was added to each column and 

RNA samples were collected by centrifugation at 12000 xg for 1 minute at 4°C.  
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3.3.5.1 DNA removal from total RNA and post purification 

RNA samples that were extracted as described above were quantified using a NanoDrop One 

spectrometer (Thermo Scientific) and were diluted to a final concentration of 200 ng/μl in a 

total volume of 50 μl using nuclease-free water. TURBO DNA-free™ Kit (Invitrogen) was 

used for DNA removal. 5 μl 10X TURBO DNase Buffer and 1 μl TURBO DNase were added 

to each 50 μl RNA sample, mixed gently and incubated at 37°C for 30 minutes. 1 μl TURBO 

DNase was then added and incubated for another 30 minutes at 37°C to achieve the complete 

removal of DNA from the samples. RNA Clean & Concentrator-25 Kit (ZYMO) was used for 

post purification after DNA removal. 114 μl RNA Binding Buffer was added to each sample 

and mixed with 171 μl pure ethanol (Honeywell). Samples were then transferred to Zymo-

Spin™ IICR Columns in a collection tube and centrifuged at 13000 rpm for 30 seconds at 4 °C. 

Flow-through was discarded and 400 μl RNA Prep Buffer was added to the columns and 

centrifuged at 13000 rpm for 30 seconds at 4 °C. 700 μl RNA Wash Buffer was added and 

centrifuged followed by addition of 400 μl RNA Wash Buffer and another centrifugation. An 

extra centrifugation at highest speed for 2 minutes was done to dry the columns completely. 50 

μl DNase/RNase-Free Water was added directly to the column matrix and centrifuged for 30 

seconds. The concentrations of RNA samples were determined using a NanoDrop One 

spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific) and RNA integrity number (RIN) values were assessed 

using the Bioanalyser 2100 (Agilent) and the RNA 6000 Nano kit (Agilent) according to the 

manufacturer’s guidelines.  

3.3.6 RNA-seq 

3.3.6.1 Library preparation and sequencing 

The RNA samples were sent to a commercial provider (Novogene) for RNA-seq. The 

commercial process included rRNA removal with a Ribo-Zero rRNA removal kit (Illumina) 

and the construction of a 250~300 bp insert, strand-specific library using the NEBNext Ultra 

II Directional RNA Library Prep Kit (New England Biolabs); the workflow is described in 

Figure 3.1 shown below. RNA sequencing was performed on a NovaSeq 6000 machine 

(Illumina). RNA samples from M. bovis AF2122/97 WT and ΔTbD1 strains grown in standing 

conditions were sequenced to generate single-end, strand-specific 150 bp reads data, and RNA 

samples from M. bovis AF2122/97 WT and ΔTbD1 strains grown in rolling condition were 

sequenced to generate paired-end, strand-specific 150 bp reads data. 
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Figure 3. 1 Library preparation for RNA-seq. 

The ribosome RNA (rRNA) was removed from total RNA and the rRNA-depleted RNA was randomly 

fragmented. cDNA was synthesised and followed by the second strand synthesis. After a series of 

terminal repair, dA-tailing and sequencing adaptor ligation, the double-stranded cDNA library was 

completed through size selection and PCR enrichment. 

 

3.3.6.2 RNA-seq analysis 

Raw reads were processed firstly by the FastQC tool (Babraham Bioinformatics - FastQC A 

Quality Control tool for High Throughput Sequence Data, 2019) to check the quality and then 

Trim-galore (Babraham Bioinformatics - Trim Galore!, 2019) was used to trim off reads with 

low-quality base calls and sequencing adapters. Bwa-mem (Li, 2013) was used to do the 

alignment between the raw reads with the M. bovis AF2122/97 reference genome (Malone et 

al., 2016). FeatureCounts (Liao, Smyth and Shi, 2014) was used for reads counting of each 

gene. The R package DESeq2 (Love, Huber and Anders, 2014) was used for differentially 

expressed gene (DEG) analysis with a threshold of log2 fold change (|log2FC| > 1/1.5/2) and 
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adjusted P-value (Padj. < 0.05). The filtered differentially expressed genes with required 

threshold were converted to M. tuberculosis H37Rv orthologs and gene lists were uploaded to 

the STRING database (https://string-db.org/) for the analyses of protein-protein interactions 

and functional enrichment; graphs of the results were created by Cytoscape (Szklarczyk et al., 

2019; Shannon et al., 2003). The pipeline for the entire computational RNA-seq analysis is as 

shown in Figure 3.2. 

 

 

 

Figure 3. 2 The pipeline for RNA-seq analysis.  

The outline for RNA-seq analysis is as shown above. Different tools and R packages were used for 

quality control, read mapping, quantification, DEG analysis and pathway analysis. 

 

3.3.6.3 Variant calling  

While variant calling using whole genome sequence data (WGS) would be the standard 

approach, the RNA-seq reads can also be used for sequence verification and variant calling. 

Hence the RNA-seq reads were used to verify the M. bovis AF2122/97 WT and ΔTbD1 strains. 

The quality of all the raw reads were checked by FastQC (Babraham Bioinformatics - FastQC 
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A Quality Control tool for High Throughput Sequence Data, 2019) and then Trimmomatic 

(Bolger, Lohse and Usadel, 2014) was used to filter out poor quality reads and adapters. Bwa-

mem (Li, 2013) was used to align reads to the M. bovis AF2122/97 reference genome. Samtools 

(Li et al., 2009), Bcftools (Li, 2011), and freebyes (Garrison and Marth, 2012) were used for 

variant calling. 

 

3.3.7 RT-qPCR 

3.3.7.1 Reverse transcription  

To synthesize single-stranded cDNA from total RNA for performing quantitative PCR, the 

DNA was removed, and purified RNA samples were diluted in nuclease-free water to prepare 

10 μl of 100 ng/μl RNA samples (section 3.3.5). The reverse transcription (RT) master mix and 

minus reverse transcription (-RT) master mix were prepared from the High-Capacity cDNA 

Reverse Transcription Kits (Applied Biosystems) on ice as shown in Table 3.2. 10 μl RT mix 

was added into each tube of the 100 ng/μl RNA samples, and 10 μl -RT mix was added into a 

randomly selected RNA sample from each group; the -RT are controls to verify the removal of 

DNA from RNA samples. Samples were then incubated at 37°C for 2 h, and cDNA RT & -RT 

tubes were stored in -20°C freezer.  

 

Table 3. 2 RT master mix and -RT master mix  

Component RT master mix (ul) -RT master mix (ul) 

Reverse Transcriptase 1 - 

10X RT Buffer 2 2 

10X RT Random Primers 2 2 

25X dNTP Mix (100 mM) 0.8 0.8 

Nuclease-free H2O 4.2 5.2 
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3.3.7.2 Quantitative PCR 

cDNA samples 

As 1-5 ng/μl cDNA are recommended for qPCR, thus dilutions were needed on cDNA 

equivalents. From each 20 μl RT cDNA sample, 5 μl was placed into a new tube to mix and 

get a ‘pool’, which would then be used to generate a standard curve to determine the primer 

efficiency. Then 350 μl nuclease-free water was added to each 15 μl of the remaining RT cDNA 

samples to get a final concentration of ~2 ng/μl. For the -RT samples, 5 μl was placed into a 

new tube and 350 μl nuclease-free water was added. The diluted cDNA equivalents were then 

ready to be used in the qPCR as templates. 

qPCR conditions 

The master mix for qPCR was prepared as shown in Table 3.3 in a 1.5 ml DNA LoBind tube 

(Eppendorf). 15 μl of the master mix was added into each well on a MicroAmp Fast Optical 

96-Well Reaction Plate (Applied Biosystems), and 5 μl of diluted RT/-RT samples were added 

and qPCR was conducted in replicates for each sample. The 96-well plate was loaded into the 

7500 Fast Real-Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems) and the cycle conditions used as 

shown in Figure 3.3. The qPCR data was analysed using the qBASE+qbasePLUS software 

package.  

 

Table 3. 3 Master mix for SYBR Green qPCR 

Component Volume (ul) 

Forward primer 1.2 

Reverse primer 1.2 

SYBR Green mix 10 

Nuclease-free H2O 2.6 
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Figure 3. 3 PCR program on 7500 Fast Real-Time PCR System for SYBR Green qPCR. 

The initial denaturation at 95°C for 10 min, with 40 further cycles of denaturation (95°C for 15 s), and 

a combined annealing/extension (60°C for 1 min), followed by a final melt curve, which can be used to 

check primer specificity. 

 

3.3.7.3 Standard Curve 

A standard curve is used to estimate the PCR efficiency and uses a mixture of representative 

samples as input material for the dilution series; thus the ‘pool’ of cDNA samples was serial 

diluted. 7 μl lambda DNA (Invitrogen) was added into 1000 μl 1X TE buffer (Fisher 

Bioreagents) to make lambda DNA buffer. 40 μl the cDNA ‘pool’ was first diluted in 160 μl 

water, then the diluted ‘pool’ was further 1:4 diluted with the lambda DNA buffer. The 

designed primers were then tested using the serial dilution of the cDNA ‘pool’ with qPCR 

conditions described above. The threshold cycle value for each dilution was determined and 

was plotted versus the dilution factor in a base-10 semi-logarithmic graph and the data fitted to 

a straight line. The correlation coefficient (r2) for the line was calculated, and r2 values ≥ 0.990 

were considered 'good'. 
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3.3.7.4 Reference genes stability 

Generally, the 16SrRNA reference gene was used for qPCR normalization in this chapter. 

However, when conducting qPCR on two stresses (extra copper & standing condition), I 

needed to ensure the stability of the reference genes used for such an analysis. To determine 

the suitability of the reference genes, I firstly used the geNorm algorithm (Vandesompele et al., 

2002) to examine the stability of eight potential reference genes identified from the literature 

(thyA, ftsZ, fbpB, polA, sigA, lysA, gyrB, 16srRNA). The gene expression normalization factor 

was then calculated for each sample based on the geometric mean of the eight reference genes. 

The geNorm algorithm was used from the qBASE+qbasePLUS software package. 

 

3.3.8 Protein 3D structure prediction 

The 3D structure prediction of MmpS6 and MmpL6 proteins was performed using a 

computational method, AlphaFold, which uses a neural network-based model that has been 

trained by evolutionary, physical and geometric constraints of protein structure (Jumper et al., 

2021). As the AlphaFold Protein Structure Database is currently only available for the human 

proteome and 20 other organisms, including M. tuberculosis H37Rv, a simplified version of 

AlphaFold v2.0 can be accessed via a ‘Colab’ notebook 

(https://colab.research.google.com/github/deepmind/alphafold/blob/main/notebooks/AlphaFo

ld.ipynb) that permits protein structural predictions of query proteins to be produced. Thus, the 

amino acid sequences of MmpS6 and MmpL6 were submitted and pipelines were run using the 

Colab tool. The output PDB files were loaded to a WebGL-based iCn3D 

(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Structure/icn3d/full.html) to visualize the 3D structure of 

MmpS6 and MmpL6. 

 

3.3.9 Comparative genomics 

SNP calling of TbD1 region across MTBC strains was performed using raw whole genome 

sequencing (WGS) read data of 81 different MTBC isolates (Supplementary data 1) 

downloaded from the European Nucleotide Archive 

(https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/browser/home). The raw reads were first aligned to a reference 

sequence (M. africanum GM041182 TbD1 locus) using Bwa-mem (Li, 2013) and variants 

called with SNiPgenie (https://github.com/dmnfarrell/snpgenie) to identify point mutations in 

https://colab.research.google.com/github/deepmind/alphafold/blob/main/notebooks/AlphaFold.ipynb
https://colab.research.google.com/github/deepmind/alphafold/blob/main/notebooks/AlphaFold.ipynb
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Structure/icn3d/full.html
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the mmpS6 and mmpL6 genes for all MTBC strains. The aligned bam files were analysed using 

a custom Python script to calculate the read coverage across the TbD1 locus for each strain. 

The script is available at https://github.com/dmnfarrell/mtbc_analyses/tree/master/tbd1. 
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3.4 Results 

3.4.1 Summary of RNA-seq data information 

The RNA-seq raw reads were filtered to remove adapters and low-quality reads (reads 

containing N > 10 %, in which N represents bases that cannot be determined, and reads with 

Q-score <= 5) to get filtered, clean reads. The detailed statistics for the quality of RNA-seq 

data are shown in Table 3.4. Notably, the ‘Raw Reads’ column shows the total amount of reads 

of raw data. Single-end, strand-specific 150 bp reads data were generated for M. bovis 

AF2122/97 WT and ΔTbD1 strains grown in standing condition and thus the raw reads amount 

equals the number of reads sequenced from one end. Paired-end, strand-specific 150 bp data 

were generated for M. bovis AF2122/97 WT and ΔTbD1 strains grown in the rolling condition; 

thus, the raw reads amount equals the number of reads sequenced from both ends. Effective 

rate was calculated as clean reads/raw reads multiplied by 100. Q20 and Q30 were calculated 

as the base count of Phred value > 20 or 30 / total base count multiplied by 100. GC content 

was calculated as G & C base count / total base count multiplied by 100. 

 

Table 3. 4 Data quality summary 

Sample 

Raw 

Reads 

Effective 

Rate 

(%) 

Base 

Error 

Rate (%) Q20 (%) Q30 (%) GC Content (%) 

ST_WT_1 26777978 98.54 0.03 97.71 93.84 64.93 

ST_WT_2 26128022 97.95 0.02 98.28 95.09 63.64 

ST_WT_3 27589750 98.42 0.03 97.56 93.39 64.85 

ST_TbD1_1 28335510 98.36 0.03 97.44 93.19 64.72 

ST_TbD1_2 29957746 97.87 0.03 97.41 93.13 64.54 

ST_TbD1_3 26293334 97.85 0.03 97.46 93.21 64.50 

RL_WT_1 16706904 99.25 0.02 97.96 94.25 64.82 

RL_WT_2 19687162 99.31 0.03 97.87 94.05 64.95 

RL_WT_3 15915628 99.41 0.03 97.84 93.82 64.95 

RL_TbD1_1 16172494 99.37 0.02 97.98 94.31 64.85 

RL_TbD1_2 14896174 99.33 0.03 97.89 94.09 64.89 

RL_TbD1_3 17190838 99.29 0.03 97.9 94.14 64.86 
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3.4.2 IGV visualization of RNA-seq reads aligned to M. bovis AF2122/97 reference 

genome 

The filtered reads were aligned to the M. bovis AF2122/97 reference genome. The Integrative 

Genomics Viewer (IGV) was used to visualise the reads mapped to the TbD1 locus, as shown 

in Figure 3.4. The M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔTbD1 strains showed that there were no reads 

mapping to the TbD1 region, indicating the successful knockout of the TbD1 on M. bovis 

AF2122/97 ΔTbD1 strains. 

 

 

 

Figure 3. 4 IGV visualization of RNA-seq reads from M. bovis AF2122/97 WT and ΔTbD1 strains. 

The image shows the reads from (A) M. bovis AF2122/97 WT strain or (B) ΔTbD1 strain mapping to 

TbD1 locus and neighbour genes. Grey bars are the RNA-seq short reads, and blue bars at the bottom 

show the gene location and orientation on M. bovis AF2122/97 with gene annotations. 

 

3.4.3 Comparative transcriptome analysis of M. bovis AF2122/97 under different culture 

conditions 

The previous work on the TbD1 locus had suggested a role in response to oxidative stress 

(Bottai et al., 2020; Arumugam et al., 2019). Standing culture conditions are known to induce 

a low-oxygen environment and hypoxic response in M. bovis BCG (Florczyk et al., 2001). 

Thus, we analysed RNA-seq data from M. bovis AF2122/97 WT strains under rolling and 

standing conditions to study what effects the different culture conditions would have on M. 

bovis global gene transcription, and how this alteration in oxygen levels might impact 

transcription at the TbD1 locus.  
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We obtained 179 differentially expressed genes (DEGs) after filtering with fold-change and P-

values thresholds (|log2FC| > 2; Padj. < 0.05) as shown in Supplementary data 2. DEGs were 

then converted to M. tuberculosis H37Rv orthologs to allow easier mapping to functional 

databases (such as STRING). Many genes in M. tuberculosis that have previously been shown 

to be responsive to hypoxia/low oxygen responses (acr/hspX/Rv2031c and acg/Rv2032) were 

highly expressed in M. bovis AF2122/97 WT under standing culture conditions as compared 

to rolling growth conditions. Notably, the expression of mmpL6 was around 2-fold higher in 

bacteria grown in standing vs rolling conditions, and this suggested that the expression of TbD1 

locus is induced by hypoxic conditions. Among the DEGs, some well-known transcription 

factors that mediate responses of M. tuberculosis to hypoxia, e.g., dosR, Rv0081, Rv0324, kmtR 

were also found to be highly upregulated in M. bovis standing cultures (Galagan et al., 2013). 

Tige and colleagues identified 230 Enduring Hypoxic Response (EHR) genes that were stably 

induced by hypoxic stress and are largely independent of the DosR regulon; our DEGs with a 

threshold of (|log2FC |> 1 and Padj < 0.05) had 109 overlapping genes with EHR genes (230 

genes in total) and 44 overlapping genes with DosR regulated Initial Hypoxic Response (IHR) 

genes (49 genes in total), showing a broad overlap (Figure 3.5 and Supplementary data 3) 

(Rustad et al., 2008), which confirmed that the M. bovis AF2122/97 were undergoing a hypoxic 

response while cultured with standing conditions. Gene Ontology (GO) functional enrichment 

GO terms in the DEG dataset included steroid biosynthetic process (GO:0006694), cholesterol 

catabolic process (GO:0006707), cholesterol metabolic process (GO:0008203), alcohol 

catabolic process (GO:0046164), sterol metabolic process (GO:0016125), steroid metabolic 

process (GO:0008202), lipid catabolic process (GO:0016042), organic hydroxy compound 

(GO:1901615), and alcohol metabolic process (GO:0006066) (Figure 3.5 and Table 3.5). 
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Figure 3. 5 Comparative transcriptome analysis of M. bovis AF2122/97 WT under standing and 

rolling culture conditions.  

(A) Venn diagram showing the overlap of the genes shared among differentially expressed genes (DEG: 

orange) in M. bovis AF2122/97 standing cultures as compared to rolling cultures, Enduring Hypoxic 

Response (HER: blue) and Initial Hypoxic Response (IHR: purple) gene lists. (B) Gene ontology (GO) 

enrichment analysis for differentially expressed genes in standing M. bovis AF2122/97. The gene ratio 

refers to the ratio of the number of genes in the GO entry following enrichment to the total number of 

genes in the GO entry. An increased gene ratio indicates greater enrichment. Lower Q value indicates 

higher significance. Count indicates the number of genes in DEG list that are annotated with a particular 

GO entry. 

 

Table 3. 5 Enriched GO terms of standing condition 

#term ID 

term description 

observed 

gene count 

background 

gene count strength 

false 

discovery 

rate 

GO:0008202 

steroid metabolic 

process 11 46 0.74 0.0083 

GO:0016125 

sterol metabolic 

process 10 40 0.76 0.0083 

GO:1901615 

organic hydroxy 

compound metabolic 

process 16 100 0.57 0.0083 

GO:0008203 

cholesterol 

metabolic process 8 28 0.82 0.0107 
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GO:0016042 

lipid catabolic 

process 11 62 0.61 0.0178 

GO:0046164 

alcohol catabolic 

process 7 25 0.81 0.0191 

GO:0006066 

alcohol metabolic 

process 11 72 0.55 0.0243 

GO:0006707 

cholesterol catabolic 

process 6 19 0.86 0.0243 

GO:0006694 

steroid biosynthetic 

process 5 15 0.88 0.0422 

 

The observed gene count indicates how many genes in DEG list are annotated with a particular GO 

entry; The background gene count indicates how many genes in total have this GO entry assigned; 

Strength is log10(observed / expected). This measure shows how large the enrichment effect is. It’s the 

ratio between i) the observed gene count and ii) the number of gene that expected to be annotated with 

this GO entry in a random network of the same size. 

3.4.4 The effects of TbD1 on global gene expression of M. bovis AF2122/97 under standing 

condition  

A principal-component analysis (PCA) plot (Figure 3.6) revealed separation of M. bovis 

AF2122/97 WT and ΔTbD1 standing culturing groups, showing that the gene expression 

profiles of WT vs ΔTbD1 M. bovis AF2122/97 were only significantly different when the 

bacilli were grown with standing culture conditions. There were 41 DEGs meeting the 

thresholds of |log2FC| > 1 and Padj < 0.05 in M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔTbD1 under standing 

conditions (Figure 3.7). The DEGs were converted to M. tuberculosis H37Rv orthologs to 

facilitate input into the STRING database and hence allow analysis of the protein-protein 

interactions and GO enrichment in the DEG (Figure 3.8 and Supplementary data 4) (Szklarczyk 

et al., 2019). The enriched GO terms indicated that the knockout of TbD1 led to downstream 

differential expression of genes involved in response to copper ion (GO:0046688), response to 

cadmium ion (GO:0046686), response to metal ion (GO:0010038), Mo-molybdopterin cofactor 

biosynthetic process (GO:0006777), and Mo-molybdopterin cofactor metabolic process 

(GO:0019720) (Figure 3.8 and 3.9). Four (mymT, lpqS, ctpV and ctpG) of the seven genes from 

the copper ion response GO term (GO:0046688) were significantly downregulated in the 

M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔTbD1 grown with the standing culture conditions. Apart from the 

enriched genes mentioned above, other copper-responsive genes regulated by CsoR and RicR 
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were significantly downregulated in the mutant when grown with the standing culture 

conditions (Table 3.6). 

 

 

Figure 3. 6 Principal-component analysis (PCA) of the WT and ΔTbD1 M. bovis AF2122/97 

transcriptomes from two different culture conditions. 

Blue circle indicates the rolling condition and red circles indicate the standing condition. Each point 

represents a strain sample as indicated in the legend on the right. 

 

 

 

Figure 3. 7 Hierarchical clustering-heatmap of the 41 differentially expressed genes in M. bovis 

AF2122/97 ΔTbD1.  

Upregulated expression is presented in red and downregulated expression is presented in blue. Each 

row represents a gene, and each column represents a strain sample. 
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Figure 3. 8 Protein-protein interaction network of the differentially expressed genes.  

Red nodes represent upregulated genes, while green nodes represent downregulated genes. The edges 

indicate the association between genes and edge width indicates the score of confidence of an interaction 

on the available evidence from STRING (the wider the edge, the higher scores of the interaction). 

 

 

Figure 3. 9 Gene ontology (GO) enrichment analysis for differentially expressed genes in M. bovis 

AF2122/97 ΔTbD1 grown in standing conditions.  

The GO enrichment terms from enrichment analysis of the upregulated (triangle) and downregulated 

(circle) genes are presented. The gene ratio refers to the ratio of the number of genes in the GO entry 

following enrichment to the total number of genes in the GO entry. An increased gene ratio indicates 

greater enrichment. The lower false discovery rate indicates a higher level of true positives.  
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Table 3. 6 Gene expression of RicR and CsoR regulated genes in M. bovis AF2122/97 

ΔTbD1 strains 

gene baseMean log2FoldChange lfcSE stat pvalue padj 

csoR 3371.09 -0.48 0.15 3.21 1.35E-03 8.47E-03 

Mb0993 3238.75 -0.88 0.11 8.06 7.54E-16 2.01E-13 

ctpV 10422.15 -1.14 0.11 10.35 3.98E-25 3.97E-22 

Mb0995 2144.91 -0.40 0.11 3.76 1.70E-04 1.71E-03 

ricR 4911.98 -0.31 0.10 2.99 2.81E-03 1.45E-02 

mmcO 1657.42 -0.01 0.15 0.05 9.60E-01 9.78E-01 

lpqS 6103.54 -1.27 0.18 7.16 7.84E-13 1.18E-10 

mymT 11142.63 -1.03 0.20 5.08 3.80E-07 1.24E-05 

Mb2987 5437.88 -0.69 0.16 4.36 1.33E-05 2.25E-04 

cysK2 4407.09 -1.39 0.15 9.34 1.00E-20 5.00E-18 

Mb0872 1831.42 -0.95 0.16 5.83 5.45E-09 3.20E-07 

Mb0873 205.08 -0.94 0.23 4.03 5.60E-05 7.23E-04 

 

3.4.5 RT-qPCR on BCG Denmark strains to verify the RNA-seq results 

The RNA-seq data was obtained from M. bovis AF2122/97 wild type and ΔTbD1 mutant 

strains. As such, one possibility is that some of the DEGs that I identified might simply be 

dependent on the M. bovis AF2122/97 strain background. As a parallel way to validate the 

impact of the knockout of TbD1 and the DEG findings on M. bovis strains, RT-qPCR targeting 

several DEGs from the M. bovis AF2122/97 RNA-seq analysis was performed on RNA 

samples extracted from M. bovis BCG Denmark WT and ΔTbD1 strains. As expected, the 

expression of mmpS6 and mmpL6 in the BCG Denmark WT were ~2 to 3-fold higher in 

response to standing growth conditions than when grown rolling (Figure 3.10 A and B). RT-

qPCR results also showed induction of TbD1 expression by Triclosan induced oxidative stress 

in M. bovis AF2122/97 (Figure 3.11), in agreement with a previous study in M. tuberculosis 

(Arumugam et al., 2019; Betts et al., 2003). Hence this demonstrated that the TbD1 locus 

responds to changes in the redox status of M. bovis, as previously seem for M. tuberculosis. 

The expression of two copper-responsive genes, cysK2 (Figure 3.10 C) and ctpV (Figure 3.10 

D) were also determined in BCG Denmark WT and ΔTbD1 in response to standing versus 

rolling culture conditions. While there was no significant differential expression of cysK2 and 

ctpV between BCG Denmark WT and ΔTbD1 when grown under rolling conditions, the two 

genes were significantly downregulated in BCG Denmark ΔTbD1 when grown using standing 
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conditions as compared to WT. Thus, the RT-qPCR results on BCG Denmark concurred with 

those from M. bovis AF2122/97 RNA-seq data, revealing a link between the TbD1 locus in 

redox state sensing and copper homeostasis.  
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Figure 3. 10 RT-qPCR validation on selected genes on BCG Denmark WT & ΔTbD1 under rolling 

and standing culture conditions.  

Log2 fold-change (log2FC) values were generated by comparing the expression of genes of BCG 

Denmark WT and ΔTbD1 strains under different culture conditions vs. WT under rolling condition 

control using 2 –ΔΔCt method, and expression levels of (A) mmpS6, (B) mmpL6, (C) cysK2, (D) ctpV 

genes have shown. The data shown are means ±SD of gene expression from three independent 

biological replicates with duplicates, normalized with respect to 16SrRNA. Statistical significances of 

differences were calculated by Student’s t test (*p <0.05; **p <0.01; ***p < 0.001; ns: not significant) 

are shown. 
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Figure 3. 11 Oxidative stress induced the expression of mmpS6 in M. bovis AF2122/97. 

Log2 fold-change (log2FC) values were generated by comparing the expression of genes of M. bovis 

AF2122/97 WT strains with Triclosan treatment (16 ug/ml TCN for 3h) vs. non-treated control using 2 

–ΔΔCt method. The data shown are means ±SD of gene expression from three independent biological 

replicates with duplicates, normalized with respect to 16SrRNA. Statistical significances of differences 

were calculated by Student’s t test (*p <0.05; **p <0.01; ***p < 0.001; ns: not significant) are shown. 

 

3.4.6 RT-qPCR on BCG Denmark strains to check the expression of several copper-

responsive genes in response to 100 μM CuSO4  

The RNA-seq data suggested that the loss of TbD1 led to dysregulation of copper responsive 

genes. To therefore explore the expression of those copper responsive genes in the M. bovis 

AF2122/97 ΔTbD1 and BCG Denmark ΔTbD1 mutants when grown under conditions of 

excess copper, the expression level of several copper-responsive genes in standing BCG 

Denmark cultures were checked after incubation with 100 μM of CuSO4 for 3h.  To determine 

the stability of reference genes for such an analysis, the geNorm algorithm (Vandesompele et 

al., 2002) was used as described in 3.3.7.4 to examine the stability of eight potential reference 

genes identified from the literature. The geNorm analysis identified that optimal normalization 

would be obtained using the geometric mean of ftsZ and fbpB, and these were subsequently 

used in the gene expression analysis. Cultures grown in basal Sauton’s media (without adding 

CuSO4) were used as controls. Results showed that when cultured using standing conditions 

without copper, expression of cysK2 and ctpV was not significantly different among WT, 
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ΔTbD1 and the complemented ΔTbD1::TbD1 strains. However, when cultured with a high 

concentration of copper, the expression of cysK2 and ctpV were significantly lower in BCG 

Denmark ΔTbD1 as compared to WT. Complementation of BCG Denmark ΔTbD1 with the 

wildtype locus under the expression from the native promoter (ΔTbD1::TbD1 strain) restored 

expression of cysK2 and ctpV to wild type levels (Figure 3.12).  

 

 

 

Figure 3. 12 BCG Denmark ΔTbD1 expressed copper-responsive genes at a significantly lower 

level under copper stress in standing culture conditions. 

Fold-change values were generated by comparing the expression of genes of WT, ΔTbD1 and 

ΔTbD1::TbD1 BCG Denmark strains treated with 100 μM CuSO4 for 3h (marked as X) or untreated 

culture conditions vs. WT untreated control using 2 –ΔΔCt method, and expression levels of (A) cysK2 

gene and (B) ctpV gene have shown. The data shown are means ±SD of gene expression from three 

independent biological replicates with duplicates, normalized with respect to two reference genes ftsZ 

and fbpB. Statistical significances of differences were calculated by one-way ANOVA followed by the 

Dunnett’s post hoc test for multiple-comparisons (*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001; ****p < 0.0001; 

ns: not significant) are shown. 

 

3.4.7 Variant calling on M. bovis AF2122/97 WT and ΔTbD1 strains 

Variant calling on RNA-seq data from M. bovis AF2122/97 WT and ΔTbD1 strains were done 

and identified some SNPs that exist on M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔTbD1 strain as Table 3.7 shown 
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below. Two types of SNPs (frdBC & echA6) were selected, and PCR amplified, then the 

sequencing results confirmed the SNPs. 

 

Table 3. 7 Variant calling results 

Gene Type Consequence 

BQ2027

_MB059

4 

stop_lost  

BQ2027

_MB055

8C 

frameshift 637341GT>GCG 

39DGADATARRRPLLVAVSWAIFALVLAVVIIGVLYIARDF

IAHHTGWAFLGATPK*>39ARCRRHRAPAPAAGCRQLGDL

RAGACGSHHWSAVYRP*| 

BQ2027

_MB059

4 

synonymo

us&stop_r

etained 

678238G>A 253*| 

echA6 missense 1009051G>T|127G>127V 

irta missense 1517977G>T |829E>829D 

frdBC frameshift 1748588TGGGGGGGGGGGC>TGGGGGGGGGGGGC|244W

GGGRMSAYRQPVERYWWARRRSYLRFMLREISCIFVAWF

VLYLVLVLRAVGAGGNSYQRFLDFSANPVVVVLNVVALS

FLLLHAVTWFGSAPRAMVIQVRGRRVPARAVLAGHYAA

WLVVSVIVAWMVLS*>244WGGGADERLSPAGRKILVGEA

AFLPAIHASRNQLHLRGLVCSLSGAGIARRWRGREFLPAV

FGLQRQSGCRSAERRRVEFPAAACCYLVRIGTARDGDSGS

RPPGTRSRGPCWALRGMAGGFGDRCLDGAVM 

BQ2027

_MB210

7C 

frameshift 2324491ACCCCCCCCCCCA>ACCCCCCCCCCCCA|105GVG

HPRKAIAAAVSVHSTCMPAAFGGHLGLGDRSRSVSLSGTP

*>105GCWSPA* 

PE_PGR

S43b 

inframe_in

sertion 

2773172TCGCC>TCGCCGCC|916D>916GD 
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3.4.8 3D protein structure prediction of MmpS6 and MmpL6 proteins 

As a route to determine the function of MmpS6 and MmpL6, protein structural information 

was explored by AlphaFold. Running MmpS6 and MmpL6 through AlphaFold showed that 

MmpS6 has a C-terminal transmembrane α-helix linked to eight β-strands motifs, making two 

antiparallel β-sheets in a sandwich-like structure (β1-β4-β6-β7 in one β-sheet and β2-β3-β5-β8 

in the other β-sheet) (Figure 4.13 A). In the AlphaFold Protein Structure Database, we found 

that M. tuberculosis H37Rv MmpS paralogues MmpS1, 2, 4, 5 all have similar structures. 

According to the predicted 3D model, the intact MmpL6 protein has 12 transmembrane helices 

(TMs) that are arranged into two pseudo-symmetric bundles (TM1-TM7 and TM8-TM12) and 

two periplasmic porter subdomains that both adopt characteristic repeated β-α-β motifs, with a 

PN subdomain between TM1 and TM2 and PC subdomain between TM7 and TM8 (Figure 

4.13 B). In the porter domain, β-sheets are located back-to-back in the interior and α-helices 

are on the outside, as observed in the MmpL3, MmpL11 and AcrB proteins (Murakami et al., 

2002; Zhang et al., 2019; Chim et al., 2015). Notably, it can be observed that a long α-helical 

hairpin is found in the MmpL6 PC subdomain, which is not seen in MmpL3 X-ray crystal 

structure and MmpL11 or MmpL13 predicted structures from AlphaFold Protein Structure 

Database. Further searching in the AlphaFold Database showed that M. tuberculosis H37Rv 

MmpL paralogues MmpL1, 2, 4, 5, 9 all have the similar extended α-helical hairpin in the same 

location in the PC subdomain, while MmpL7, 8, 10, 12 have a folded, long α-helical hairpin 

instead; these differences are similar to previous phylogenetic clustering based on multi protein 

sequence alignments (Chim et al., 2015). Notably, the AAC-AAG SNP in mmpL6, which is 

only present in animal-adapted MTBC strains, causes a nonsynonymous N551K change 

located in the long α-helical hairpin on the PC subdomain (Figure 4.13 B). Based on previous 

studies of RND transporters from Gram-negative bacteria, the PC subdomain is thought to 

contain bindings sites for the exported ligands, have a role in substrate binding, and determine 

the substrate specificity (Elkins and Nikaido, 2002; Tikhonova, Wang and Zgurskaya, 2002). 

This suggests that the function of TbD1 may have subtle differences in animal adapted lineages 

as compared to ancestral M. tuberculosis lineages (all of which have an intact TbD1 locus). 
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Figure 3. 13 Predicted Structure of MmpS6 and MmpL6 from M. bovis. 

(A) Cartoon depiction of the MmpS6 crystal structure constructed using AlphaFold. Transmembrane 

α-helix is coloured green and β-strands are coloured with different colours. (B) Cartoon depiction of 

the MmpL6 crystal structure. Transmembrane N-terminal domain (TMN) is coloured red, 

transmembrane C-terminal domain (TMC) is coloured purple, porter N-terminal domain is coloured 

blue and porter C-terminal domain is coloured grey with the long α-helical hairpin is indicated.  The 

551 aa Asparagine (N)- Lysine (K) location is also marked out in green which is inside of the red dotted 

circle. 

 

3.4.9 Verification of the loss of TbD1 in modern M. tuberculosis lineages and identification 

of Lineage-specific SNP 

By aligning the raw reads from 81 strains across the MTBC to M. africanum GM041182 TbD1 

locus, visualizing and calculating the mapping coverage ratios, it confirmed the deletion of 

TbD1 region in human adapted M. tuberculosis modern strains (Lineage 2, 3, 4) and the 

presence of an intact TbD1 locus in the human adapted ‘ancestral’ M. tuberculosis (Lineage 1 

and 7), M. africanum lineages (Lineage 5 and 6), newly proposed M. tuberculosis lineages 

(Lineage 8 and 9), and animal adapted MTBC. SNP calling was done for 81 samples 

representing different lineages across MTBC (Figure 3.14). The analysis also verified the 

AAC-AAG SNP on mmpL6 of animal adapted strains, causing the N551K substitution. 
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Interestingly, M. suricattae, M. mungi and the Dassie bacillus, which are assumed to have the 

same ancestor with M. tuberculosis Lineage 6, do not have this SNP. We also found a novel M. 

orygis specific SNP in the mmpS6 gene that was present in all M. orygis strains analysed, and 

other lineage specific SNPs which could be used as useful gene markers to distinguish these 

strain lineages. 

 

 

 

Figure 3. 14 SNP calling in TbD1 locus across MTBC. 

The clustered heat map constructed from SNP calling results by SNiPgenie on 81 samples representing 

different lineages across MTBC. The columns represented the samples and the rows corresponded to 

SNP location and effects. 
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3.5 Discussion 

The previous research on TbD1 in M. tuberculosis strains did not study the effects on global 

gene expression of the genetic manipulation of the TbD1 locus. Thus, as a part of my PhD 

project, I generated M. bovis TbD1 mutants for the first time so that they could be used to study 

the alteration of the knockout of TbD1 on M. bovis gene expression profiles and therefore help 

to unravel the function of TbD1. Our comparative transcriptomic study of M. bovis wild type 

(WT) and TbD1 mutants identified that multiple CsoR and RicR regulated copper-responsive 

genes were significantly downregulated in ΔTbD1 mutants as compared to WT when the 

strains were grown under standing culture conditions that contains trace amounts of copper. 

These downregulated genes included cysK2 which encodes an L-cysteine synthase that is 

involved in the biosynthesis of S-sulphocysteine, a precursor of mycothiol which acts as a 

redox buffer (Steiner et al., 2014). Other downregulated genes were ctpV, that encodes a P1B-

type ATPase that pumps copper cations to the cellular periplasm (Ward et al., 2010), and mymT 

that encodes a metallothionein that can bind up to 7 copper ions with high avidity and hence 

increases copper tolerance (Rowland and Niederweis, 2012). Notably, I found that other 

enriched GO terms in the comparative analysis between mutant and WT included the cadmium 

ion response GO term, a finding that might be explained by cross talk between copper ion 

response and cadmium ion response. Hence two genes in the cadmium ion response GO term 

encoded CadI, which encodes a cadmium-induced protein, was found to be the highest induced 

gene after copper exposure (Hotter, Wilson and Collins, 2001; Ward, Hoye and Talaat, 2008), 

and MymT which is a metallothionein that is induced by cadmium and copper (Gold et al., 

2008). Interestingly, cadI, cysK2 and ctpG were also found to be induced by 0.5 mM of zinc in 

M. tuberculosis (Botella et al., 2011), showing the overlap between divalent metal ion 

responses in mycobacteria. Other GO terms that were revealed through DEG analysis related 

to Mo-molybdopterin cofactor metabolic/biosynthetic process (moaA1, moaC1 and moaD1) 

which are involved in the early steps of biosynthesis of Mo-molybdopterin cofactors. Early 

steps in MoCo biosynthesis are linked to copper, iron and metal homeostasis, as well as being 

linked with sulphur and cysteine metabolism (Williams, Mizrahi and Kana, 2014). It is also 

possible that due to the downregulation of cysK2, accumulated thiosulphate stimulated the 

feedback expression of Moa1 locus via sulphur assimilation. To summarize, the comparative 

transcriptome analysis revealed that the TbD1 locus is able to respond to the redox status of 

the cell (and/or its environs) and mediates a hypoxia-specific copper response pathway. 
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It is also worth highlighting that the SNP calling on WGS sequencing reads from 81 isolates 

across MTBC strains confirmed that the AAC-AAG SNP in mmpL6 is only present in animal 

adapted strains. This SNPS causes a nonsynonymous N551K change located in the long α-

helical hairpin on the PC subdomain of the protein (Figure 3.13B). Based on previous studies 

of RND transporters from Gram-negative bacteria, the PC subdomain is thought to contain 

binding sites for exported ligands and have a role in substrate binding and to determine 

substrate specificity of the transporter (Elkins and Nikaido, 2002; Tikhonova, Wang and 

Zgurskaya, 2002). This point mutation may therefore suggest that the function of TbD1 may 

have subtle differences in animal-adapted lineages. However, such SNPs may have occurred 

entirely by chance, and hence may have no functional consequences. Future work will need to 

clarify the functional impact of these SNPs.  

Five RND transporters with known structures are AcrB, CusA, MexB, ZneA and MtrD. These 

proteins have twelve-helix transmembrane domains with a periplasmic N-terminal porter (PN) 

subdomain located between TM1 and TM2, and a periplasmic C-terminal porter (PC) 

subdomain inserted between TM7 and TM8 (Long et al., 2010; Nakashima et al., 2013; Pak et 

al., 2013; Sennhauser et al., 2009; Su et al., 2012; Murakami et al., 2002). In M. tuberculosis 

H37Rv, the paralogues MmpL1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 have eleven to twelve TMs 

and one to two large periplasmic loops that make up the porter domain. In all human-adapted 

‘modern’ M. tuberculosis lineages, including major epidemic strains causing outbreaks such as 

the Beijing (Lineage 2) and Euro-American Haarlem (Lineage 4) strains (Wirth et al., 2008; 

Hershberg et al., 2008), TbD1 is deleted and thus the remaining MmpL6 protein only possesses 

five TMs and lacks the periplasmic porter domain. This would suggest that the remaining 

fragment of MmpL6 is non-functional. TbD1 intact ancestral M. tuberculosis strains and 

animal-adapted lineages, including M. bovis strains, have twelve TMs, and two porter 

subdomains: PN and PC (Sandhu and Akhter, 2015). Such structural analysis further suggests 

that MmpL6 is not functional in TbD1-deficient mycobacteria strains. Cases do exist where 

frameshifted genes in M. tuberculosis encode truncated proteins that are functional, such as 

pks15-1 which is frameshifted in some M. tuberculosis strains, but the truncated Pks1 still has 

a functional role in biofilm formation (Pang et al., 2012) based on my analysis however, given 

that so many domains are deleted in the truncated MmpL6, I conclude that the truncated 

MmpL6 in some M. tuberculosis strains does not have a similar function as the full length locus 

MmpSL6 strains.  
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4.1 Introduction 

The function of TbD1 has been studied previously using human-adapted M. tuberculosis strains. 

This previous research focused on the role of TbD1 in the oxidative stress response, where it 

generated conflicting phenotypic results (Bottai et al., 2020; Arumugam et al., 2019). 

Arumugam and colleagues found that a TbD1-intact ancestral strain from M. tuberculosis 

Lineage 1 had better resistance to plumbagin (PLB) and triclosan (TCN), both of which 

generate reactive oxygen species, than TbD1-deficient modern strain from M. tuberculosis 

Lineage 3. They also found that the introduction of the intact TbD1 locus into a Lineage 3 N24 

strain could increase its tolerance to PLB and TCN. They developed a novel luminescent 

mycobacteria-based promoter probe system targeting the promoter of TbD1 locus and using 

high-throughput unbiased chemical screening identified that oxidative stress inducing reagents 

induced the expression of mmpS6 and mmpL6 genes, which agreed with Betts and colleagues’ 

finding that TCN induced the expression of mmpL6 (Rv1557) gene by 2.16-fold in 

M. tuberculosis H37Rv after 2h of treatment by 1x MIC of TCN. (This induction was also 

observed by RT-qPCR for the expression of mmpS6 gene of M. bovis AF2122/97 when exposed 

to 16 μg/ml TCN for 3h as described in 3.4.5). Arumugam and colleagues used their redox-

sensing green fluorescent protein (GFP) system to demonstrate that expression of mmpS/L6 

offered better survival via counteracting the TCN/PLB induced oxidative intracellular redox 

state. On the other hand, Bottai and colleagues constructed a panel of TbD1 knock-out and 

knock-in recombinant strains (the ΔTbD1 and ΔTbD1-C 79112 M. tuberculosis strain, and 

M. tuberculosis H37Rv::TbD1 strain) and conducted hydrogen peroxide induced oxidative 

stress on the mutant strains and other clinical isolates from M. tuberculosis Lineage 1, 2, 3, 4.  

These latter authors found the deletion of TbD1 conferred an increased resistance to oxidative 

stress in M. tuberculosis strains. Apart from the phenotypes observed on oxidative stress 

resistance, Bottai and colleagues also reported that the TbD1 deletion also contributed other 

advantages, such as a better survival of M. tuberculosis strains under a hypoxic environment, 

generated using the Wayne model, as well as enhanced virulence in guinea pig and C3HeB/FeJ 

mouse infection models; both these animal models are known to develop hypoxic granulomas 

during disease progression (Kramnik et al., 2000; Harper et al., 2012; Carow et al., 2019; Clark, 

Hall and Williams, 2015; Turner, Basaraba and Orme, 2003). Given the contrary results 

obtained on oxidative stress tolerance from previous M. tuberculosis research, we sought to 

study M. bovis wild type and TbD1 mutants in response to oxidative stress for comparison with 

these previous two studies.  
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The comparative transcriptomic studies described in Chapter 3 indicated that TbD1 mediated 

a hypoxia-driven copper response; many RicR and CsoR regulated copper responsive genes 

were downregulated in the TbD1 knockout M. bovis AF2122/97 strains, with RT-qPCR on 

BCG Denmark further validating these findings. M. tuberculosis is known to elaborate three 

independent copper-responsive pathways. One is McdB which exports copper to the 

extracellular environment. The other two pathways are regulated by Cu+-responsive 

transcriptional repressors CsoR and RicR; RicR regulates genes controlled by six different 

promoters, while CsoR regulates a single four-gene operon (Darwin, 2015). Thus it is 

intriguing to explore the copper resistance phenotypes of M. bovis WT and TbD1 mutants and 

to identify if the alteration seen at the RNA level could affect the phenotypes of M. bovis strains. 

Copper is known to promote a healthy immune system and copper mobilization and 

redistribution in tissues and cells is an essential immune response to bacterial infection. Indeed, 

host mediated mechanisms exist to regulate the levels of transition metals so as to direct the 

toxicity of these metals against invading bacteria; e.g. macrophage phagosomes increase Cu+ 

and Zn2+ and decreased Fe2+ concentrations after their activation of interferon‐gamma, a 

response that is a key example of so-called ‘nutritional immunity’(Wagner et al., 2005; Hood 

and Skaar, 2012; Weinberg, 1975). Wagner and colleagues reported that in cultured the level 

of intraphagosomal Cu increased from 25 to 500 μM after phagocytosis of M. tuberculosis, but 

no such increase occured after phagocytosis of less virulent species of Mycobacterium M. 

avium and M. smegmatis (Wagner et al., 2005). Copper is an essential micronutrient, but it can 

be toxic with high levels as it catalyses the formation of hydroxyl radicals, which are extremely 

potent oxidants, from hydrogen peroxide via the Fenton reaction which in turn inhibit 

metabolic processes and cause damage to DNA, lipids and proteins (Kumar et al., 2011). 

Building on my transcriptomic analyses reported in Chapter 3, in this chapter I describe some 

in vitro assays used to detect the sensitivity of M. bovis AF2122/97 and BCG Denmark WT 

and TbD1 mutants to excess copper concentrations. 

MmpL proteins have also been shown to have drug efflux functions. Hartkoon and colleagues 

found that the upregulation of mmpL5 genes contributes to cross-resistance against clofazimine 

and bedaquiline in M. tuberculosis (Hartkoorn, Uplekar and Cole, 2014). Pasca and colleagues 

identified that the mmpL7 gene, when introduced into M. smegmatis,  increased the MIC for 

INH resistance by more than 16-fold, and a four-fold MIC increase for ethionamide (ETH) 

(Pasca et al., 2005). Interestingly, knockout of mmpL7 in M. tuberculosis had no effect on 

MICs for both isoniazid (INH) and ETH (Domenech, Reed and Iii, 2005). It should be noted 
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that INH is one of the most widely used anti-tuberculosis drugs, which is a pro-drug that needs 

to be activated via KatG (Lei, Wei and Tu, 2000). ETH is a second line anti-tuberculosis drug 

and it is a structural analogue of INH, but it is activated by KatG-independent mechanism 

(Baulard et al., 2000).  

Given the known role of MmpL protein in drug efflux, it was deemed interesting to check if 

MmpS/L6 were also involved in drug efflux using the recombinant M. bovis TbD1 strains to 

see if there was a change in the MICs for INH and ETH. This was pursued for the M. bovis 

strains by a modified resazurin microtiter assay (REMA) method. Resazurin is a non-toxic, 

cell-permeable compound that can be used to detect cell integrity and hence cell viability by 

being converted from a non-fluorescent blue resazurin to the highly fluorescent red dye 

resorufin in response to changes of the reducing environment within the cytosol of the cell 

(Ansar Ahmed, Gogal and Walsh, 1994; Shahan et al., 1994; Nociari et al., 1998). Living cells 

maintain a reduced environment, while loss of viability is caused by an oxidized environment. 

The absorption maximum for resazurin is 605 nm, and the absorption maximum for resorufin 

is 573 nm. Thus, the OD570 can be measured and subtracted the OD600 background reading 

values and the values fit into the modified Gompertz model. The Gompertz model was 

originally introduced to describe the mortality rate of humans (Gompertz, 1825), and later was 

modified by Gibson to better fit bacterial growth (Gibson, Bratchell and Roberts, 1988). The 

equation of the modified Gompetz model I used in this chapter is: 𝑦 = 𝐴 + 𝐶𝑒−𝑒
𝐵(𝑥−𝑀)

. 

Lambert and Pearson (2000) complete this equation by making 𝑥 equal to the logarithm of drug 

concentration and 𝑦 proportional to the number of bacteria; to fit the data to a Gompertz model, 

A is the bottom plateau, B is a slope parameter, C is the span of the curve and M is the log 

concentration of the inflexion of the lines 𝑦 = 𝐴 + 𝐶 and 𝑦 = 𝐴, with the equation of the line 

tangential to the point (M,(𝐴 + 𝐶𝑒−1)), respectively (Lambert and Pearson, 2000). In this case, 

the MIC is based on the extrapolation of a tangent from the inflexion point of a fitted Gompertz 

curve to a lower asymptote (the zero-growth line) (Lambert and Pearson, 2000). 

 

4.2 Aims 

• To study the alteration of phenotypes caused by TbD1 knockout in M. bovis strains by 

giving multiple in vitro stresses, e.g., excess copper with low-oxygen tension or 

oxidative stress.  
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4.3 Materials and Methods 

4.3.1 Bacteria culture  

Manipulations of BCG Denmark WT and TbD1 mutants was done in a Biosafety Containment 

Level 2 (CL2) laboratory while M. bovis AF2122/97 WT and TbD1 mutants work and 

M. tuberculosis H37Rv work were conducted in a Biosafety Containment Level 3 (CL3) 

laboratory. 

 

4.3.2 Growth media 

Liquid Sauton’s medium  

Liquid Sauton’s medium was prepared with 4 g L-asparagine, 2 g citric acid, 0.5 g KH2PO4, 

0.5 g MgSO4, 0.05 g ferric ammonium citrate, 0.1 ml of 0.01% ZnSO4, 60 ml glycerol, 2.5 ml 

of 20% Tween 80 in 900 ml deionized water and adjust pH to 7.0 with 1 M NaOH, adding 40 

mM sodium pyruvate (Sigma-Aldrich) for M. bovis AF2122/97 then autoclaving. 

20 % v/v Tween 80 

10 mL Tween 80 was added into 40 mL of distilled water and the solution stirred at 50°C to 

dissolve the Tween 80. Once dissolved the solution was cooled to room temperature (RT) and 

filter sterilized through a 0.2 μM membrane filter. The 20% Tween 80 was stored at 4°C for 

≤2 months. 

7H9 culture medium 

BCG Denmark or M. tuberculosis H37Rv were grown in liquid Middlebrook 7H9 medium 

(Becton Dickinson) each supplemented with 0.05% Tween 80, 0.2% glycerol, 0.5% BSA, 0.2% 

glucose, and 0.085% NaCl. M. bovis AF2122/97 was grown in 7H9 medium as described above, 

adding 40 mM sodium pyruvate (Sigma-Aldrich). The media was filter-sterilize through a 0.2 

μM membrane filter and stored at 4 ° C for ≤ 2 months. When required, kanamycin 

(ThermoFisher), hygromycin (Invitrogen) or zeocin (ThermoFisher) were added to a final 

concentration of 50 μg/ml, 50 μg/ml, 25 μg/ml, respectively.  

7H11 agar plates  

BCG Denmark was plated on 7H11 agar plates (Becton Dickinson) supplemented with 0.2% 

glycerol, 0.5% BSA, 0.2% glucose, and 0.085% NaCl. M. bovis AF2122/97 was grown in the 
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solid 7H11 medium as described above, with the addition of 40 mM sodium pyruvate (Sigma-

Aldrich). When needed, kanamycin (ThermoFisher), hygromycon (Invitrogen) or zeocin 

(ThermoFisher) were added to a final concentration of 50 μg/ml, 50 μg/ml, 25 μg/ml, 

respectively.  

 

4.3.3 Drop assays with metal salts 

4.3.3.1 Salt solutions  

0.2 M CuSO4: 1.28 g Copper(II) sulphate, 98%, pure, anhydrous (Acros) was dissolved in in 

40 ml dH2O and filter sterilized through a 0.22 μM membrane filter (Merck). 

0.2 M ZnSO4: 1 ml of 2 M ZnSO4 (Sigma) was mixed in 9 ml dH2O. 

0.2 M NiCl2: 1.04 g Nickel(II) chloride (Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved in in 40 ml dH2O and 

filter sterilized through 0.22 μM membrane filter (Merck). 

0.2 M CoCl2: 1.91 g Cobalt(II) chloride hexahydrate (Sigma) was dissolved in 40 ml dH2O 

and filter sterilized through 0.22 μM membrane filter (Merck). 

 

4.3.3.2 Methods 

To prepare 7H11 agar plates with different concentrations of metal ions, 7H11 medium was 

made as described above and autoclaved. After it had cooled to around 70°C, the respective 

volume of stock reagents shown in the Table 4.1 was added to 30 ml 7H11 in 50 ml screw cap 

tubes (Sarstedt), inverted a few times to mix, and poured into standard petri plates. 

 

Table 4. 1 7H11 plates with different concentration of metal ions 

Reagent Final concentration (μM) Volume of the stock solution (μl) 

 

CuSO4 

25 3.75 

100 15 

150  22.5 

 

ZnSO4 

 

100  15 

150  22.5 

170 25.5 
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NiCl2 

100  15 

150  22.5 

170  25.5 

 

CoCl2 

100  15 

200  30 

250  37.5 

 

Mycobacterial cultures were scaled up to OD600 = 0.8-1.0 in 7H9 medium as described above. 

Cultures were then pelleted by centrifugation and washed twice in Sauton’s media, except that 

for M. bovis AF2122/97 40 mM sodium pyruvate was added (Sigma-Aldrich) and resuspended 

by Sauton’s media to OD600 = 0.1. 10-fold serial dilutions were conducted with each culture on 

a 96-well plate. In a 96 well-plate, for each bacterial sample, a column of 6 wells was filled 

with 270 μl of 7H9 media in each well. 30 μl of the non-diluted bacterial sample is pipetted 

and add it to the first well for a 10-1 dilution (in triplicate). Then the bacterial culture was serial 

diluted to create 10-2, 10-3, 10-4, 10-5, and 10-6 dilutions by transferring 30μl of the well into the 

270μl of the following well. Each dilution was mixed by repeat pipetting. 6μl drops were 

spotted onto 7H11 agar plates with increasing concentrations of CuSO4, ZnSO4, NiCl2, and 

CoCl2 in replicates and incubated at 37°C for 14 to 16 days until single colonies were visible 

at the lowest dilutions. 

 

4.3.4 H2O2 challenge and CFU determination 

For experiments using hydrogen peroxide to induce reactive oxygen stress, hydrogen peroxide 

30 weight % (9.8M) solution (stab.) v.p. (Chem-Lab NV) was used. 

Mycobacterial strains were grown to mid-log phase (OD600 = 0.5-0.7), as described above, in 

7H9 and diluted to OD600 = 0.1. 10 mM or 40 mM of H2O2 were added to the cultures which 

were then incubated at 37°C for 1h. 30 μl of culture was then taken and 10-fold serial diluted 

by 7H9 medium in a 96-well plate. 50 μl of each dilution were plated with 4 repeats on 7H11 

agar plates containing appropriate antibiotics. The plates were placed in plastic bags and 

incubated at 37°C. After 2-4 weeks incubation, CFU were enumerated. Susceptibility to H2O2 

was expressed as percentage of survival, calculated as the ratio between the CFU recovered 

from cultures exposed to H2O2 stress divided by CFU obtained in unexposed cultures, and 

multiplying by 100. 
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4.3.5 MIC determination by modified resazurin microtiter assay (REMA)  

4.3.5.1 Materials 

0.01% resazurin stock solution 

0.1 g of resazurin (Sigma-Aldrich) and dissolved in 10 ml of deionized water and then diluted 

1:100 by taking 0.5 ml of this solution and adding to 49.5 ml deionised water; the solution was 

filtered sterilized through a 0.22 μM membrane filter (Merck). For REMA experiments, freshly 

prepared 0.01% resazurin was always used. 

Isoniazid stock solution 

5 mg/ml Isoniazid (INH) stock solution was made by dissolving 0.1 g INH powder (Sigma) in 

20ml deionized water and filter sterilizing through a 0.22 μM membrane filter (Merck), and 

was stored in -20°C. 

Isoniazid working solution 

1.6 μg/ml working solution of Isoniazid (INH) was made by dissolving 6.4 μl of 5 mg/ml INH 

stock solution in 20 ml 7H9 just before conducting the REMA. 

Ethionamide stock solution 

A 32 mg/ml stock solution of Ethionamide (ETH) was made by dissolving 0.1 g ETH powder 

(TCI) into 3.125ml DMSO, and was stored in -20°C. 

Ethionamide working solution 

80 μg/ml working solution of Ethionamide (ETH) was made by dissolving 125 μl of 32 mg/ml 

ETH stock solution in 5 ml 7H9 just before conducting the REMA. 

Triclosan stock solution 

32 mg/ml stock solution of Triclosan (TCN) was prepared by dissolving 1 g TCN powder into 

31.25 ml DMSO, and was stored in -20°C. 

Triclosan working solution 

256 μg/ml working solution of Triclosan (TCN) was made by diluting 40 μl of 32 mg/ml TCN 

in 5 ml 7H9 just before conducting the REMA. 

Plumbagin stock solution 
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100 mM (18.8 mg/ml) stock solution of Plumbagin (PLB) was prepared by dissolving 250 mg 

PLB powder into 13.298 ml DMSO, and was stored in -20°C. 

Plumbagin working solution 

80 μg/ml working solution of Plumbagin (PLB) was made by diluting 21.3 μl of 18.8 mg/ml 

PLB stock solution in 5 ml 7H9 just before conducting the REMA. 

CuSO4 working solution 

2 mM working solution of CuSO4 was made by diluting 40 μl of 2 M CuSO4 in 4 ml 7H9 just 

before conducting the REMA. 

4.3.5.2 Methods 

BCG Denmark strains were scaled up to OD600 = 0.6-0.8, adjusted to a McFarland tube no. 1 

(OD600 = 0.123) and then diluted a further ten-fold. Two-fold serial dilutions of the working 

solutions of each test reagents, in 100 μl of 7H9 medium, were prepared directly in 96-well 

plates at concentrations of 0.4 to 0.00625 μg/ml for isoniazid, 200 to 3.125 μg/ml for 

ethionamide, 500 to 7.8125 μM for CuSO4, 64 to 2 μg/ml for triclosan, and 20 to 0.625 μg/ml 

for plumbagin. 100 μl of the diluted bacterial cultures were then added to wells. Growth control 

wells containing bacterial cultures only, in triplicates, and negative control wells containing 

7H9 medium only, we also established. After 7 days of incubation at 37°C, 30 μl of 0.01% 

resazurin solution was added to each well. The plates were then incubated overnight at 37°C 

and assessed for colour development (Palomino et al., 2002). Optical density of the wells at 

570 nm and 600 nm was obtained and the differences of measurements (OD570 – OD600) were 

converted to a percentage of the growth control. The modified Gompertz model 𝑦 = 𝐴 +

𝐶𝑒−𝑒
𝐵(𝑥−𝑀)

 was used to calculate the MIC, which was identified from the point of inflexion of 

the lower asymptote (Lambert and Pearson, 2000; Picconi et al., 2019). Three independent 

experiments with triplicates were conducted for each drug and Student’s t tests were used to 

determine significance. 
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Figure 4. 1 The layout of REMA. 

The REMA experiments were conducted as the layout shown, Seven of two-fold serial dilutions of 

reagents were added into row A-G and three replicates were done. Positive controls were bacterial 

cultures only and negative controls only contain the 7H9 medium.  

 

4.3.6 Copper challenge in Sauton’s liquid medium 

BCG Denmark cultures were collected, washed, and resuspended as described above and 150 

μM CuSO4 was added. The OD600 was then read each day over 14 days in standing incubation 

conditions. To check the cell viability after copper stress on M. bovis AF2122/97, the strains 

were grown in 7H9 with 40 mM sodium pyruvate (Sigma-Aldrich) to OD600 = 0.8-1.0 and 

cultures were then pelleted by centrifugation and washed twice with Sauton’s media with 40 

mM sodium pyruvate (Sigma-Aldrich) and resuspended in Sauton’s media to OD600 = 0.1. 200 

μM CuSO4 was added to the copper-treated groups, and all cultures were incubated in standing 

conditions. Cultures were plated out at day 10 on 7H11 plates. CFU were determined after 2-3 

weeks incubation. The viability was expressed as percentage of survival, calculated as the ratio 

between the CFU recovered from cultures exposed to 200 μM CuSO4 divided by CFUs 

obtained for unexposed, control cultures, and multiplying by 100. 
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4.3.7 Methylene blue to indicate the hypoxia condition in standing cultures 

As described in Chapter 3, RNA-seq analysis was performed on M. bovis AF2122/97 under 

two growth conditions, rolling & standing, which identified that the M. bovis cultures 

underwent a response akin to a hypoxic environment while growing in the standing conditions. 

A previous study showed that standing culture conditions induced a low-oxygen environment 

and hypoxic response in M. bovis BCG (Florczyk et al., 2001).  Thus, I used methylene blue, 

an oxidative-responsive dye, to indicate the oxygen depletion of cultures maintained user these 

standing conditions. BCG Denmark strains were scaled up in 7H9 medium as described above 

by rolling to mid-log phase, and then cultures were diluted in 7H9 medium to OD600 =0.1. Then 

1.5 μg/ml methylene blue was added into 20 ml of OD600 = 0.1 BCG Denmark cultures in 50 

ml screw cap tubes (Sarstedt) and incubated at 37°C in standing conditions; colour changes 

were checked over a 14-day incubation period. 
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4.4 Results 

4.4.1 Drop assays on BCG Denmark with different concentration of CuSO4 

BCG Denmark WT, ΔTbD1, and ΔTbD1::TbD1 strains were ten-fold serially diluted and 

aliquots dropped onto 7H11 containing different concentrations of CuSO4. The results are 

shown in Figure 4.2. Under trace and low concentrations of CuSO4, the WT, ΔTbD1, and 

ΔTbD1::TbD1 strains had the same apparent growth as the size of the colonies were similar. 

However, when the concentration of CuSO4 increased to 150 μM, the growth of BCG Denmark 

ΔTbD1 was inhibited and showed a significant smaller colony morphotype on 7H11 solid 

media. The re-expression of WT TbD1 locus on ΔTbD1::TbD1 strains compensated the growth 

defect of ΔTbD1 strains and showed a similar size of colony to that of the WT when grown 

with a concentration of 150 μM CuSO4. 

 

 

 

Figure 4. 2 Drop assay determining the Cu resistance of BCG Denmark WT and TbD1 mutants. 

Serial dilutions (tenfold) of BCG Denmark wild type, ΔTbD1 and ΔTbD1::TbD1 cultures were spotted 

onto 7H11 plates adding 0, 25, 100 or 150 μM CuSO4. Data are representative of two independent 

experiments with replicates. 
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4.4.2 Drop assays on BCG Denmark with different concentration of metal ions 

BCG Denmark WT, ΔTbD1, and ΔTbD1::TbD1 strains were ten-fold serial diluted and 

dropped on 7H11 containing different concentrations of ZnSO4, NiCl2, CoCl2 (results shown in 

Figure 4.3 panels A, B and C). The BCG WT showed increased resistance to high levels of 

metal ions compared with BCG ΔTbD1, and BCG ΔTbD1::TbD1 strains as seen from the 

colony sizes on 7H11 agar plates. However, in contract to the drop assays using CuSO4, the re-

expression of the wild-type TbD1 locus in ΔTbD1::TbD1 strains did not compensate the 

growth defect of ΔTbD1 strains under high concentrations of ZnSO4, NiCl2, or CoCl2.  
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Figure 4. 3 Drop assay determining the metal resistance of BCG Denmark WT and TbD1 mutants.  

Serial dilutions (tenfold) of BCG Denmark wild type, ΔTbD1 and ΔTbD1::TbD1 cultures were spotted 

onto 7H11 plates adding (A) 0, 100, 150 or 170 μM ZnSO4. (B) 0, 100, 200, 300 μM NiCl2. (C) 0, 100, 

200, 250 μM CoCl2. Data are representative of two independent experiments with replicates. 
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4.4.3 Copper stress challenge on BCG Denmark in Sauton’s liquid medium 

The BCG Denmark WT and TbD1 strains were grown in Sauton’s liquid medium without 

added CuSO4 or with 150 μM CuSO4 added. OD600 readings were checked daily over 2 weeks, 

and the growth curves are shown in Figure 4.4. The growth of ΔTbD1 BCG Denmark was 

inhibited by 150 μM CuSO4 after day 5; however the complemented ΔTbD1::TbD1 strain 

showed similar growth in the presence of 150 μM CuSO4 as the WT, showing that the growth 

defect was restored by re-expression of the TbD1 locus in BCG Denmark ΔTbD1 strains. 

 

 

Figure 4. 4 Growth curve of BCG Denmark strains in Sauton’s medium with different 

concentration of CuSO4. 

BCG Denmark WT (circles), ΔTbD1 (squares) and ΔTbD1::TbD1 (triangles) strains were grown at 

37°C in standing Sauton’s liquid media, and CuSO4 was added. Cultures were challenged with 0 μM 

CuSO4 (black symbols) or 150 μM CuSO4 (red symbols). Absorbance at 600 nm (OD600) was measured 

for 2 weeks. The data are representative of 3 independent experiments. 

 

4.4.4 Drop assays on M. bovis AF2122/97 with different concentration of CuSO4 

M. bovis AF2122/97 WT, ΔTbD1, and ΔTbD1::TbD1 strains were ten-fold serially diluted and 

aliquots dropped onto 7H11 plates containing 0, 75, or 150 μM CuSO4. The results are shown 

in Figure 4.5, where it is apparent that there was no significant difference among M. bovis 

AF2122/97 WT and TbD1 strains.  
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Figure 4. 5 Drop assay determining the copper resistance of M. bovis AF2122/97 WT and TbD1 

mutants. 

Serial dilutions (tenfold) of M. bovis AF2122/97 WT, ΔTbD1 and ΔTbD1::TbD1 cultures were spotted 

onto 7H11 plates adding 0, 75 or 150 μM CuSO4. Data are representative of two independent 

experiments with replicates. 

 

4.4.5 Copper stress challenge on M. bovis AF2122/97 in Sauton’s liquid medium 

For M. bovis AF2122/97 WT and mutants, CFU was determined and percentage survival was 

calculated based on CFU counts obtained in the presence or absence of CuSO4 to indicate cell 

viability. The results showed that TbD1 intact and complemented M. bovis AF2122/97 (WT 

and ΔTbD1::TbD1) strains had significantly higher viability when grown in 200 μM CuSO4 

after a 10-day incubation (Figure 4.6), showing the importance of an intact TbD1 locus in the 

M. bovis AF2122/97 response to excess copper. 
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Figure 4. 6 Copper stress experiments with M. bovis AF2122/97 in Sauton’s liquid medium.  

Copper stress experiments were performed on M. bovis AF2122/97 WT, ΔTbD1, and ΔTbD1::TbD1 

strains to assess the ability of TbD1 mutants to survive at high concentration of Cu. 200 μM of CuSO4 

was added into standing cultures for 10 days without agitation and then cultures were plated on 7H11 

plates with trace amounts of Cu. CFU were then counted after 2-3 weeks of incubation and survival 

percentages were determined relative to the non-CuSO4 control. The data are shown as means ±SD and 

are representative of three independent experiments. Statistical significance of differences in survival 

percentages calculated using one-way ANOVA followed by the Dunnett’s post hoc test for multiple-

comparisons (*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001; ns: not significant) are shown. 

 

4.4.6 Hydrogen peroxide induced oxidative stress challenge on M. bovis AF2122/97 

40 mM H2O2 was added to mid-log phase cultures of M. bovis AF2122/97 WT, ΔTbD1 and 

ΔTbD1::TbD1 strains and incubated for 1h at 37°C, with percentage survival of exposed 

bacteria determined based on CFU relative to the control (no treatment). The results showed 

that M. bovis AF2122/97 with an intact TbD1 locus had significantly improved survival under 

H2O2 stress (Figure 4.7). Interestingly, M. bovis AF2122/97 had higher resistance to H2O2 

stress than M. tuberculosis H37Rv. A previous study reported that M. tuberculosis H37Rv 

showed approximately 10% survival after 1h exposure to a 10 mM H2O2 challenge (Bottai et 

al., 2020); our work confirmed this level of M. tuberculosis H37Rv survival to 10 mM H2O2, 

while I found that M. bovis AF2122/97 challenged with 10 mM H2O2 showed survival that was 

similar to the non-H2O2 treated control group (Figure 4.8). Previously, Forrellad and colleagues 

found a higher resistance of M. bovis to H2O2 relative to M. tuberculosis (Forrellad et al., 2019), 

while Firmani and Riley reported that M. bovis Ravanel was more resistant than M. tuberculosis 

H37Rv to 5 mM H2O2 (Firmani and Riley, 2002).  
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Figure 4. 7 Oxidative stress experiments of M. bovis AF2122/97 and TbD1 mutants. 

H2O2 stress experiments with M. bovis AF2122/97 WT, ΔTbD1, and ΔTbD1::TbD1 strains to assess the 

survival of strains to 40 mM H2O2. 40 mM H2O2 was added into standing cultures for 1h and then 

cultures were plated on 7H11 plates. CFU were then counted after 2-3 weeks of incubation and survival 

percentages were determined relative to the non-treated control. The data are shown as means ±SD and 

are representative of three independent experiments. Statistical significance of differences in survival 

percentages calculated using one-way ANOVA followed by the Dunnett’s post hoc test for multiple-

comparisons (*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001; ns: not significant) are shown. 

 

 

Figure 4. 8 10 mM H2O2 challenge on M. tuberculosis H37Rv and M. bovis AF2122/97.  

H2O2 stress of M. tuberculosis H37Rv and M. bovis AF2122/97 strains to assess the survival of strains 

to 10 mM H2O2. 10 mM H2O2 was added into standing cultures for 1h and then cultures were plated on 

7H11 plates. CFU were then counted after 2-3 weeks of incubation and survival percentages were 

determined relative to the non-treated control. The data are shown as means ±SD and are representative 

of three independent experiments.  
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4.4.7 MIC determination on BCG Denmark by REMA  

4.4.7.1 MIC of INH and ETH 

The antimicrobial activity of INH and ETH were determined by REMA and MIC values were 

calculated by a modified Gompertz model (Lambert and Pearson, 2000) on BCG Denmark WT, 

ΔTbD1 and ΔTbD1::TbD1 strains. The antimicrobial activity for the two drugs was confirmed 

with dose-dependent bacterial growth inhibition observed for all strains exposed to a 

concentration range from 0.4-0.00625 μg/ml INH and 200-3.125 μg/ml ETH (Figure 4.9 A, B, 

C and D). The calculated MIC of BCG Denmark WT for ETH was 27.780 ± 1.025 μg/ml, and 

that of INH was 0.114 ± 0.012 μg/ml, which is comparable to a previous study which reported 

that BCG Denmark is resistant to 0.1 μg/ml of INH, but sensitive to 0.4 μg/ml INH (Ritz et al., 

2009). The MIC values for BCG Denmark ΔTbD1 were significantly lower than WT and 

ΔTbD1::TbD1 strains for both INH and ETH, which shows that TbD1 locus plays a role in 

INH and ETH sensitivity in BCG Denmark. 

 

 

Figure 4. 9 MIC determination of INH and ETH by REMA on BCG Denmark strains. 

Dose-dependent growth inhibition of BCG Denmark WT (black), ΔTbD1 (red), and ΔTbD1::TbD1 

(blue) by two-fold serial dilutions of INH (0.4-0.00625 μg/ml) (A, B) and ETH (200-3.125 μg/ml (C, 

D). The optical density (OD570 − OD600) was measured and converted to a percentage of the control 

without antibiotic. The values plotted are the mean values of triplicates ± SD and significance was 

determined using Student’s t test (*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001; ns: not significant). Grid lines 

indicate MIC values that calculated by modified Gompertz model. Data are representative of three 

independent experiments. 
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4.4.7.2 MIC of CuSO4, plumbagin and triclosan 

The antimicrobial activity of CuSO4, PLB and TCN were determined by REMA and MIC 

values were calculated by a modified Gompertz model (Lambert and Pearson, 2000) on BCG 

Denmark WT, ΔTbD1 and ΔTbD1::TbD1 strains. The antimicrobial activity for the three 

reagents was confirmed with dose-dependent bacterial growth inhibition observed for all 

strains exposed to a range of 500 to 7.8125 μM for CuSO4, 64 to 2 μg/ml for TCN, and 20 to 

0.625 μg/ml to PLB. The calculated MIC are shown in Table 4.2. For CuSO4, the BCG 

Denmark ΔTbD1 had a significantly lower MIC compared to WT strains with p = 0.0414 from 

unpaired Student’s t test, which agreed with other phenotypic assays which were also used to 

compare CuSO4 sensitivity between BCG Denmark WT and ΔTbD1. BCG Denmark 

ΔTbD1::TbD1 enhanced the MIC to CuSO4 although the difference was not significant. For 

PLB and TCN, the MICs of BCG Denmark ΔTbD1 were lower than the BCG Denmark WT 

and ΔTbD1::TbD1, although the differences were not significant with unpaired Student’s t test  

(p > 0.05). 

 

Table 4. 2 MIC of selected reagents determined by REMA assays 

Strain CuSO4 (μM) 

Mean ± SD 

Plumbagin (μg/ml) 

Mean ± SD 

Triclosan 

(μg/ml) 

Mean ± SD 

BCG Denmark WT 137.6 ± 3.461 

 

5.701 ± 0.4184 

 

35.47 ± 1.957 

 

BCG Denmark ΔTbD1 129.9 ± 4.822 

 

5.188 ± 0.1662 

 

31.63 ± 2.572 

BCG Denmark ΔTbD1::TbD1 137.8 ± 11.11 

 

5.248 ± 0.1683 

 

34.90 ± 2.370 

 

 

4.4.7.3 Indication of hypoxic condition in standing BCG Denmark cultures using 

methylene blue 

After 9 days of incubation of standing cultures, the colour of BCG Denmark culture containing 

methylene blue became faded compared with 7H9 medium containing methylene blue as the 

control. After around 2 weeks of incubation, the colour of BCG Denmark culture became more 

decolorized. This confirmed that with a standing condition, the M. bovis strains undergo 
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hypoxic environment, which agrees with RNA-seq results obtained and analyse in the Chapter 

3. 

 

 

Figure 4. 10 Methylene blue to indicate the hypoxic condition in standing cultures. 

Methylene blue was added into the BCG Denmark cultures and incubated in standing condition. The 

picture shows the colours of BCG Denmark and control after 9 days of incubation. 
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4.5 Discussion 

In this chapter, different stresses were applied to BCG Denmark and M. bovis AF2122/97 WT 

and TbD1 mutants that were selected based on previous studies or according to the 

transcriptomic analysis results presented in Chapter 3. The aim was to compare the in vitro 

phenotypes of these strains as a way to give hints on the function of the TbD1 locus and 

specifically the mmpS6 gene and mmpL6 genes.  

The results of my analyses showed that the expression of the TbD1 locus, encompassing the 

mmpS6 and mmpL6 genes, contributed to an improved survival against oxidative stress in 

M. bovis AF2122/97. This was identified by the defect in growth of TbD1 knockout mutants 

and the compensation of the defect by putting back the locus into the knockout mutants. Thus, 

the results that I observed were more similar to those of observed is more similar with the 

findings of Arumugam et al. (2019) than those of Bottai et al. (2020), i.e. that the presence of 

an intact TbD1 locus is linked to increased resistence to reactive oxygen stress. However it 

should be noted that while my PhD project studied the same locus, i.e. TbD1, I focussed on M. 

bovis while the other studies were both performed in M. tuberculosis; hence we need to be 

careful to extrapolate directly from one to the other. I will deal with these caveats here. Firstly, 

the single SNP that is present in all animal-adapted MTBC strains could possibly affect the 

downstream substrate binding through the alteration on MmpL6 protein structure as mentioned 

in section 3.4.8 and thus change the function of MmpL6 in M. bovis in terms of the transported 

cargo. Secondly, we used M. bovis strains, which have different strain backgrounds than those 

of previous researchers, as Arumugam  and colleagues complemented M. tuberculosis Lineage 

3 strain N24 with an vector (pAJF319) so as to express the intact TbD1 locus in this strains. 

However, Bottai and colleagues knocked out the TbD1 region from ancestral M. tuberculosis 

strain 79112 and complemented M. tuberculosis H37Rv with a integrative cosmid, 2G12, 

containing a functional TbD1 locus from ancestral M. tuberculosis strain Tb36. There are 14 

regions of difference (RD1-14), ranging in size from 2 to 12.7 kb, that are missing in M. bovis 

and BCG Pasteur but present in M. tuberculosis H37Rv; conversely, five regions (RvD1-5) are 

specifically absent from the M. tuberculosis H37Rv genome (Gordon et al., 1999; Brosch et 

al., 2002). Thus, these differences in genetic background should be considered in the 

comparisons with previous TbD1 work on M. tuberculosis strains. Last but not least, divergent 

material and methods were used for studying mycobacterial tolerance to oxidative stress. 

Although we used rolling conditions in this study, as Bottai and colleagues did in theirs, I added 

H2O2 to mid-log phase cultures (OD600 = 0.5-0.7) in my experiments, (as Arumugam et al did), 
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while Bottai et al used late exponential-early stationary phase cultures (OD600 = 1) when 

conducting their experiments. This difference might have an impact on the outcoming results. 

Also, it is worth pointing out that freshly prepared H2O2 is relatively unstable and decomposes 

quickly into water and oxygen; thus phosphate stabilised H2O2 is preferred when testing 

bacterial tolerance to H2O2-induced oxidative stress. Interestingly, while conducting the 

oxidative stress challenge with H2O2, I found that M. bovis AF2122/97 was more resistant to 

H2O2 as compared to M. tuberculosis H37Rv. 10 mM H2O2 inhibited the growth of 

M. tuberculosis H37Rv with less than 10% of survival; however the growth of M. bovis 

AF2122/97 was not noticeably affected by 10 mM H2O2. Once the concentration of H2O2 was 

increased to 40 mM, the inhibition was clearly apparent. This finding that M. bovis AF2122/97 

is more resistant to M. tuberculosis H37Rv is supported by two independent previous 

publications. Forrellad and colleagues found a higher resistance of M. bovis NCTC10772 to 

H2O2 relative to M. tuberculosis CDC 1551 (Forrellad et al., 2019), while Firmani and Riley 

reported that M. bovis Ravanel was more resistant than M. tuberculosis H37Rv to 5 mM H2O2 

(Firmani and Riley, 2002). Hence, our data extends previous findings on H2O2 sensitivity, 

showing that M. bovis strains are more resistant to H2O2 stress than M. tuberculosis H37Rv. 

Further research is needed to address how, and if, the oxidative stress resistance phenotypes 

between M. tuberculosis and M. bovis might be involved in pathogen-host interactions.  

The in vitro phenotypic assays also explored and compared M. bovis strains’ response to excess 

copper, as the comparative transcriptome study indicated that the TbD1 locus is associated with 

a hypoxia-specific copper response pathway. The experimental results further identified that 

an intact TbD1 is important in copper detoxification and maintaining intracellular copper 

homeostasis of M. bovis while the bacillus is growing in a hypoxic environment. The effects 

of different culture conditions (standing vs rolling) seen in our study highlighted the importance 

of culture conditions when defining in vitro mycobacterial mutant phenotypes. Rolling is a 

common in vitro culture method for mycobacteria as it minimises aerosol generation but 

maximises aeration and yield. However, mycobacterial pathogens would not normally 

encounter such high aeration rates in vivo. Furthermore, in the context of reduced oxygen 

environments in vivo, it is known that hypoxia acts in concert with copper stress in the host 

macrophage (Via et al., 2008). The level of intraphagosomal copper concentration increases 

from 25 to 500 μM after phagocytosis of M. tuberculosis, but no such increase occurs after 

phagocytosis of less virulent mycobacterial species such as M. avium and M. smegmatis 

(Wagner et al., 2005). What’s more, previous studies have shown that copper exhibits greater 
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toxicity under hypoxic environments because of the reduction of Cu2+ to more labile Cu+ under 

such conditions, and that the host macrophage increases copper uptake under hypoxia through 

upregulation of the macrophage copper importer Cu+ transport protein 1 (CTR1) (Beswick et 

al., 1976; White et al., 2009a). Indeed, the effect is not specific to mycobacteria; Lee and 

colleagues found that E. coli strains were more sensitive to copper under hypoxia (Macomber 

and Imlay, 2009). Also, previous studies proved that Saccharomyces cerevisiae and E. coli 

accumulate higher concentrations of copper in anaerobic cultures as compared with aerobic 

cultures (Strain and Culotta, 1996; Outten et al., 2001). Our findings corroborate the linkage 

of reduced oxygen to increased copper toxicity, with increased in vitro copper sensitivity of 

M. bovis ΔTbD1 when grown with standing culture conditions in liquid media and in drop 

assays on 7H11 plates. On this latter point of growth on solid media, it has been suggested 

(Beswick et al., 1976) that colonies on plates could experience reduced oxygen availability 

even with aerobic incubation, which may again potentiate the action of copper. In my findings, 

BCG Denmark ΔTbD1 mutants had an apparent defect in growth phenotypes in liquid standing 

culture and agar plates in the presence of excess copper ions; however M. bovis AF2122/97 

ΔTbD1 only clearly showed such a growth defect after 10 days incubation with excess copper 

under standing culture conditions. This discrepancy in results between M. bovis AF2122/97 

and BCG Denmark might be due to M. bovis AF2122/97 having more robust copper resistance 

mechanisms, and thus perhaps some compensation systems might work to mitigate the loss of 

the TbD1 in the short term but after extended incubation in hypoxia the defect is apparent.  

The mechanisms of Cu acquisition and transport in mycobacteria are poorly identified, and 

copper chaperones have not been identified. As a way to conceptualize our findings, we 

hypothesize that the TbD1 locus may mediate a hypoxia-specific copper response by 

translocation of an (as yet unknown) copper chaperone across the cytoplasmic membrane. This 

potential system would have the chaperone transport copper ions into the cytoplasm with 

subsequent protein-protein interaction between the chaperone-copper complex and RicR/CsoR, 

allowing the expression of downstream proteins and promote adaptive changes in intracellular 

copper homeostasis (Figure 4.11). Notably mmpl3 was found to be significantly downregulated 

under 0.5 mM zinc, while copper-responsive genes (i.e. lpqS, cysK2, and mymT) were induced 

in an mmpl3 depleted M. tuberculosis mutant (Botella et al., 2011; Degiacomi et al., 2017). 

This indicates that other MmpL proteins are also be involved in metal responses and suggests 

a possible fruitful area for future studies.  
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Figure 4. 11 Model of potential consequences of ΔTbD1 disrupted copper homeostasis under 

hypoxia.  

The module suggests that the TbD1 locus mediates a hypoxia-specific copper response via translocation 

of an unidentified copper chaperone (purple hexagon) across the cytoplasmic membrane. The chaperone 

then transports copper ions into the cytoplasm with subsequent protein-protein interaction between the 

chaperone-copper complex and RicR/CsoR, allowing the expression of downstream proteins and 

promoting adaptive changes in intracellular copper homeostasis. 
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5.1 Introduction 

The RD900 genomic region was previously described to be deleted leaving only a single copy 

of the pknH gene in M. bovis strains (Bentley et al., 2012). However, while doing her PhD in 

the Gordon Lab and resequencing and updating the reference genome sequence of M. bovis 

AF2122/97, Kerri Malone identified that RD900 was in fact intact in its genome (Malone et 

al., 2016). A study also found that another 21 clinical M. bovis strains belonging to EU1 and 

EU2 lineages had an intact RD900 region (Sagasti et al., 2016). The RD900 region, as 

described in Section 1.6 has three genes: pknH1, tbd2 and pknH2. The pknH1 and pknH2 genes 

are homologs that each encode a eukaryotic-like serine/threonine protein kinase (STPK). The 

pknH1 and pknH2 genes flank the tbd2 gene, which based on homology searches encodes a 

transmembrane ATP-binding protein ABC transporter with an unidentified function. 

Interestingly, although RD900 is intact in M. bovis AF2122/97, the encoded PknH1 or PknH2 

proteins are different from the PknH protein in M. tuberculosis H37Rv as they both lack a 

proline-rich region which is present in the M. tuberculosis orthologue. The predicted PknH 

protein structure of M. tuberculosis H37Rv on the AlphaFold Protein Structure Database 

showed that PknH has a typical STPK N-terminal kinase domain and a C-terminal sensor 

domain linked with a single α helix, between which is a loop in which the proline-rich region 

sits. The loop is possibly disordered as its pLDDT score is less than 50 (Figure 5.1). 

The finding that RD900 was intact in M. bovis but with an encoded protein that was different 

to that found in M. tubercules lead to a number of questions. Would the lack of the proline-rich 

region in the M. bovis PknH1/PknH2 affect their function as serine/threonine kinases? Would 

the different sensor domains between PknH1 and PknH2 have an impact on signal sensing or 

function? Thus, my PhD planned to study the effects of those variations between 

M. tuberculosis H37Rv and M. bovis AF2122/97 and to try to understand the function of 

RD900 locus at the transcriptomic level. During my PhD we became aware that the laboratory 

of Professor Carlos Martin in the University of Zaragoza, Spain, were also exploring the 

RD900 region in M. bovis. We therefore decided to collaborate with them, as they were using 

different approaches to explore the function of this region. They had produced a trans-

complemented mutant in M. bovis AF2122/97 that contained the single pknH gene from 

M. tuberculosis H37Rv expressed from a plasmid (as well as the wild type pknH1 and pknH2 

genes in M. bovis). Their work has studied two colony variants, called colony 1 and colony 3, 

that arose after the M. bovis AF2122/97 had been transformed with the complementing plasmid. 

Their in vivo experiments showed that the M. bovis AF2122/97 pknHTB knock-in mutants had 
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an attenuated virulence compared to the wild type; however the colony 1 mutant had a much 

lower virulence than the colony 3 mutant. The two M. bovis AF2122/97 pknHTB knock-in 

mutants and wild type strains were provided by Carlos Martin’s group, as we wished to see if 

there may be other mutations on the genome that could also cause the attenuation of the strains. 

DNA was extracted from those two mutant WT strains, WGS and variant calling were 

conducted on them. Later, RNA-seq was also done to explore the global gene expression 

profiles and compare the differences between M. bovis AF2122/97 WT and pknHTB knock-in 

mutant strains to find out possible explanations for the attenuated virulence that was observed 

from in vivo mice infection assays using the M. bovis AF2122/97 pknHTB knock-in mutants. 

In the M. bovis AF2122/97 pknHTB knock-in mutants, the pknHTB gene was transformed into 

M. bovis AF2122/97 WT that also has the ‘original’ M. bovis RD900 region; this may 

complicate understanding the function of RD900 as perhaps the pknH alleles may cross-talk or 

compensate for each other. We thus decided to generate a clean background to study the RD900 

region by knocking out the whole RD900 region via the recombineering method in M. bovis 

AF2122/97 and then complementing the M. bovis ΔRD900 mutants with integrative plasmids, 

so as to allow expression of the pknH1 and pknH2 genes of M. bovis AF2122/97 or pknH gene 

from M. tuberculosis H37Rv. An empty integrative plasmid (MCZ) was also transformed into 

M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔRD900 as a control. The comparative transcriptomic study by RNA-seq 

analysis then was done for the constructed M. bovis AF2122/97 WT, M. bovis AF2122/97 

ΔRD900, M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔRD900::pknH1, M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔRD900::pknH2, 

M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔRD900::pknHTB and M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔRD900::MCZ to discover 

differentially expressed genes from comparison of the global gene expression profiles among 

these groups of strains. The RNA-seq analysis results were also compared with the RNA-seq 

analysis results from M. bovis AF2122/97 pknHTB knock-in mutants and with a previous 

transcriptomic study on M. tuberculosis H37Rv ΔpknH mutants to further explore the function 

of PknHs in M. bovis. 
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Figure 5. 1 Overall 3D protein structure of PknH from M. tuberculosis H37Rv. 

Cartoon depiction of the PknH protein structure. The residues are coloured with different colours that 

indicate model per-residue confidence score (pLDDT). According to AlphaFold Protein Structure 

Database that the pLDDT is between 0 and 100, and regions below 50 pLDDT may be unstructured in 

isolation. 

 

5.2 Aims 

• To understand the attenuated virulence phenotype of M. bovis AF2122/97 WT pknHTB 

knock-in mutants from Carlos Martin’s group on genomic level and transcriptomic 

level via WGS, variant calling and RNA-seq. 

• To further explore the function of RD900 locus using established Gateway system to 

construct M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔRD900 and complemented strains with pknH1, pknH2 

and pknHTB genes separately, and RNA-seq analysis was done on all mutants. 
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5.3 Materials and Methods 

5.3.1 Bacterial culture and medium preparation 

E. coli Strains 

One Shot™ TOP10 Chemically Competent E. coli (Invitrogen) and One Shot™ TOP10 

Electrocomp™ E. coli (Invitrogen) were used for plasmid propagation in MultiSite Gateway 

cloning (Life Technologies) procedures.  

Mycobacterial Strains 

M. bovis AF2122/97 was used to generate RD900 knockout and complemented mutants, and 

M. bovis AF2122/97 work was conducted in a Biosafety Containment Level 3 (CL3) lab. 

 

Table 5. 1 Mycobacterial strains used in this chapter 

Strain Genotype Source or reference 

M. bovis AF2122/97 wildtype Carlos Martin, Univ Zaragoza 

M. bovis AF2122/97 

WT::pknHTB colony 1 

hygr; WT::pknHTB Carlos Martin, Univ Zaragoza 

M. bovis AF2122/97 

WT::pknHTB colony 3 

hygr; WT::pknHTB Carlos Martin, Univ Zaragoza 

M. bovis AF2122/97 wildtype Gordon lab stocks 

M. bovis AF2122/97::pNit kanr; WT::pNit Gordon lab stocks 

M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔRD900 hygr; ΔRD900 This work 

M. bovis AF2122/97 

ΔRD900::pknH1 

hygr; Zeor; ΔRD900::pknH1 This work 

M. bovis AF2122/97 

ΔRD900::pknH2 

hygr; Zeor; ΔRD900::pknH2 This work 

M. bovis AF2122/97 

ΔRD900::pknHTB 

hygr; Zeor; ΔRD900::pknHTB This work 

M. bovis AF2122/97 

ΔRD900::MCZ 

hygr; Zeor; ΔRD900::MCZ This work 
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Lysogeny Broth (LB) media 

Escherichia coli strains were grown in LB broth, or LB agar plates supplemented with selecting 

antibiotics. 4 g LB Broth powder (Sigma) was added in 200 ml distilled water and autoclaved 

to make 200 ml LB Broth. 4 g LB Broth powder (Sigma) and 3 g agar powder (Sigma-Aldrich) 

were added to 200 ml distilled water, autoclaved, and then poured to make LB plates. 

Ampicillin (ThermoFisher; 50 μg/ml), zeocin (ThermoFisher; 25 μg/ml), and hygromycin 

(Invitrogen; 50 μg/ml) were added when required.  

20% v/v Tween 80 

10 mL Tween 80 (Sigma-Aldrich) was added to 40 ml of distilled water, the solution was stirred 

at 50°C to dissolve the Tween 80, and cooled down to RT. The prepared 20% v/v Tween 80 

solution was stored at 4°C for ≤ 2 months. 

Middlebrook 7H9 medium 

Mycobacterium bovis AF2122/97 was grown in liquid Middlebrook 7H9 medium (Becton 

Dickinson) supplemented with 0.05% tween 80, 0.2% glycerol, 0.5% BSA, 0.2% glucose, and 

0.085% NaCl, and extra 40 mM sodium pyruvate (Sigma-Aldrich). The 7H9 media were filter 

sterilized through Stericup Quick Release-GP sterile vacuum filtration system (Merck) with 

0.2 μM membrane filter. When needed, kanamycin (ThermoFisher), hygromycin (Invitrogen) 

or zeocin (ThermoFisher) were added to a final concentration of 50 μg/ml, 50 μg/ml, 25 μg/ml, 

respectively.  

7H11 agar plates  

M. bovis AF2122/97 was plated on 7H11 agar plates (Becton Dickinson) supplemented with 

0.2% glycerol, 0.5% BSA, 0.2% glucose, and 0.085% NaCl, and extra 40 mM sodium pyruvate 

(Sigma-Aldrich). When needed, kanamycin (ThermoFisher), hygromycin (Invitrogen) or 

zeocin (ThermoFisher) were added to a final concentration of 50 μg/ml, 50 μg/ml, 25 μg/ml, 

respectively.  

5.3.1.2 Gateway system for preparation of recombineering AES and integrative plasmids 

MultiSite Gateway Three-Fragment Vector Construction Kit  

BP Clonase II and LR Clonase II Plus (Life Technologies) kits were used to conduct MultiSite 

Gateway cloning. 
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Plasmids 

Table 5. 2 Plasmids used in Gateway cloning 

Plasmids Phenotype, genotype, or 

sequence 

 

Source or reference 

pDO12A Donor plasmid, for BP 

reactions. Amp (Carb)r; Cmpr 

Gift from Prof. Christopher 

Sassetti’s group, UMass 

Medical School 

pDO23A Donor plasmid, for BP 

reactions. Amp (Carb)r; Cmpr 

Gift from Prof. Christopher 

Sassetti’s group, UMass 

Medical School 

pDE43-MCZ Destination vector, integrating 

at attL5. Zeor; Cmpr 

Gift from Ehrt & Schnappinger 

group, Cornell University 

pEN41A-T0-2 Entry vector, empty. Amp 

(Carb)r 

Gift from Ehrt & Schnappinger 

group, Cornell University 

pKP628 Amp (Carb)r; Contains loxP-

hyg-cat-loxP cassette for use in 

LR reactions. 

Gift from Prof. Christopher 

Sassetti’s group, UMass 

Medical School 

pDE43-kan Destination vector, integrating 

at attL5. kanr; Cmpr 

Gift from Prof. Christopher 

Sassetti’s group, UMass 

Medical School 

pNitET-SacB-kan Expresses the Che9c gp60 and 

gp61 genes from the Nitrile-

inducer promoter. kanr 

Gift from Prof. Christopher 

Sassetti’s group, UMass 

Medical School 

pDE41A-RD900 upstream Entry vector, containing the 

upstream of RD900 locus. 

Amp (Carb)r 

This work 

pDE23A-RD900 downstream Entry vector, containing the 

downstream of RD900 locus. 

Amp (Carb)r 

This work 

pDE43-kan-RD900 Destination vector with 

upstream and downstream of 

RD900 and Hyg cassette for 

allelic-exchange substrates, 

integrating at attL5. kanr; Cmpr 

This work 
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pDE12A-pknH1-np Entry vector, containing native 

promoter of pknH1. Amp 

(Carb)r 

This work 

pDE23A-pknH1 Entry vector, containing pknH1 

& RBS. Amp (Carb)r 

This work 

pDE43-MCZ-pknH1 Destination vector with pknH1 

gene and native promoter for 

complementation of RD900 

knockouts, integrating at attL5. 

Zeor; Cmpr 

This work 

pDE12A-pknH2-np Entry vector, containing native 

promoter of pknH2. Amp 

(Carb)r 

This work 

pDE23A-pknH2 Entry vector, containing pknH2 

& RBS. Amp (Carb)r 

This work 

pDE43-MCZ-pknH2 Destination vector with pknH2 

gene and native promoter for 

complementation of RD900 

knockouts, integrating at attL5. 

Zeor; Cmpr 

This work 

pDE12A-pknHTB-np Entry vector, containing native 

promoter of pknHTB. Amp 

(Carb)r 

This work 

pDE23A-pknHTB Entry vector, containing 

pknHTB & RBS. Amp (Carb)r 

This work 

pDE43-MCZ-pknHTB Destination vector with pknHTB 

gene and native promoter for 

complementation of RD900 

knockouts, integrating at attL5. 

Zeor; Cmpr 

This work 

 

 

Plasmid preparation 

The QIAprep Spin Miniprep Kit (Qiagen) was used according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions for all plasmid DNA extraction and purification.  
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Primers 

Primers were designed using a NCBI webtool Primer-Blast 

(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/tools/primer-blast/) and Clone Manager software (Sci-Ed 

Software) and supplied by Sigma-Aldrich.  

Table 5. 3 Primers used in this chapter 

Primers Sequence 

RD900-upstream-F GGGGACAACTTTGTATAGAAAAGTTGCGCATGCAGCTGCGGCAC

ATGATGGAG 

RD900-upstream-R GGGGACTGCTTTTTTGTACAAACTTGCCGCATTCGGCGGTGGCCG

TTTA 

RD900-downstream-

F 

GGGGACAGCTTTCTTGTACAAAGTGGACTATCAACAACGGTCAG

GTATCACG 

RD900-downstream-

R 

GGGGACAACTTTGTATAATAAAGTTGCATGGCTGGTAGCGCGAC

A 

HygN-out ACCAGTGCTCGCCGAACAGCTTGA 

CatC-out TTCTTCGCCCCCGTTTTCACCATG 

ppsc-F CCTGCAAGCGCTCGAACG 

ppsc-R ATCATTGGCCCGGGGTGG 

C-np-F GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTGAAAGCCGAATTGGT

GCTGGCC 

C-np-R GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTACCGTTAGCCTTTCG

ATAACCGGCGA 

RD900-primer 5 CTGAATCCCGACCAAGTCGT 

RD900-primer 6 CGCATGTTTGGATGAGCACC 

mas-F TCAGCATCGAATGAATGGCACCG 

mas-R AGAGCTGGGAGAGCGGCACCG 

Hyg-F TCAAGCTGTTCGGCGAGCACTGGT 

Hyg-R CATGGTGAAAACGGGGGCGAAGAA 

Donor-F AGCATGGATGTTTTCCCAGT 

Donor-R AACAAATAGGGGTTCCGCGC 

M13-F TTGTAAAACGACGGCCAG 

M13-R CAGGAAACAGCTATGAC 

C-pknHTB-np-F GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTCATGTGCAGCACGAG

CGA 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/tools/primer-blast/
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C-pknHTB-np-R GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTACGCTGATCCTCCCA

ACCAA 

C-pknHTB-F GGGGACAGCTTTCTTGTACAAAGTGGCTGGTTGGTTGGGAGGAT

CA 

C-pknHTB-R GGGGACAACTTTGTATAATAAAGTTGTCATTCCTTGTTGACTTTG

TCA 

C-pknH1-np-F GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTCCGTCGACCTCAACG

ACCTGC 

C-pknH1-np-R GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTACGCTGCCGCCGACA

CTATCAA 

C-pknH1-F GGGGACAGCTTTCTTGTACAAAGTGGCTGGTTGGTTGGGAGGAT

CA 

C-pknH1-R  GGGGACAACTTTGTATAATAAAGTTGTCATTCCTTGTTGA

CTTTGTCA 

C-pknH2-np-F GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTCTCCGCGGTCACGCT

GAA 

C-pknH2-np-R GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTATATCAACAACGGTC

AGGTATCACG 

C-pknH2-F GGGGACAGCTTTCTTGTACAAAGTGGCTATCGCAGCCGACGTGA

TACCT 

C-pknH2-F GGGGACAACTTTGTATAATAAAGTTGTTACCCGTACTTGGCCCAC 

pknHTB-check CCAAGCCGGTACAGCCG 

pknHTB-check1 ACCACCGACGAGAAACTGAC 

pknHTB-check2 GCCATCGGCATCTGGATCG 

pknHTB-check3 TCGGCCGACAAATGGAAGAA 

pknH1-check GCAGCCGCCGACCAT 

pknH2-check TCACACCGCCGCCCAT 

RD900-AES-F CATGCAGCTGCGGCACATGATGGAG 

RD900-AES-R ATGGCTGGTAGCGCGACA 

tbd2-F GGATGGCGAATTGAGCGAAC 

tbd2-R ACCCAAGCCGATCAACGAAT 

LR-seq-F ACCAGCGGATAACAATTTCACA 

LR-seq-R TTTAAAATAAAAAAGGGGACCTC 

PRR-F GACCCCGACCAAGACCAC 

PRR-R TAGTACTGCGGGGTGGGAG 
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Purification of PCR products 

PCR products were purified using the QIAquick PCR purification kit (Qiagen) according to 

the manufacturer’s instructions. 

PCR and thermal cycler conditions 

PCR and thermal cycler conditions were as described in 2.3.3. 

0.5X TBE buffer 

0.5X TBE buffer was prepared using 8.5 g 10X TBE buffer powder (PanReac AppliChem) 

mixed with 1000 ml distilled water. 

Agarose gel electrophoresis 

0.85 g Agarose gel powder (Sigma) was mixed with 85 ml of 0.5X TBE buffer to generate a 

1% gel. 6 μl of SYBR safe (Invitrogen) was added to allow DNA to be visible under UV light. 

The gel electrophoresis was run at 110 V (Bio-Rad). Agarose gel was checked and 

photographed by using a benchtop UV transiluminator (MultiDoc-It Digital Imaging System) 

along with Doc-Its software (UVP). 

 

Ladder and loading dye  

1 μl of 2-Log DNA Ladder (0.1-10.0 kb) (New England Biolabs) or GeneRuler Express DNA 

Ladder (Thermo Scientific) was mixed with 4 μl nuclease-free water and 1 μl 6X TriTrack 

DNA Loading Dye (Thermo Scientific) for the indication of the lengths of PCR products. 

 

5.3.1.3 Preparation of recombinogenic mycobacterial cells 

1000X Isovaleronitrile (IVN) stock solution 

The stock solution of IVN was made by diluting 5 μl neat IVN (Sigma-Aldrich) in 50 ml DMSO 

(Sigma). 

2 M glycine 

6 g glycine (Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved in 40 ml distilled water and filter sterilized through 

0.22 μM membrane filter (Merck). Stored at room temperature for ≤6 months. 
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10% (v/v) glycerol 

50 mL glycerol (Sigma-Aldrich) was mixed with 450 mL distilled water and autoclaved to 

sterilize the reagent. 

50% (v/v) glycerol 

100 mL glycerol (Sigma-Aldrich) was mixed with 100 mL distilled water and autoclaved to 

sterilize the reagent. 

 

5.3.2 Methods 

5.3.2.1 Multiple sequence alignment for PknH1, PknH2 and PknHTB 

The protein sequences of PknH1, PknH2 and PknHTB were loaded into Clustal X, which is a 

software using ClustalW multiple sequence alignment program (Larkin et al., 2007). The 

output aln file was then loaded into AliView (Larsson, 2014) to visualize the results. 

 

 

5.3.2.2 Genomic and transcriptomic analysis of M. bovis AF2122/97 pknHTB knock-in 

mutants from Carlos Martin 

DNA extraction, whole genome sequencing and variant calling 

DNA from the M. bovis AF2122/97 wild type, pknHTB knock-in colony 1 and colony 3 that 

constructed by Dr. Elena Mata were extracted, libraries were prepared, and whole genome 

sequenced as described in 2.3.8 and the whole process is as the Figure 5.2 shown. IGV was 

used to visualize the reads mapping to pknHTB gene. Variant calling results were verified by 

Sanger-sequencing.  
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Figure 5. 2 Variant calling workflow on M. bovis AF2122/97 WT::pknHTB colony 1 & 3. 

The DNA from M. bovis AF2122/97 wild type, pknHTB knock-in colony 1 and colony 3 was extracted, 

and WGS and variant calling were conducted as figure above shown. 

 

RNA extraction and RNA-seq analysis 

M. bovis AF2122/97 wild type and M. bovis AF2122/97 WT::pknHTB colony 3 were scaled up 

in triplicates in 7H9 medium with 40 mM sodium pyruvate in culture flasks to OD600 = 0.4-0.6; 

RNA was then extracted, DNA was removed and followed by a post RNA clean-up and 

concentration.  The concentrations of RNA samples were determined using the NanoDrop One 

spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific) and RNA integrity number (RIN) values were assessed 

using the Bioanalyser 2100 (Agilent) and the RNA 6000 Nano kit (Agilent) according to the 

manufacturer’s guidelines. The detailed process above was as described in 3.3.5 and 3.3.6.  

The RNA samples were sent to the commercial supplier Novogene for library preparation and 

sequencing. Briefly, the process they followed was rRNA removal with the Ribo-Zero rRNA 

removal kit (Illumina) and then a 250~300 bp insert, strand-specific library was prepared using 

a NEBNext Ultra II Directional RNA Library Prep Kit (New England Biolabs). RNA 

sequencing was performed on a NovaSeq 6000 machine (Illumina) to generate paired-end, 

strand-specific 150 bp reads data. The RNA-seq analysis pipeline was as described in 3.3.6.2. 
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5.3.2.3 Construction of RD900 knockout in M. bovis AF2122/97 

The detailed methods for AES construction were as described in 2.3.6. Briefly, the 1.5 kb of 

upstream and downstream RD900 flanking region were amplified by PCR using Phusion high-

fidelity polymerase (Sigma) with RD900-upstream-F & R primers and RD900-downstream-F 

& R primers to have specific attB sites which allowed the insertion of the upstream and 

downstream into pDO41A and pDO23A plasmids separately during the BP cloning using BP 

Clonase II (Life Technologies) kit. Followed by a LR cloning conducted with LR Clonase II 

Plus (Life Technologies) kit, the pDE41A-RD900 upstream and pDE23A-RD900 downstream 

obtained from BP cloning were ligated with plasmid pKP628, containing hyg-cat cassette, into 

pDE43-kan to generate the destination plasmid which has the AES for the RD900 knockout. 

The AES was amplified via PCR from the destination plasmid sequences and the linear AES 

was transformed into recombinogenic M. bovis AF2122/97 (containing pNitET) to achieve the 

knockout of RD900 region as showin in Figure 5.3. The transformant, suspect mutant colonies 

were checked by PCR targeting an internal region of RD900 as well as the hyg-cat cassette to 

verify the deletion of RD900 region and the presence of hyg-cat cassette. The left and right 

junctions of the hyg-cat cassette from M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔRD900 mutants were then further 

PCR amplified and Sanger-sequenced to ensure correct integration of the AES. 

 

 

Figure 5. 3 Diagram showing the RD900 region and flanking genes in M. bovis AF2122/97. 

The RD900 region was replaced by a hyg-cat cassette (green bar) in the M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔRD900 

mutants. 
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5.3.2.4 Complementation of M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔRD900 

The detailed methods for complementation were as described in 2.3.7. Briefly, the native 

promoters for pknH1 and pknH2 were amplified and pknH1 and pknH2 genes were amplified 

as well using high-fidelity Phusion DNA polymerase with primers listed in Table 5.3 and used 

M. bovis AF2122/97 WT DNA as template. The pknHTB gene and the promoter were amplified 

with primers listed in Table 5.3 using M. tuberculosis H37Rv DNA as template. The specific 

attB sites were also included to allow the insertion of the promoter of the gene into plasmid 

pDO12A and the related gene into plasmid pDO23A during the BP cloning. The 

complementing plasmids thus were constructed during the LR cloning by ligating entry 

plasmids pEN41A, pEN12A, pEN23A into the destination vector pDE43-MCZ. The 

constructed complementing integrative plasmids pDE43-MCZ-pknH1, pDE43-MCZ-pknH2 

and pDE43-MCZ-pknHTB were transformed separately by electroporation into M. bovis 

AF2122/97 ΔRD900 strains and thus permit the expression of genes pknH1, pknH2 and pknHTB 

in the mutant background (Figure 5.4). The empty plasmid pDE43-MCZ was also transformed 

into M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔRD900 strain to generate M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔRD900::MCZ as a 

control. 

 

 

Figure 5. 4 The complementation of M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔRD900 strains.  

The transformation of constructed integrative plasmids containing pknH1, pknH2 and pknHTB genes 

into M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔRD900 strains allows the genes to be re-expressed stably. 
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5.3.2.5 RNA-seq on M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔRD900 and complemented mutants 

M. bovis AF2122/97 WT, ΔRD900, ΔRD900::pknH1, ΔRD900::pknH2, ΔRD900::pknHTB, 

ΔRD900::MCZ were scaled up in triplicates in 30 ml of 7H9 medium with 40 mM sodium 

pyruvate in 50 ml screw cap tubes (Sarstedt) to an OD600 = 0.4-0.6 under standing culture 

conditions, then RNA was extracted, DNA was removed and followed by clean-up and 

concentration. The concentration and quality of RNA samples were determined, and the 

detailed process was as described in 3.3.5 and 3.3.6.  

The RNA samples then were sent to the commercial supplier Genewiz for library preparation 

ad sequencing, with library preparation after rRNA removal using the NEBNext Ultra™ II 

Directional RNA Library Prep Kit (New England Biolabs). RNA sequencing was performed 

on a NovaSeq machine (Illumina) to generate paired-end, strand-specific 150 bp reads data. 

The RNA-seq analysis pipeline was as described in 3.3.6.2. 

Notably, a second RNA-seq was conducted on the M. bovis AF2122/97 WT, ΔRD900 along 

with ΔTbD1 grown in rolling culture conditions to compare the gene expression in ΔRD900 

under different growth conditions, similar to the analysis performed in Chapter 3. M. bovis 

AF2122/97 WT, ΔRD900 were scaled up in triplicates in 30 ml of 7H9 medium with 40 mM 

sodium pyruvate in 30 ml of 7H9 in 850 cm2 roller bottles (CELLMASTER), with rolling at 2-

3 rpm on a cell-production roller apparatus (Bellco) at 37°C to an OD600 = 0.4-0.6. RNA 

extraction and library preparation were as described in 3.3.5 and 3.3.6. 
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5.4 Results  

5.4.1 PknH1, PknH2 and PknHTB protein sequence alignment and visualization 

As described in sections 1.6 and 5.1, the various domains of the PknH orthologues are shown 

in Figure 5.5 A. After the alignment of the PknH1, PknH2 and PknHTB protein sequences and 

visualization, it was confirmed that the kinase domains from the three PknH proteins are highly 

conserved. The activation segment, which is the region between and including the DFG and 

APE motifs that are important for kinase activity (Nolen, Taylor and Ghosh, 2004), are 

identical across PknH1, PknH2 and PknHTB  (Figure 5.5 B). In particular, the threonine site, 

which is highlighted by a red square in Figure 5.5B, has been shown to bind the phosphate 

from ATP; replacement of the threonine with another amino acid, such as alanine, totally 

abolishes the kinase activity (Pereira, Goss and Dworkin, 2011). The only difference in the 

kinase domains from the PknH1, PknH2 and PknHTB is the αF-helix. PknH1 and PknHTB have 

an identical αF-helix; however PknH2 has different amino acids in this region (Figure 5.5 B). 

It has been shown in some well-studied eukaryotic protein kinase, such as human protein kinase 

A, that the E230 in the αF-helix can directly interact with arginine residues in the substrate, thus 

determining substrate binding (Kornev, Taylor and Ten Eyck, 2008). This difference on αF-

helix of PknH2 thus might suggest different substrate binding to that seen in PknH1 or PknHTB. 

Sequence analysis also shows that the proline-rich region is indeed deleted in both PknH1 and 

PknH2 but is present in PknHTB (Figure 5.5 C). The proline-rich region was suggested to be 

involved in protein-protein interactions, but the precise function of this motif in PknH is not 

clear. It might also be an unnecessary linker given it is located close to the transmembrane 

helix. The sensor domains of PknH1 and PknHTB are identical but different from PknH2, which 

suggests that the PknH2 sensor domain could bind with different ligands and therefore sense 

different environmental cues. 
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Figure 5. 5 Visualization of PknH1, PknH2 and PknHTB multiple sequence alignment results. 

(A) The diagram showing the domains of M. bovis AF2122/97 PknH1 protein, PknH2 protein and M. 

tuberculosis H37Rv PknH protein. (B) The alignment of the kinase domains from three proteins with 

red box indicating phosphorylated Thr residue, DFG and APE motifs are indicated in black boxes. (C) 

The alignment of M. bovis AF2122/97 PknH1 protein, PknH2 protein and M. tuberculosis H37Rv PknH 

protein on the proline-rich region. 

 

5.4.2 Genomic and transcriptomic analysis of M. bovis AF2122/97 WT and WT::pknHTB 

strains 

5.4.2.1 Variant calling results  

The WGS reads mapping of M. bovis AF2122/97 WT and M. bovis AF2122/97 WT::pknHTB 

colony 1 and 3 to pknHTB gene were checked via IGV. The WT sequence had no reads that 

mapped to the pknHTB proline-rich region while the M. bovis AF2122/97 WT::pknHTB colony 

1 & 3 both contained reads that mapped to the proline rich region (Figure 5.6), confirming the 

complementation of pknHTB into M. bovis AF2122/97. Variant calling showed several 

mutations for the pknHTB knock-in mutants (Table 5.4). Notably, a frameshift mutation in the 

mas gene of colony 1 introduced a premature stop codon, thus stopping translation prematurely 

and hence producing a truncated Mas protein in colony 1. The inactivation of the Mas protein 

would be expected to cause a decrease of virulence, since Mas is involved in the synthesis of 

the PDIM lipid, a lipid that is highly associated with the virulence of the MTBC (Jain and Cox, 
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2005; Trivedi et al., 2005). To verify the WGS analysis, the mas and ppsC genes with mutations 

were selected for amplification by PCR using primer mas-F & R or ppsc-F & R with the colony 

1 or colony 3 DNA as templates (Figure 5.7 A). Then the PCR fragments were Sanger-

sequenced. Sanger-sequencing results showed a 5 bp insertion in mas, which introduced a 

premature stop codon into the coding sequence of the colony 1 genome (Figure 5.7 B). Sanger-

sequencing also confirmed the G to T SNP in the ppsc gene of the colony 3 genome (Figure 

5.7 C). Thus Sanger sequencing results were in agreement with the WGS analysis. 

 

 

Figure 5. 6 IGV visualization of WGS reads. 

The WGS reads from M. bovis AF2122/97 WT and M. bovis AF2122/97 WT::pknHTB colony 1 were 

mapped to M. tuberculosis H37Rv genome to confirm the complementation of pknHTB gene in knock-

in mutants. 
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Table 5. 4 Variant calling results for M. bovis AF2122/97 pknHTB knock-in mutants 

Strain Position 

 

Conseque

nce 

 

Gene 

name 

 

Variant 

 

aa change 

 

M. bovis AF2122/97 

WT::pknHTB colony 

1 

3243239 

 

frameshift 

 

mas 

 

ACTGTT>ACTGTTC

TGTT 

 

2111 to 172 

 

4204881 missense Mb3832

c 

G>A 57P>57L 

1748588 

 

frameshift 

 

frdBC 

 

TGGGGGGGGGGGC

GGATGAGCGCCTA

T>TGGGGGGGGGG

GGCGGATGAGCGC

CTAT 

 

M. bovis AF2122/97 

WT::pknHTB colony 

3 

2978564 

 

In-frame 

deletion 

ppgK 

 

CCGGCGGCGGC>C

CGGCGGC 

220AG>22

0A 

3220249 missense 

 

ppsC 

 

G>T 1194G>119

4C 
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Figure 5. 7 Sanger-sequencing to verify the WGS variant calling results. 

(A) Agarose gel electrophoresis for mas and ppsC PCR fragments. M. bovis AF2122/97 WT::pknHTB colony 1 DNA was used as template in PCR targeting mas 

mutation region and M. bovis AF2122/97 WT::pknHTB colony 3 DNA was used as template in PCR targeting ppsC mutation region. PCR fragments were 

visualized using agarose gel electrophoresis before sending to Sanger sequencing. (B) mas PCR fragment that used M. bovis AF2122/97 WT::pknHTB colony 1 

DNA as a template was Sanger sequenced and sequencing results were compared with M. bovis AF2122/97 reference genome using Blast. (C) The ppsC PCR 

fragment that used M. bovis AF2122/97 WT::pknHTB colony 3 DNA as a template was sanger-sequenced and sequencing results were compared with M. bovis 

AF2122/97 reference genome by BLAST. 
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5.4.2.2 RNA-seq analysis on M. bovis AF2122/97 WT::pknHTB colony 3 and WT 

Summary of RNA-seq data 

From the PCA plot, the M. bovis AF2122/97 WT and M. bovis AF2122/97 WT::pknHTB colony 

3 samples were plotted and clustered to two groups on the X-axis which spans the most 

variation (Figure 5.8 A). This suggested that each group of strains had similar gene expression 

profiles within their respective group. A heatmap of the sample-to-sample distances also agreed 

with the PCA results and showed that samples from the WT group were centred around each 

other, and that samples from the colony 3 group were also grouped with each other, as indicated 

as colour blocks in Figure 5.8 B. The mapping results showed over 95% mapping ratio for each 

sample, which was a good result, as the mapping percentage is a global indicator for sequencing 

accuracy and in ruling out contamination.  

 

 

 

Figure 5. 8 PCA plot and hierarchical clustering heatmap. 

(A) Principal component plot (PCA) shows the first two principal components that explain the most 

amount of variation in the RNA-seq data. (B) Heatmap of the distance matrix shows the similarities and 

dissimilarities between samples via the correlation of gene expression for all pairwise combinations of 

samples in the data and gives an overview of how samples are hierarchically clustered. 

 

DEG analysis and pathway enrichment 

After normalization of reads by DESeq2 and filtering was applied with a threshold set by an 

absolute value of the log2 fold-change to be bigger than 1.5 and the adjusted p value to be 

smaller than 0.05 (as |log2FC |> 1.5 and Padj < 0.05). In total, 216 genes met the threshold 

(Supplementary data 5). Amongst these genes, 83 were downregulated in the M. bovis 
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AF2122/97 WT::pknHTB mutant compared to the WT, while 133 were upregulated in the 

mutant compared to the WT (Figure 5.9 A & B).  

 

 

Figure 5. 9 DEG analysis. 

(A) The volcano plot showing the DEG. The threshold was set as |log2FC |> 1.5 and Padj < 0.05, and the 

DEG were coloured red and with annotations. (B) The heat map showing the top 50 DEG. Data was 

displayed in a grid where each row represents a gene, and each column represents a sample. The colour 

and intensity of the boxes indicating log2FC of gene expression with red represents the upregulation 

and blue represents the downregulation. 

 

According to the functional classification from the original M. tuberculosis H37Rv genome 

paper (Cole et al., 1998), the DEG were classified into the functional categories as shown in  

Figure 5.10. The enriched KEGG pathways were mbo00450: seleno-compound metabolism, 

mbo00561: glycerolipid metabolism, mbo01040: biosynthesis of unsaturated fatty acids, 

mbo00261: monobactam biosynthesis, mbo00920:  sulphur metabolism, mbo02010: ABC 

transporters, mbo00564: Glycerophopipid metabolism.  
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Figure 5. 10 DEG functional category pie chart. 

The obtaiend DEG between M. bovis AF2122/97 WT::pknHTB and WT were classified to different 

functional categories acroding to the functional classification from (Cole et al., 1998). 

 

5.4.3 Construction of RD900 AES 

5.4.3.1 Generation of upstream and downstream PCR fragments 

The 1.5 kb upstream and downstream regions of RD900 with specific attB sites were amplified 

by PCR and the gel electrophoresis image showed the correct bands for both upstream and 

downstream PCR fragments (Figure 5.11). 
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Figure 5. 11 Agarose gel electrophoresis with RD900 upstream and downstream PCR fragments. 

The 1.5 kb upstream and downstream sequences were amplified by PCR and agarose gel electrophoresis 

was used to check the lengths and the expected lengths were 1.5 kb. 

 

5.4.3.2 BP cloning and LR cloning 

The pDE41A-RD900 upstream plasmid containing the 1.5 kb upstream region of RD900 and 

pDE23A-RD900 downstream plasmid containing the 1.5 kb downstream region of RD900 was 

successfully constructed through BP cloning and transformed into TOP10 E. coli. As shown in 

Figure 5.12, after colony PCR verification, pDE41A colonies 1-5 all have the correct band 

sizes after agarose gel electrophoresis. pDE23A colonies 1, 3, and 5 have the correct bands. 

After verification by Sanger sequencing, the pDE41A colony 4 and pDE23A colony 1 were 

used for LR cloning. The destination plasmid pDE43-kan-RD900 harbouring the AES for the 

RD900 knockout was constructed; colonies 1, 2, 3, 6 all had the correct bands as shown in 

Figure 5.13; pDE43-kan-RD900 colony 6 was Sanger sequenced and verified, and the AES 

was successfully obtained by PCR using pDE43-kan-RD900 colony 6 as the DNA template 

(Figure 5.13). 
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Figure 5. 12 Agarose gel electrophoresis to verify correct entry plasmids. 

The colony PCR was conducted on obtained colonies containing pDE41A-RD900 upstream or 

pDE23A-RD900 downstream targeting the upstream or downstream of the RD900. The correct E. coli 

containing entry plasmids should have ~1.5 kb band. L: ladder; NTC: no template control. 

 

 

Figure 5. 13 Agarose gel electrophoresis to verify the destination plasmid pDE43-kan-RD900 and 

AES. 

The PCR with primer RD900-AES-F and RD900-AES-R were used to check the construction of the 

destination plasmid pDE43-kan-RD900 and the transformation in Top10 E. coli. The AES fragments 

for RD900 knockout were also amplified using the pDE43-kan-RD900 colony 6 as DNA template. L: 

ladder; NTC: no template control. 
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5.4.4 Generation and verification of M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔRD900 mutants 

The M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔRD900 colonies took a long time to grow up, but after 5 weeks 

incubation, hygromycin resistant colonies became visible on 7H11 agar plates containing 

hygromycin. Several colonies were picked and scaled up in 7H9 medium with hygromycin. 

Cultures were then checked by tbd2-F and tbd2-R primers targeting the tbd2 gene inside the 

RD900 region to verify the knockout of RD900, and Hyg-F and Hyg-R primers were used to 

check the presence of hyg-cat cassette. Colony No.12 was then further confirmed, and the left 

and right flanking regions were amplified by RD900-primer 5 & HygN-out and CatC-out and 

RD900-primer 6 (Figure 5.14), and Sanger sequenced to rule out the off-target mutations in the 

neighbouring genes. 

 

 

Figure 5. 14 Verification of M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔRD900 colony No. 12. 

Colony No.12 was verified for the knockout of RD900 by primer tbd2-F and tbd2-R targeting the tbd2 

gene inside the RD900 region, and presence of hyg-cat cassette. The left and right junctional regions 

were amplified for sanger sequencing to rule out possible rearrangements in neighbour genes.  

 

5.4.5 Construction of integrative plasmids for M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔRD900 

complementation 

5.4.5.1 Construction of pDE43-MCZ-pknH1 plasmid 

401 bp upstream of the pknH1 start codon was chosen as containing the native promoter region 

which was amplified with attB1 and attB2 sites to allow the insertion into pDO12A; 1812 bp 
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pknH1 gene with attB2r and attB3 sites was also amplified to allow the insertion into pDO23A 

(Figure 5.15 A). pDE12A-pknH1-np colony No. 6 and pDE23A-pknH1 colony No. 12 were 

sent for Sanger sequencing after verification by agarose gel electrophoresis (Figure 5.15 B). 

pDE43-MCZ-pknH1 colony No. 1-8 were verified by PCR targeting the pknH1 native promoter 

region by primer C-pknH1-np-F & C-pknH1-np-R. All pDE43-MCZ-pknH1 colonies had ~400 

bp bands (Figure 5.15 C). pDE43-MCZ-pknH1 No.1 was Sanger-sequenced and further 

verified. 

 

 

 

Figure 5. 15 Agarose gel electrophoresis during the construction of pDE43-MCZ-pknH1 plasmid. 

(A) PCR fragments for gene pknH1 and its native promoter. (B) Entry plasmids after the BP cloning: 

pDE12A-pknH1-np and pDE23A-pknH1. (C) Destination plasmid after the LR cloning: pDE43-MCZ-

pknH1. NTC: no template control. 

 

5.4.5.2 Construction of pDE43-MCZ-pknH2 plasmid 

398 bp upstream of pknH2 was used as its native promoter region was amplified with attB1 

and attB2 sites to allow the insertion into pDO12A, and 1767 bp pknH2 gene with attB2r and 

attB3 sites was also amplified to allow the insertion into pDO23A. pDE12A-pknH2-np colony 

No. 1 and pDE23A-pknH2 colonies No. 6 and 7 were sent for Sanger sequencing after 

verification of the correct insert by agarose gel electrophoresis (Figure 5.16 A & B). Then 
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pDE12A-pknH2-np colony No. 1 and pDE23A-pknH2 colony No. 7 were used for constructing 

the pDE43-MCZ-pknH2. The pDE43-MCZ-pknH2 colonies were checked by PCR targeting 

the pknH2 native promoter region, whereby correctly constructed plasmids should have an 

approximately 400 bp band present after agarose gel electrophoresis. Colonies No. 1-5 all had 

the correct bands amplified as shown in Figure 5.16 C below. pDE43-MCZ-pknH2 No.2 was 

Sanger sequenced and further verified. 

 

 

Figure 5. 16 Agarose gel electrophoresis during the construction of pDE43-MCZ-pknH2 plasmid. 

Entry plasmids after the BP cloning (A) pDE12A-pknH2-np and pDE23A-pknH2. (B) Destination 

plasmid after the LR cloning: pDE43-MCZ-pknH2. L: ladder; NTC: no template control. 

 

5.4.5.3 Construction of pDE43-MCZ-pknHTB plasmid 

457 bp upstream of the pknHTB start codon was used as the native promoter region, which was 

amplified with attB1 and attB2 sites to allow the insertion into pDO12A, and the 1902 bp 

pknHTB gene with attB2r and attB3 sites was also amplified to allow the insertion into pDO23A 

(Figure 5.17 A). pDE12A-pknHTB-np colonies No. 1, 2, and 3, as well as pDE23A-pknHTB 

colony No. 1 had the correct insert sizes of bands after verification by agarose gel 

electrophoresis (Figure 5.17 B). Then pDE12A-pknHTB-np colony No. 1 and pDE23A-pknHTB 

colony No. 1 were used for constructing pDE43-MCZ-pknHTB. The pDE43-MCZ-pknHTB 
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colonies were checked by PCR targeting the pknHTB native promoter region, whereby the 

correct plasmid should have an approximately 500 bp band visible after agarose gel 

electrophoresis. One colony had the correct band amplified, as shown in Figure 5.17 C below. 

pDE43-MCZ-pknHTB was Sanger sequenced for further verification. 

 

 

Figure 5. 17 Agarose gel electrophoresis during the construction of pDE43-MCZ-pknHTB plasmid. 

(A) PCR fragments for gene pknHTB and its native promoter. (B) Entry plasmids after the BP cloning: 

pDE12A-pknHTB-np and pDE23A-pknHTB. (C) Destination plasmid after the LR cloning: pDE43-MCZ-

pknHTB. 

 

5.4.6 Construction and verification of complemented M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔRD900 strains 

Complementing integrative plasmids pDE43-MCZ-pknH1, pDE43-MCZ-pknH2, pDE43-

MCZ-pknHTB and empty vector pDE43-MCZ were transformed into M. bovis AF2122/97 

ΔRD900 strains and colonies were scaled up and verified by PCR along with M. bovis 

AF2122/97 WT, M. bovis AF2122/97 WT::pNit, and M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔRD900. Primers 

C-pknH1-np-F and C-pknH1-np-R targetted the pknH1 native promoter region and only WT, 

WT::pNit and ΔRD900::pknH1 showed the ~400 bp band after agarose gel electrophoresis 

(Figure 5.18 A). Primers PRR-F and PRR-R were used to amplify the homologous region 

which pknH1, pknH2 and pknHTB all possess, but the length of the region is longer in pknHTB 

as only the pknHTB has the proline-rich region (Figure 5.18 B). Finally, primers Donor-F and 
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Donor-R were used to verify the loss of the pNit plasmid in M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔRD900 and 

complemented strains (Figure 5.18 C). 

 

 

Figure 5. 18 Agarose gel electrophoresis to verify M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔRD900 and complemented 

strains. 

Agarose gel electrophoresis after PCR on M. bovis AF2122/97 WT, WT::pNit, ΔRD900, 

ΔRD900::pknH1, ΔRD900::pknH2, ΔRD900::pknHTB and ΔRD900::MCZ with (A) primers C-pknH1-

np-F and C-pknH1-np-R were targeting the pknH1 native promoter region. (B) primers PRR-F and 

PRR-R to check the presence of sequences encodes proline-rich region. (C) primers Donor-F and 

Donor-R were used to verify the loss of the pNit plasmid. NTC: no template control. 

 

5.4.7 RNA-seq analysis on M. bovis AF2122/97 WT, ΔRD900 and complemented strains 

5.4.7.1 Summary of RNA-seq data information 
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The RNA from M. bovis AF2122/97 WT, ΔRD900 and complemented strains were sequenced 

by Genewiz, but on analysis of the resulting sequence data it became apparent that the rRNA 

depletion step had failed as 60-70% of sequencing reads were rRNA reads. To get enough 

mRNA reads for DEG analysis, Genewiz repeated the sequencing three times and merged all 

data from three runs, and the related information for merged reads quality as shown below in 

Table 5.5. The rRNA reads were removed from featureCounts output before loading into the 

DESeq2 for downstream DEG analysis in R. 

 

Table 5. 5 RNA-seq data quality summary for M. bovis AF2122/97 WT and mutant strains 

Sample Reads Mean Quality Score % Bases >= 30 

WT_1 73101699 36.13 94.89 

WT_2 74133084 36.08 94.62 

WT_3 63186291 36.02 94.3 

KO_1 66327286 36.12 94.83 

KO_2 64012926 36.03 94.34 

KO_3 60827866 36.06 94.53 

pknH1_1 62932031 36.08 94.63 

pknH1_2 75007084 36.1 94.73 

pknH1_3 36657699 36.2 95.35 

pknH2_1 39064812 36.12 94.85 

pknH2_2 44082373 36.1 94.78 

pknH2_3 41635509 36.2 95.32 

pknHTB_1 33768200 36.17 95.16 

pknHTB_2 34924135 36.19 95.22 

pknHTB_3 31987947 36.21 95.43 

MCZ_1 32523413 36.12 94.87 

MCZ_2 24600619 36.15 95.08 

MCZ_3 21756996 36.21 95.35 

 

5.4.7.2 IGV visualization of RNA-seq reads aligned to M. bovis AF2122/97 reference 

genome 

The filtered reads were aligned to the M. bovis AF2122/97 reference genome. By using IGV, 

the reads mapped to the RD900 locus were visualized as shown in Figure 5.19. The M. bovis 
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AF2122/97 ΔRD900 showed no reads mapping to the RD900 region, again indicating the 

successful knockout of the RD900 locus in M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔRD900 strains. The M. bovis 

AF2122/97 ΔRD900::pknH1 showed reads mapping to regions encoding the PknH1-specific 

sensor domain, and M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔRD900::pknH2 had reads that mapped to regions 

encoding the PknH2-specific sensor domain; all these results indicated the successful 

complementation of pknH1 and pknH2 into the ΔRD900 strains separately. Notably, the light 

grey bars in IGV indicated the multi-mapping had occurred in the regions encoding the PknH1 

and PknH2 kinase domains due to the highly sequence similarity between these two domains. 

 

 

Figure 5. 19 IGV visualization of RNA-seq reads from M. bovis AF2122/97 WT, ΔRD900, 

ΔRD900::pknH1 and ΔRD900::pknH2. 

The image shows the reads from M. bovis AF2122/97 WT, ΔRD900, ΔRD900::pknH1 and 

ΔRD900::pknH2 strains mapping to RD900 locus and neighbour genes. Grey bars are the RNA-seq 

short reads, and blue bars at the bottom show the gene location and orientation on M. bovis AF2122/97 

with gene annotations. 

 

5.4.7.3 DEG analysis 

The PCA plot have a worrying result in that the complemented samples did not separate clearly 

by their group. This might have been caused by the fact the the re-expression of the pknH 

orthologues caused only minor changes to global gene expression and thus the signal associated 

with the different pknH orthologues was drowned out by the extraneous noise of variation 
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(Figure 5.20 A). DESeq2 uses the top 500 variable genes based on variance by default to create 

PCA plot. To zoom into the potential small differences between samples, the ‘ntop’ parameter 

was used to decrease the number of variables for PCA. After decreasing the number of variables 

to 50 for generating PCA plots, the samples were then differentiated into separate groups 

(Figure 5.20 B). I used pcaExplorer (Marini and Binder, 2019) to further explore the PCA plots 

with top 15 variable genes ranked by their inter-sample variance (Figure 5.22 A & B) and 

generated counts plots for those 15 genes (Figure 5.23). From the PCA plot, in the X-axis, 

which is PC1 and encompasses the most variance (69.1%), the WT strains were on the left, 

ΔRD900 and ΔRD900::MCZ strains were on the right close to each other, while the 

complemented mutants were in the middle of the plot, closer to the WT strains. The counts 

plots for those 15 genes from M. bovis AF2122/97 WT, ΔRD900 and complemented strains 

are shown in Figure 5.21. 

 

Figure 5. 20 Principal-component analysis (PCA) of the M. bovis AF2122/97 WT, ΔRD900 and 

complemented mutants. 

(A) Using DESeq2 default, which is the top 500 variables for PCA. (B) Using only top 50 variables for 

PCA. Each point represents a strain sample as indicated in the legend on the right. 
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Figure 5. 21 The counts plots of the M. bovis AF2122/97 WT, ΔRD900 and complemented mutants. 

The plots were created using pcaExplorer with top 15 variable genes to show the normalized counts for each gene in M. bovis AF2122/97 WT, 

ΔRD900 and complemented strains. 
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Figure 5. 22 Principal-component analysis (PCA) of the M. bovis AF2122/97 WT, ΔRD900 and 

complemented mutants using the top 15 variable genes.  

(A) The PCA plot generated by pcaExplorer with 15 variables, and each point represents a strain sample 

as indicated in the legend on the right. (B) The top 15 variable genes with their loading scores. 

 

The overlapping DEGs were identified by comparing the DEG obtained from the M. bovis 

AF2122/97 WT::pknHTB from Carlos Martin’s group vs WT; and DEG from my M. bovis 

AF2122/97 ΔRD900 vs WT in standing condition (Table 5.6). The results showed some genes 

were inversely regulated in the two mutants, which might suggest downstream protein 

substrates of PknH kinases that were differently affected by the presence/absence of the PknH 

orthologues.   
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Table 5. 6 Overlapping DEGs between M. bovis AF2122/97 WT::pknHTB and M. bovis 

AF2122/97 ΔRD900 (|log2FC |> 1 and Padj < 0.05) 

M. 

tuberculosis 

H37Rv 

M. bovis 

AF2122/97 

(Similarity with 

Rv ortholog) 

Product pknHTB 

knock-in 

mutant 

log2FC 

RD900 

KO 

mutant 

log2FC 

Rv0253 Mb0259 

(100.0% identity in 

118 aa overlap) 

Probable nitrite reductase 

[NAD(P)H] small subunit NirD 

1.03 -1.50 

Rv0572c Mb0587C 

(99.1% identity in 

113 aa overlap) 

Hypothetical protein 1.30 -1.28 

Rv0763c Mb0786C 

(100.0% identity in 

68 aa overlap) 

Possible ferredoxin 1.21 -1.04 

Rv1267c Mb1298C 

(100% identity in 

388 aa overlap) 

Probable transcriptional 

regulatory protein EmbR 

2.36 5.88 

Rv1714 Mb1741  

(100% identity in 

270 aa overlap) 

Probable oxidoreductase -1.22 1.09 

Rv2381c Mb2402C 

(100.0% identity in 

511 aa overlap) 

Polyketide synthetase MbtD 

(polyketide synthase) 

1.20 2.19 

Rv2382c Mb2403C 

(100.0% identity in 

444 aa overlap) 

Polyketide synthetase MbtC 

(polyketide synthase) 

1.21 2.07 

Rv2383c Mb2404C 

(99.9% identity in 

1414 aa overlap) 

Phenyloxazoline synthase MbtB 

(phenyloxazoline synthetase) 

1.06 1.72 

Rv2385 Mb2406 

(100.0% identity in 

306 aa overlap) 

Putative acetyl hydrolase MbtJ 1.18 1.56 

Rv3229c Mb3258C 

(100.0% identity in 

427 aa overlap) 

Possible linoleoyl-CoA 

desaturase (delta(6)-desaturase) 

-3.54 1.15 
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Rv3550 Mb3580 

(100.0% identity in 

247 aa overlap) 

Probable enoyl-CoA hydratase 

EchA20 (enoyl hydrase) 

(unsaturated acyl-CoA 

hydratase) (crotonase) 

-1.31 1.46 

Rv3551 Mb3581 

(99.7% identity in 

292 aa overlap) 

Possible CoA-transferase (alpha 

subunit) 

-1.26 1.02 

Rv3552 Mb3582 

(100.0% identity in 

250 aa overlap) 

Possible CoA-transferase (beta 

subunit) 

-1.46 1.12 

Rv3560c Mb3590C 

(100.0% identity in 

385 aa overlap) 

Probable acyl-CoA 

dehydrogenase FadE30 

-1.45 1.06 

Rv3561 Mb3591 

(99.8% identity in 

507 aa overlap) 

Probable fatty-acid-CoA ligase 

FadD3 (fatty-acid-CoA 

synthetase) (fatty-acid-CoA 

synthase) 

-2.11 1.10 

Rv3563 Mb3593 

(99.4% identity in 

319 aa overlap) 

Probable acyl-CoA 

dehydrogenase FadE32 

-1.60 1.30 

Rv3564 Mb3594 

(100.0% identity in 

318 aa overlap) 

Probable acyl-CoA 

dehydrogenase FadE33 

-1.36 1.13 

Rv3825c Mb3855C 

(100.0% identity in 

2126 aa overlap) 

Polyketide synthase Pks2 1.54 -1.21 
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5.4.8 RNA-seq analysis on M. bovis AF2122/97 WT and ΔRD900 strains under two growth 

conditions 

As the complementation of pknH1, pknH2 and pknHTB did not have significant differential 

effects on M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔRD900 global gene expression, I thus focused on the M. bovis 

AF2122/97 WT and ΔRD900 to study if different growth condition (rolling vs standing) can 

affect the ΔRD900 global gene expression profile. The DEG between WT and ΔRD900 were 

obtained with a threshold (|log2FC| > 1; Padj. < 0.05) from two growth conditions. From the 

DEG analysis, when cultured using the rolling condition, there were 27 differentially expressed 

genes in ΔRD900 strains (Supplementary data 6), while when in standing conditions there were 

69 DEG (Supplementary data 7) in ΔRD900 strains versus the WT. Interestingly, Chao and 

colleagues found that the initial hypoxic response regulator DosR is a substrate of PknH and 

can be activated by PknH by phosphorylation, and that the induction of the DosR regulon was 

subdued in an M. tuberculosis H37Rv ΔpknH mutant in response to NO (Chao et al., 2010a). 

Similarly, in my project on M. bovis AF2122/97, I found that when the bacteria were cultured 

with standing conditions the ΔRD900 DEGs (|log2FC |> 1 and Padj < 0.05) had 15 gene that 

overlapped with the DosR-regulated Initial Hypoxic Response (IHR) genes (49 genes in total) 

(Rustad et al., 2008). All 15 of these genes were significantly downregulated in ΔRD900; 

however the ΔRD900 vs WT DEGs (|log2FC |> 1 and Padj < 0.05) identified under rolling 

culture conditions had only 5 overlapping genes with the DosR regulated IHR genes, with 4 

out of 5 genes upregulated in ΔRD900 (Table 5.7). The genes Rv0574c (Mb0589C), Rv2005c 

(Mb2028C), Rv2623 (Mb2656), Rv2627c (M2660C), Rv2628 (Mb2661) were the overlapping 

downregulated DosR genes between M. tuberculosis ΔpknH under NO treatment with the M. 

bovis AF2122/97 ΔRD900 with standing culture conditions. These results suggested that the 

initiation of the DosR regulon by PknH needs nitric oxide or hypoxia signals as triggers. 

The enriched GO terms for ΔRD900 in standing conditions are shown in Figure 5.23: Cellular 

iron ion homeostasis (GO:0006879), Cellular response to iron ion starvation (GO:0010106), 

Siderophore biosynthetic process (GO:0019290), Cellular homeostasis (GO:0019725), 

Phenol-containing compound metabolic process (GO:0018958), Response to stress 

(GO:0006950), Siderophore biosynthetic process from catechol (GO:0019540) and Response 

to decreased oxygen levels (GO:0036293). 
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Table 5. 7 Overlapping genes between DEGs of M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔRD900 in rolling or 

standing conditions with DosR regulated IHR genes 

 Gene log2FC Padj 

Overlapping genes 

between DEGs of M. 

bovis AF2122/97 

ΔRD900 in rolling 

conditions and IHR 

Mb0085 

 

1.20 1.01E-05 

Mb0086 

 

1.08 2.45E-09 

Mb2054C 2.20 

 

2.70E-05 

Mb2055c 

 

1.95 

 

0.005477 

 

Mb3155 -1.37 0.034697 

 

Overlapping genes 

between DEGs of M. 

bovis AF2122/97 

ΔRD900 in standing 

conditions with IHR  

Mb0584 

 

-1.49 

 

0.013744 

 

Mb0587C 

 

-1.28 

 

0.018921 

 

Mb0589C 

 

-1.20 

 

0.040066 

 

Mb2020 

 

-1.36 

 

0.040066 

 

Mb2028C 

 

-1.20 

 

0.016055 

 

Mb2030C 

 

-1.24 

 

0.03828 

 

Mb2656 

 

-1.19 

 

0.035491 

 

Mb2657C 

 

-1.30 

 

0.031491 

 

Mb2658C 

 

-1.27 

 

0.030235 

 

Mb2660C 

 

-1.76 

 

0.009975 

 

Mb2661 

 

-1.52 

 

0.003407 

 

Mb3150 

 

-1.46 

 

0.029054 

 

Mb3153 

 

-1.39 

 

0.02311 

 

Mb3154C 

 

-1.38 

 

0.016489 

 

Mb3871 -1.65 1.56E-05 
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Figure 5. 23 Enriched GO terms for M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔRD900 in standing conditions. 

Gene ontology (GO) enrichment analysis for differentially expressed genes in standing M. bovis 

AF2122/97 ΔRD900. The gene ratio refers to the ratio of the number of genes in the GO entry following 

enrichment to the total number of genes in the GO entry. An increased gene ratio indicates greater 

enrichment. The lower false discovery rate indicates a higher level of true positives. 
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5.5 Discussion 

Given the differences between M. tuberculosis H37Rv PknHTB and M. bovis AF2122/97 

PknH1 and PknH2 mentioned in section 5.1, we assumed that there may exist different 

signalling pathways that are initiated by PknH1, PknH2 and PknHTB kinases. Thus, a series of 

genomic and transcriptomic studies on different M. bovis AF2122/97 mutants was conducted 

to explore the impacts of pknH orthologues on global gene expression profiles.  

 

5.5.1 M. bovis AF2122/97 WT and WT::pknHTB strains  

Our collaborators at the University of Zaragoza had found that introduction of pknHTB  into 

M. bovis AF2122/97 led to a decrease in its virulence relative to the wild type M. bovis in a 

mouse C57/BL6 intranasal high dose infection model (2000 CFUs). They also noted that they 

obtained different colony variants of M. bovis after this transformation; hence, M. bovis 

AF2122/97 WT::pknHTB colony 3 was more virulent than M. bovis AF2122/97 WT::pknHTB 

colony 1. This may suggest that there were differences between the mutants that were unrelated 

to the pknHTB. For example, perhaps the virulence phenotypes seen were due to mutations in 

virulence genes which would have attenuated the M. bovis transformants, independent of the 

presence or absence of pknHTB. Thus, to define the genomic make-up of colonies 1 and 3,  the 

DNA from those two isolates was extracted, WGS performed, and the sequence data analysed 

by variant calling. The variant calling found that there was a frameshift in the mas gene of 

colony 1 that is predicted to lead to production of a truncated Mas protein of 172 aa due to a 

premature translational stop codon. The wild type mas gene encodes a Mas protein of 2111 aa 

that is a mycocerosic acid synthase which is vital for PDIM synthesis (Trivedi et al., 2005). 

PDIM is known to be essential for virulence (Camacho et al., 1999; Goren, Brokl and Schaefer, 

1974; Quigley et al., 2017) and thus the less virulent phenotype that was observed in the pknHTB 

knock-in mutant colony 1 was most likely due to the lack of the PDIM in this isolate, and the 

phenotype was therefore independent of pknHTB. However, no obvious mutation in a known 

virulence gene could be detected in M. bovis AF2122/97 WT::pknHTB colony 3, suggested that 

its decreased virulence was due to the presence of pknHTB that was likely altering global gene 

expression due to it being a signalling kinase. Thus RNA was purified from in vitro cultures of 

M. bovis AF2122/97 WT and M. bovis AF2122/97 WT::pknHTB colony 3 strains and it was 

sent for RNA sequencing to a commercial supplier. DEG analysis was done on the resulting 

sequence data to explore differences at the transcriptomic level. The DEG that were identified 
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were involved in multiple pathways including: mbo00450: selenocompound metabolism; 

mbo00561: glycerolipid metabolism; mbo01040: biosynthesis of unsaturated fatty acids; 

mbo00261: monobactam biosynthesis; mbo00920:  sulphur metabolism; mbo02010: ABC 

transporters; mbo00564: Glycerophopipid metabolism. The alteration in the expression of these 

genes and pathways may have contributed to the attenuated virulence of M. bovis AF2122/97 

WT::pknHTB phenotype observed in the mouse infection model. 

 

5.5.2 M. bovis AF2122/97 WT, ΔRD900 and complemented strains 

As we wanted to further study the function of PknH1, PknH2 and PknHTB, we generated an 

M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔRD900 mutant which would provide a ‘clean’ background for the 

expression of pknH1, pknH2 and pknHTB independently to ascertain their individual effects on 

gene expression. The knockout of entire RD900 locus (pknH1, tbd2, pknH2) was more difficult 

than the knockout of TbD1 region, possibly due to the larger length of the locus (4441 bp) as 

compared to the TbD1 region (2153 bp). At the beginning, 500 bp of RD900 flanking upstream 

and downstream were included in the AES; however these constructs failed to generate the 

M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔRD900. After repeated failures, I realized that the AES likely needed to 

contain longer homologous flanking regions of the RD900 locus to ensure the success of the 

recombination process between the AES and RD900 locus on the M. bovis AF2122/97 genome. 

Thus 1.5 kb of upstream and downstream area of RD900 locus were used for constructing the 

new AES. This increase of the homologous flanking arms however increased the difficulty 

when conducting the MultiSite Gateway cloning process. Several optimizations were used 

during the BP and LR cloning. The LR cloning incubation time was extended to 3 days when 

generating the destination plasmid containing the AES and double the amount of BP/LR 

products were used to transform E. coli competent cells so as to increase the chances of 

obtaining E. coli harbouring the correct plasmids. To achieve the complementation on the 

M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔRD900, the integrative plasmids independently harbouring pknH1, 

pknH2 and pknHTB genes were generated successfully. However, the generation of an 

integrative plasmid with the entire RD900 locus failed, despite repeatedly trying to get the 

correct construct after several attempts over many months. Ultimately, the RD900 integrative 

plasmids were synthesised commercially by Genewiz.  

After the construction and verification of RD900 knock-out and knock-in mutants of M. bovis 

AF2122/97, the WT, ΔRD900 and complemented strains (ΔRD900::pknH1, ΔRD900::pknH2 
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and ΔRD900::pknHTB) were sent for RNA-seq along with the M. bovis AF2122/97 

ΔRD900::MCZ empty vector control complemented strain. The standing culture condition was 

chosen to scale up the cultures for RNA-extraction; we did this as there were 18 samples in 

total which would have meant an unwieldly number of culture bottles in the rolling apparatus 

– the standing condition was therefore logistically easier and safer. When conducting the 

library preparation and RNA-seq, Genewiz failed to deplete rRNA including 5SrRNA 

(BQ2027_RRF), 16SrRNA (BQ2027_RRS) and 23SrRNA ((BQ2027_RRL) meaning that 

over 60% of the reads were from rRNA; thus the level of mRNA reads for downstream DEG 

analysis was insufficient. In our previous RNA-seq conducted by the commercial provider 

Novogene, they were successfully able to remove the rRNA efficiently with less than 3% of 

rRNA reads remaining in the final datasets. To provide sufficient data for our analysis, 

Genewiz repeated the RNA-seq three times and merged all reads which meant that sufficient 

mRNA reads were obtained for DEG analysis.  

From the default PCA plot generated with the top 500 variables, the samples were not clustered 

within each group or separated among groups, which showed that the complementation of 

single pknH1/pknH2/pknHTB genes was not able to alter the global gene expression of M. bovis 

AF2122/97 ΔRD900. The PCA was then further explored by decreasing the number of top 

variables used for PCA plot which further confirmed that although the pknH1/pknH2/pknHTB 

were expressed in the complemented strains respectively, the expression couldn’t restore the 

expression of other genes in M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔRD900 to a level similar to the WT. There 

are several possible reasons for the unexpected RNA-seq results for the complemented strains. 

One possibility is that as the trans complementation of the pknH1/pknH2/pknHTB orthologues 

was not at the same genomic location as the RD900 locus, as discussed in Chapter 2. Instead 

the integrative plasmids used for our complementation insert into the attB sites within the glyV 

tRNA gene on the mycobacterial chromosome (Lee et al., 1991). The change of location might 

affect the pknH1/pknH2/pknHTB downstream regulation and/or protein-protein interaction with 

neighbouring genes at the RD900 locus. Secondly, the complementation of 

pknH1/pknH2/pknHTB only used the pknH orthologues, and did not include the tbd2 gene; it is 

possible that in M. bovis, PknH1/2 need to work together with the Tbd2 protein as a functional 

unit. The tbd2 gene encodes a possible transmembrane ATP-binding protein ABC transporter, 

which, for example, may be phosphorylated by PknH to trigger signalling cascades.  

In previous work, M. tuberculosis H37Rv ΔpknH mutants showed different phenotypes as 

compared with WT, have been associated with multiple stresses and, given PknH is a master 
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kinase, regulate a wide range of signalling pathways. I therefore focused only on the expression 

profiles of M. bovis AF2122/97 WT and ΔRD900 strains in response to different in vitro culture 

conditions. As described in Chapter 3, M. bovis strains undergo a hypoxic-stress when 

cultured using standing conditions. Previously, Yossef Av-Gay and collaborators showed that 

M. tuberculosis H37Rv ΔpknH survived better than WT or complemented strains treated with 

acidified nitrite, and they proposed that nitric oxide is a potential environmental trigger for 

PknH activation. They also observed that their M. tuberculosis ΔpknH mutant was more 

sensitive to in vitro peroxide and superoxide stress (H2O2 & paraquat) than pknH-intact WT or 

complemented strains (Papavinasasundaram et al., 2005a). Also, low pH and heat shock were 

found to downregulate the expression of the pknH gene in M. tuberculosis, suggesting that the 

PknH kinase is able to respond to these stresses (Sharma et al., 2004). Previous work has also 

shed light on PknH substrates and signalling cascades. Again, the group of  Yossef Av-Gay 

have shown that PknH is able to phosphorylate the dormancy regulator DosR at Thr198 and 

Thr205 in response to NO and thus control the expression of downstream DosR regulon genes 

(Chao et al., 2010a). The RNA-seq analysis of M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔRD900 vs WT cultured 

using standing conditions (i.e. hypoxic stress) showed 15 significantly downregulated DosR 

regulon genes in the mutant, which confirmed that M. bovis PknHs can initiate DosR signalling 

via a hypoxia signal. Genes Rv0574c (Mb0589C), Rv2005c (Mb2028C), Rv2623 (Mb2656), 

Rv2627c (M2660C), Rv2628 (Mb2661) were the overlapping downregulated DosR genes 

between M. tuberculosis ΔpknH with NO stress as compared to the M. bovis AF2122/97 

ΔRD900 with standing conditions. Interestingly, Chao et al (2010) found that expression of 

DosR regulon genes after 4h in standing conditions was also lower in M. tuberculosis ΔpknH. 

This similar observation to mine with standing cultures, albeit to a lesser extent, might be 

related to the shorter time they used for their standing incubation as I cultured my strains in 

standing conditions for approximately 7 days. This showed that PknH is required for full 

induction of DosR genes in M. tuberculosis and M. bovis, and that the PknH-DosR signalling 

pathways need nitric oxide or hypoxia signals as triggers. Hypoxia is a common stress that host 

macrophages and granulomatous pathology generates against mycobacteria, as described in 

previous chapters. Nitric oxide production is also part of the macrophage’s antibacterial 

response; phagocytosis of mycobacteria triggers the inducible nitric-oxide synthase in the host 

macrophage which helps control mycobacterial growth in the chronic phase of infection (Flynn 

and Chan, 2001b). It is worth highlighting that DosR is one of the 11 pairs of two-component 

regulatory systems (TCSs) that exist in M. tuberculosis, and that it responds to hypoxia, NO 

and CO (carbon monoxide) stress along with two cognate sensor kinases, DosS and DosT 
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(Saini, Malhotra and Tyagi, 2004; Kumar et al., 2007). DosR regulon genes are thus involved 

in the adaptation to a non-replicating, persistent state in latent TB infection. Thus, it is 

reasonable to assume that in M. bovis the PknHs work co-ordinately with DosR TCS to regulate 

downstream gene expression in response to hostile environmental stresses in vivo that trigger 

M. bovis to enter non-replicating persistent state. 

Corrie and colleagues have described M. tuberculosis pknH transposon mutant, and thus with 

inactivated PknH, that had no growth defect under hyhpoxia (Ortega et al., 2014). Along with 

previous results, my study did not see an apparent growth defect for M. bovis ΔRD900 while 

cultured in standing conditions. It is possible that other compensatory mechanisms maintained 

the normal growth of M. tuberculosis ΔpknH and M. bovis ΔRD900 when in the hypoxic 

environment to remediate the downregulation of DosR genes, thus not showing an apparent 

growth defect. However, I noticed that the M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔRD900 colonies took 5 weeks 

to appear after recombineering which was longer than it took for my M. bovis AF2122/97 

ΔTbD1 colonies (3-4 weeks) to appear. The precise reasons for the slower appearance of the 

RD900 mutants are however unknown. Previous reports also suggest that pknH mutants are 

associated with virulence changes, as M. tuberculosis H37Rv ΔpknH was more virulent than 

WT or complemented strains in BALB/c mice, causing higher bacillary loads in organs, 

especially during the chronic stage of infection (Papavinasasundaram et al., 2005b). Phenotypic 

assays of the M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔRD900 mutants were not done in my PhD project due to 

time limitations, but in future studies it would be interesting to explore the sensitivity of the 

mutants under in vitro stresses or infection assays to study the virulence, for example, to test 

and compare the tolerance to acidified nitrite stress between M. bovis AF2122/97 WT, ΔRD900 

and complemented strains. 
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Tuberculosis (TB) is a disease that has been associated with humans and animals for millennia 

and continues to be a huge threat to public health and cause considerable economic losses to 

the agricultural industry. Mycobacterium tuberculosis is the mainly causative agent of human 

TB, with around 1.5 million TB deaths reported in 2020 alone by the WHO, the first time in 

over a decade that has seen an increase in TB deaths that has been caused by the COVID-19 

pandemic impairing years of efforts on TB services (WHO, 2021). Mycobacterium bovis is 

mainly the causative agent of bovine TB and an economic and health burden to livestock 

farming. While M. bovis can cause zoonotic TB in humans, M. bovis poorly transmits between 

immune competent humans as compared to M. tuberculosis (Magnus, 1966; Francis, 1950). 

On the other hand, M. tuberculosis has attenuated virulence in cattle to M. bovis, with rarely 

reported cases of reverse zoonotic transmission of M. tuberculosis to animals (Whelan et al., 

2010; Ameni et al., 2013; Villarreal-Ramos et al., 2018). Mycobacterium bovis strains also 

show higher virulence than M. tuberculosis in some infection models such as mice, rabbits or 

goats (Nedeltchev et al., 2009; Dunn and North, 1995; Medina et al., 2006; Bezos et al., 2015). 

This different host preference and virulence phenotypes are intriguing given that 

M. tuberculosis and M. bovis share greater than 99.95% sequence identity (Cole et al., 1998; 

Garnier et al., 2003). Thus, comparative studies focusing on the genetic differences between 

M. tuberculosis and M. bovis should allow to determine what genetic mechanisms drive host 

specificity and/or their involvement in stress responses, survival ability and virulence. My PhD 

project thus focussed on two DNA regions, TbD1 and RD900 that are intact in M. bovis 

AF2122/97 but deleted from M. tuberculosis H37Rv.  

To study a gene of interest, the most common way is to disrupt it and study the effects caused 

by gene knockout. To make mutants, the Che9c recombineering system was first applied to 

making BCG Denmark ΔTbD1 mutants as they are safer to manipulate at containment level 2. 

Once competent in this technique, I then then applied it to the biosafety level 3 organism 

M. bovis AF2122/97 for constructing ΔTbD1 and ΔRD900 mutants. A complementation 

strategy to re-express the knocked-out genes was also set up during the first and second year 

of my PhD. These gene manipulation methods, as detailed in Chapter 2, provided the initial 

study material for exploring the functions of TbD1 and RD900. For the mutants verification, 

apart from the commonly used PCR and Sanger sequencing of the neighbouring genes, as 

described in most publications, variant calling using WGS or RNA-seq data were also 

performed. The application of these genome-level techniques uncovered a minor amount of 

random, missense mutations in several genes in the mutants, possibly co-selected with the 
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mutant during the recombineering process as a result of the background mutations that happen 

in strains as they replicate and grow. Although not all the identified mutations would have 

impacted on the function of the resulting protein, it is essential to include the complementation 

strains as a good control to see if the re-expression of the inactive gene constructed in the 

knockouts would compensate transcriptomic and phenotypic differences between the knockout 

and wild type and so to rule out possible impacts caused by unexpected missense mutations. It 

would be ideal to conduct the gene manipulations as described above on more than one strain 

from the same species in parallel to study the gene or gene region, and so to validate the 

findings and ensure convincing conclusions, e.g., M. bovis AF2122/97 and BCG Denmark 

strains were both used to generate mutants for the TbD1 project to ensure that any phenotype 

in the mutant would be consistent across different M. bovis genetic backgrounds.   

The TbD1 project was the main part of my PhD study, thus three chapters in this thesis are 

dedicated to this part, with Chapter 2 describing the TbD1 mutants’ construction, and with 

Chapter 3 and 4 describing TbD1 analyses using transcriptomic and in vitro phenotypic assays, 

respectively.  TbD1 is a specific region that is only deleted in ‘modern’ M. tuberculosis lineages 

but the function of which has been elusive until recent years when two studies revealed its 

potential role in stress response and virulence but with conflicting results on oxidative stress 

sensitivity (Bottai et al., 2020; Arumugam et al., 2019). Arumugam et al (2019) reported that 

oxidative stress induced the expression of mmpS6 and mmpL6 and that strains with an intact 

TbD1 offered those M. tuberculosis strains a higher tolerance to oxidative stress. However, 

Bottai et al (2020) showed that the deletion of TbD1 conferred protection against not only 

oxidative stress, but also hypoxia and offered higher virulence in both guinea pig and 

C3HeB/FeJ mouse infection models. The discrepancies between those two studies in terms of 

divergent phenotypes may be due to differences in experimental protocols and strain genetic 

backgrounds, however it’s hard to provide a clear explanation. Neither of the studies explored 

the alteration of global gene expression profile caused by TbD1 knock-out/knock-in to explore 

their findings at a transcriptomic level and see how this might link to the phenotypic findings. 

My PhD project thus sought to fill this gap and explore TbD1 function by RNA-seq analysis, 

qPCR, and a series of phenotypic assays in M. bovis as a genomic context and archetypal 

animal-adapted MTBC strain. The RNA-seq analysis identified that the knock-out of TbD1 

from M. bovis AF2122/97 significantly altered the global gene expression in standing cultures 

and found that many of the copper responsive genes that are regulated by RicR and CsoR 

repressors were significantly downregulated in ΔTbD1 strains. Interestingly the knock-out of 
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TbD1 didn’t alter the gene expression profile significantly when strains were grown in rolling 

conditions. This difference between standing and rolling conditions was further studied by 

comparing the gene expression of M. bovis AF2122/97 WT under two growth conditions and 

the differentially expressed gene (DEG) list showed a significant overlap with hypoxia-induced 

genes composed of DosR regulated Initial Hypoxic Response (IHR) genes and Enduring 

Hypoxic Response (EHR) genes that are largely independent of the DosR regulon. IHR and 

EHR were originally identified using a defined hypoxic model whereby M. tuberculosis 

cultures were stirred at 60 rpm with low oxygen gas flow (0.2% O2 with N2 balance) (Rustad 

et al., 2008). Thus, my work revealed that M. bovis AF2122/97 strains in standing condition 

reacted similarly as M. tuberculosis in response to hypoxia and thus suggested that 

mycobacteria are exposed to a hypoxic environment while cultured in simple standing 

conditions, which is close to the description of the original unstirred Wayne model (Wayne and 

Hayes, 1996). In the standing condition, mycobacterial cultures were grown in 30 ml of 7H9 

in 50 ml screw cap tubes with the caps tightly screwed, without agitation and incubated at 37°C; 

this created a self-generated oxygen gradient between the anaerobic sediment at the bottom of 

the tube and the replication of bacilli in suspension in the upper part of the tube (Wayne and 

Hayes, 1996; Wayne and Sohaskey, 2001). Indeed, the colour changes in standing cultures with 

added methylene blue indicated that a hypoxic environment was gradually developed as time 

went by (described in 4.3.7). In the modified classic Wayne model, a magnetic stirring bar is 

added to cultures to control the rate of oxygen consumption with a defined culture-to-headspace 

ratio; but the stirring system was not introduced in my work due to time constraints and the 

lack of appropriate equipment at CL3, plus increase the possible chance of contamination. By 

simplifying the model to just using the standing condition, I was able to save time and costs 

but still could comparatively study M. bovis WT and ΔTbD1 global gene expression profiles 

in response to a hypoxic environment. Hypoxia-based in vitro models are used as dormancy 

models and are though to mirror the in vivo latent infection, as in vivo observations concluded 

that hypoxia is a key host-induced stress to limit the growth of tubercle bacilli and induce 

nonreplicating persistence (NRP) (Wayne and Sohaskey, 2001). Rolling or shaking conditions 

are widely used in scaling up slow-growing mycobacterial cultures in TB labs; however the 

bacilli rarely meet such a high oxygen level in vivo, but instead low oxygen tension is the 

common case when bacilli are inside host tissues and cells during infection, e.g. the dramatic 

changes in oxygen tension caused by caseation and cavitation, both of which are human TB 

hallmarks (Rustad et al., 2009). Histologic examination of different lung lesions from six TB 

patients showed numerous bacilli in lesions connected to airways, whereas paucibacillary 
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bacilli were found in lesions lacking direct contact with air (Kaplan et al., 2003), showing that 

reduced oxygen tension is linked with inhibition of tubercule bacilli growth. It is worth 

highlighting therefore that studies on mycobacterial gene function need to select the culture 

condition carefully, which will depend on the characteristics of the gene of interest and the 

interpretation of function and phenotype should be carefully done to include mentioning culture 

conditions in detail in publications. The RNA-seq analysis of M. bovis AF2122/97 WT and 

ΔTbD1 with different culture conditions revealed that mmpS6 and mmpL6 mediate the hypoxia-

specific copper response pathways and this conclusion was also validated in the BCG Denmark 

WT and TbD1 mutants by qPCR. The results showed that hypoxia was able to induce the 

expression of mmpS6 and mmpL6 as the expression of those two genes were significantly 

higher in standing cultures and agreed with RNA-seq results, indicating the TbD1 and 

downstream pathways were switched on by the standing condition; this implies that the TbD1 

locus could be important for in vivo latent growth of M. bovis strains. Copper responsive DEG 

such as ctpV and cysK2 were significantly downregulated in BCG Denmark ΔTbD1, which 

also parallels with RNA-seq results from M. bovis AF2122/97 and suggested that the alteration 

at the RNA level by TbD1 knock-out is broadly found in M. bovis strains, and implies the 

involvement of MmpS6 and MmpL6 in the hypoxia-specific copper ion response. While 

conducting qPCR, an interesting observation found that the commonly used reference gene 

sigA was inconstantly expressed in the standing condition, which was in agreement with 

previous research (Manganelli et al., 1999); thus sigA was unsuitable to be used to normalize 

in RT-qPCR data analysis and thus 16SrRNA was used instead for normalization.  

In vitro assays were done (Chapter 4) guided by the hints from transcriptomic data to test the 

copper sensitivity between M. bovis WT and TbD1 mutant strains, and more sensitive 

phenotypes were observed in both M. bovis AF2122/97 and BCG Denmark ΔTbD1 strains as 

compared to their WT strains. During the phenotypic exploration, it was more apparent to see 

an in vitro growth defect for BCG Denmark ΔTbD1 as compared with M. bovis AF2122/97 

ΔTbD1. With both liquid and solid medium, the growth of BCG Denmark ΔTbD1 was 

inhibited significantly by high concentrations (150 M) of CuSO4 supplementation. However, 

for the M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔTbD1, the defect growth was observed with longer incubation 

times and higher concentrations (200 M) of CuSO4. This might be because M. bovis 

AF2122/97 has other compensation mechanisms that react to the loss of TbD1 when 

responding to excess copper, as there are other genes that are deleted or present between 

M. bovis AF2122/97 and BCG Denmark. This slight discrepancy does not affect the convincing 
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conclusion that the knockout of the TbD1 sensitized M. bovis to excess copper in hypoxia given 

that both M. bovis AF2122/97 and BCG Denmark complemented strains restored the growth 

defects to levels similar to the WT. To look for the reason attributed to a sensitivity phenotype 

under high concentration of copper, I checked the expression level of copper-responsive genes, 

ctpV and cysK2 in BCG Denmark WT, ΔTbD1 and ΔTbD1::TbD1 after 3h standing incubation 

with 100 M CuSO4. The results found that the expression of these genes was not significantly 

different between WT and TbD1 mutants when without adding CuSO4, but the expression of 

ctpV and cysK2 were ~2-fold lower in ΔTbD1 and the expression was restored to WT level in 

TbD1 complemented strain when grown with 100 M CuSO4. Thus, disturbing copper 

homeostasis caused by the TbD1 knockout of M. bovis was the reason for ΔTbD1 copper-

sensitivity, and TbD1 is important for excess copper detoxification under a hypoxic 

environment. The role of copper in nutritional immunity is highly appreciated, however the 

detailed mechanisms of Cu acquisition and transport in mycobacteria still need to be addressed, 

and, what is worse, the key component, copper chaperones have not been identified in 

mycobacteria.  

Cu2+ is situated at the top of the Irving-Williams series representing the natural order of stability 

for divalent transition metals, defined as Mg2+ and Ca2+ (weakest binding) < Mn2+ < Fe2+ < 

Co2+ < Ni2+ < Cu2+ > Zn2+; Cu+ is also highly competitive so that unbuffered or unbounded 

intracellular copper ions would be destructive (Irving and Williams, 1953). Copper chaperones 

can release copper ions via ligand substitution upon contact with destination proteins and so 

avoid inflicting damage or trapping by adventitious binding sites (Robinson and Winge, 2010), 

and indeed copper chaperones have been identified not only in eukaryotes but also some have 

been identified in prokaryotes (Vulpe and Packman, 1995; Solioz and Stoyanov, 2003; Banci 

et al., 2004). Thu it is not unreasonable to hypothesis that the TbD1 locus may mediate a 

hypoxia-specific copper response by translocation of an (as yet unknown) mycobacterial 

copper chaperone across the cytoplasmic membrane. This potential system would have the 

chaperone transport copper ions into the cytoplasm with subsequent protein-protein interaction 

between the chaperone-copper complex and RicR/CsoR to release copper ions, allowing the 

expression of downstream proteins and promote adaptive changes in intracellular copper 

homeostasis. It is intriguing that previous studies indicated that other MmpL proteins might 

also be involved in metal responses, i.e., mmpl3 was significantly downregulated under 0.5 

mM zinc, while copper-responsive genes (i.e. lpqS, cysK2, and mymT) were induced in an 

mmpl3-depleted M. tuberculosis mutant (Botella et al., 2011; Degiacomi et al., 2017), not to 
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mention the well-studied MmpS4/5 and MmpL4/5 systems and their role in iron acquisition 

and transportation (Wells et al., 2013).  

In conclusion, the TbD1 project in my PhD study provides insight into the function of the TbD1 

locus in animal adapted M. bovis strains and revealed its role in defence against hypoxia-

specific deleterious copper. It may be worth for future studies to discern unknown functions of 

MmpL proteins to have a more comprehensive understanding of the MmpL family using 

comparative analysis among MmpL proteins and obtain hints to their function(s) from well-

studied MmpLs via e.g., RNA-seq, newly developed artificial intelligence protein structure 

prediction methods or advanced intracellular metal quantification technologies. This would 

also help understand TB pathogenesis and the host-pathogen interaction from the aspect of 

nutritional immunity.  

 

For another part of my PhD project, I explored the function of RD900 in M. bovis AF2122/97 

with the collaboration of Carlos Martin’s group at the University of Zaragoza, Spain, work that 

is described in Chapter 5. The M. bovis AF2122/97 has an intact RD900 locus which includes 

pknH1, tbd2 and pknH2 genes. However, neither of the pknH1 nor pknH2 paralogues in 

M. bovis AF2122/97 has the proline-rich region that is present in other orthologues, which may 

possibly contribute to differences in protein-protein interaction and affect the function of the 

kinases; however the actual function of the proline-rich region in PknH is unknown. Carlos 

Martin’s group found that the virulence of M. bovis AF2122/97 in mice was decreased by 

expression of pknH from M. tuberculosis H37Rv. The M. bovis AF2122/97 WT::pknHTB 

mutants were then sent to UCD where I performed WGS to verify the mutants and performed 

RNA-seq analysis. Enriched DEGs in the M. bovis AF2122/97 WT::pknHTB as compared to 

WT belonged to a range of cellular processes, mainly in intermediate metabolism and 

respiration, cell wall and cell processes, lipid metabolism and these alterations may contribute 

to the attenuated in vivo virulence of the knock-in mutants in the mouse model. As the M. bovis 

AF2122/97 WT::pknHTB knock-in mutant that made by Carlos Martin’s group still contained 

the wild type RD900 locus that may affect the transcriptome, I set out to study the function of 

each PknH (PknH1, PknH2 and PknHTB) separately in M. bovis. I generated a ‘clean’ 

background by knocking out the entire RD900 in M. bovis AF2122/97 and then complemented 

the M. bovis AF2122/97 ΔRD900 mutant with constructed integrative plasmids to allow 

expression of pknH1, pknH2 and pknHTB, respectively, and thus the transcriptional profiles 
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among WT, ΔRD900 and complemented strains could be compared to give hints for the 

function of each PknH. However, from the transcriptomic level, the re-expression of the pknH-

variants separately caused only minor significant changes to the expression profile of ΔRD900, 

and thus the different functions for PknH1, PknH2 and PknHTB were unable to assigned 

according to the RNA-seq results. It could be possible that to study this region it may be better 

to generate individual mutants of pknH1, pknH2 or tbd2 separately, as the knockout of the 

whole region might cause a major effect to the bacilli that complementation with the single 

variants could not rescue. It is also possible that the complementation strategy employed, 

whereby the gene was not expressed in the natural location (i.e., RD900) might affect the 

PknH1/PknH2/PknHTB downstream regulation and/or protein-protein interaction with 

neighbouring genes at the RD900 locus. What’s more, PknH1/PknH2 in M. bovis may 

phosphorylate Tbd2 and work in conjunction with it, given that Tbd2 has a Forkhead-

associated (FHA) domain, which is assumed to be a phosphopeptide recognition motif 

(Durocher et al., 2000). Tbd2 is a possible ATP-binding ABC transporter and may transport 

diverse substrates across the cell membrane using the energy from ATP hydrolyzation; thus 

complementation with a single pknH (pknH1, pknH2 and pknHTB) was possibly not enough to 

significantly rescue the ΔRD900 mutants. Several studies reported that some STPKs in M. 

tuberculosis phosphorylate FHA-containing proteins upon the recognition of the FHA domain, 

e.g. Rv1749 encodes a predicted ATP-binging ABC transporter containing two FHA domains 

that can be phosphorylated by PknF by recognizing FHA domains of the Rv1749 protein 

(Spivey et al., 2011). Also PknH phosphorylates EmbR with the mediation of the FHA domain 

of EmbR (Molle et al., 2003).  

Although the separate complementation of pknH1/pknH2/pknHTB in M. bovis AF2122/97 

ΔRD900 was not as expected, the M. bovis AF2122 ΔRD900 mutants were explored further 

with WT strains under different culturing conditions to study their gene expression profiles. As 

discussed previously in the TbD1 project, culture conditions should be considered as an 

important factor to determine the associated downstream substate proteins and signalling 

pathways that may differ between a wild type and mutant; this seems to be even more essential 

when study STPKs, which could transfer extracellular environmental signalling cues to 

intracellular signal cascades for rapid adaptation to environmental changes. The number of 

DEG in ΔRD900 rolling cultures was 27 as compared to WT; however ΔRD900 standing 

cultures had 69 DEG as compared to WT in each culture conditions, thus showing hypoxia is 

one of the environmental cues for PknH1/PknH2 in M. bovis AF2122/97 to initiate related 
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signalling pathways, in either a direct or indirect way. For a long time, it was believed that only 

two-component systems (TCS) were able to undergo protein phosphorylation, which happens 

on histidine and aspartic acid residues (Hoch, 2000; Stock, Stock and Mottonen, 1990). The 

mycobacterial DosR is phosphorylated to its active state by two histidine kinases, DosS and 

DosT (Roberts et al., 2004). Both DosS and DosT kinases bind heme as a prosthetic group and 

have O2, NO and CO as modulatory ligands (Kumar et al., 2007). DosS is a redox sensor and 

uses the oxidation of its heme iron by O2 as an indicator of the net redox state of the cell, while 

DosT is a hypoxia sensor and binds to heme bound to O2 and is activated in the deoxy state, 

thus sensing the oxygen tension (Kumar et al., 2007). PknH can work together with DosS/DosR 

TCS via phosphorylating different residues on DosR in M. tuberculosis, thus regulating the 

DosR regulon involved in hypoxia and nitric oxide induced dormancy (Chao et al., 2010b). It 

is known that DosR regulon genes are highly conserved between M. bovis and M. tuberculosis 

(Bartek et al., 2009). From my results I observed that in M. bovis AF2122/97 while growing 

cultures in standing condition that 15 out of 49 DosR regulated genes had reduced expression 

in ΔRD900, and with 5 overlapping DosR regulon genes as compared to M. tuberculosis 

H37Rv ΔpknH in response to nitric oxide. These results suggest that the PknHs in M. bovis 

AF2122/97 also phosphorylate DosR when the correct environmental cues are present (such as 

standing-induced hypoxia) and the full initiation of DosR regulon genes in response to hypoxia 

needs the RD900 locus. Indeed, this crosstalk between STPKs and TCS also happens in other 

bacteria, e.g. in Myxococcus xanthus the TCS MrpA/MrpB acts cooperatively with STPKs 

Pkn8 and Pkn14 to regulate the transcription factor Mrp (Nariya and Inouye, 2005; Sun and 

Shi, 2001).  However, it is unknown if the PknH1 or PknH2 or both of the PknHs in M. bovis 

are needed to fulfil this signalling transduction. Future studies could try to knock out pknH1 or 

pknH2 separately or to mutate each gene in situ to answer the question.  

To summarize, my PhD study revealed the function and importance of intact TbD1 and RD900 

loci in M. bovis in response to diverse in vitro stresses. Both of the regions seem to be associated 

with hypoxia, which is one of the main environmental conditions in the latent phase of TB 

infection (Rustad et al., 2009). It is believed that M. tuberculosis mostly causes latent infection 

in humans; however M. bovis is thought mainly to lead to an acute infection in cattle (Álvarez, 

Estrada-Chávez and Flores-Valdez, 2009). Indeed, M. bovis has been shown to be more 

aggressive and virulent in animal infection experiments in goats, cattle, rabbit, and mice as 

aforementioned, and some studies thus suggested that M. tuberculosis infections are arrested 

at early stage with non-replication or low-replication bacilli exist, however M. bovis maintains 
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an active replication and progress to more severe stages resulting in acute infections (Sabio y 

García et al., 2020). My study provides clues that TbD1 and RD900 loci may be utilized by 

M. bovis and offer advantages for surviving in its host and may contribute to distinct infection 

process in M. bovis as compared to M. tuberculosis. More experiments are required to further 

work on the aspect of host-pathogen interaction for the TbD1 and RD900 loci via in vivo 

infection assays with animal models, including cattle, to answer whether the presence of the 

intact TbD1 and RD900 loci favour M. bovis to become better adapted to its specific biological 

niche.  
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Appendix 

Graduate modules 

Module Title ECTS 

CNWY41130 Data Analysis: Biological Scientists 2.50 

VET40080 Advances in Infection Biology 5.00 

LANG10510 English for Academic Purposes 4 5.00 

SCI50010 Online Research Skills 5.00 

VET40090 Current Concepts in Infection Biology A 5.00 

VET40100 Current Concepts in Infection Biology B 5.00 

CNWY40160 Applied Proteomics 5.00 

 

Publications during PhD study 

• Ruoyao Ma, Damien Farrell, Gabriel Gonzalez, John A. Browne, Chie Nakajima, 

Yasuhiko Suzuki, and Stephen V. Gordon. "The TbD1 locus mediates a hypoxia-

induced copper response in Mycobacterium bovis." Frontiers in Microbiology [online] 

13(April), pp.1–14. 

• Mata, Elena, Damien Farrell, Ruoyao Ma, Santiago Uranga, Ana Belen Gomez, Marta 

Monzon, Juan Badiola et al. "Independent genomic polymorphisms in the PknH serine 

threonine kinase locus during evolution of the Mycobacterium tuberculosis Complex 

affect virulence and host preference." PLoS pathogens 16, no. 12 (2020): e1009061. 

 

Presentations 

• 9th Meeting of the Consortium for the Control of Zoonoses, Hokkaido University, Sept. 

2021. 

• European Society of Mycobacteriology (ESM) 41st Annual Congress, Jun. 2021. 

• UCD Conway Festival of Research & Innovation, Oct. 2020. 

• 10th Meeting of the Dublin Academy of Pathogenomics & Infection Biology, Jan. 2020. 

• The Association for Veterinary Teaching and Research Work (AVTRW) Irish Branch 

Annual Meeting, Oct. 2019 
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